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IntroductionCette th�ese traite de deux probl�emes li�es aux groupes de Chow d'une vari�et�e alg�ebrique.Rappellons que les groupes de Chow A�X d'une vari�et�e alg�ebrique X sont d�e�niscomme AiX := ziX=biX ;o�u ziX d�esigne le groupe ab�elien libre engendr�e par les sous{vari�et�es ferm�ees de dimension idansX, et biX � ziX est le sous{groupe engendr�e par les diviseurs de fonctions rationnellessur les sous{vari�et�es ferm�ees de dimension i + 1 dans X [Fu 3, Chapter 1]. Si X est lissede dimension n, on peut d�e�nir un produit d'intersection qui munit les groupes de Chowd'une structure d'anneau AiX 
AjX�!Ai+j�nX[Fu 3, Chapter 8].La premi�ere question li�ee aux groupes de Chow est de trouver un \bon" anneaud'intersection pour les vari�et�es arbitraires (i.e. �eventuellement singuli�eres). On appelleanneau d'intersection un anneau provenant d'un foncteur contravariantR�: fvari�et�esg ! fanneaux gradu�esg ;tel que pour X lisse de dimension n, il existe un isomorphisme d'anneaux R�X ��!An��X.Il est naturel de souhaiter, de plus, qu'un anneau d'intersection satisfasse aux propri�et�essuivantes:(1) Fonctorialit�e. Il existe des homomorphismes de Gysin fonctoriels f�:R�X ! R�+dYpour un morphisme propre et localement d'intersection compl�ete f :X ! Y de dimen-sion relative d.(2) Naturalit�e. (a). Pour chaque bonne th�eorie de cohomologie H�, il existe une transfor-mation naturelle R� ! H2� qui coincide avec l'application \classe d'un cycle" dans lecas lisse. (b). Pour toute vari�et�e X, il y a un isomorphisme PicX ��!R1X.(Pour une d�e�nition de morphisme localement d'intersection compl�ete, on renvoit �a [Fu 3,Appendix B.7]; quant �a H�, le lecteur est invit�e �a penser �a la cohomologie singuli�ere dansle cas complexe; plus g�en�eralement, on peut penser �a une th�eorie cohomologique au sensde (1.3) ci{dessous.) Si on est moins exigeant, on peut souhaiter ces propri�et�es seulementavec des coe�cients rationnels:(10) Fonctorialit�e faible. Il existe des homomorphismes de Gysin fonctoriels f�:R�X
Q!R�+dY 
Q.(20) Naturalit�e faible. (a). Il existe une transformation naturelle R� 
Q! H2� 
Q. (b).Il y a un isomorphisme PicX 
Q ��!R1X 
Q.Pour le moment, on ne connait pas de th�eorie d'intersection R� qui poss�ede �a la fois lespropri�et�es (1) et (2). 7



Parmi les divers anneaux d'intersection qui ont �et�e propos�es, il y a notamment lacohomologie de Chow CH� de Fulton [Fu 1] et la cohomologie de Chow op�erationnelle A�de Fulton{MacPherson [F{M], [Fu 3].La th�eorie CH�, pour une vari�et�e quasi{projective X, est d�e�nie commeCH�X := lim! CH�Y ;la limite portant sur tous les morphismes deX vers une vari�et�e lisse Y , o�u on pose CH�Y :=Adim Y��Y pour toute Y lisse. Cette th�eorie v�eri�e (2), mais ne v�eri�e pas (1) (par contre,elle v�eri�e (10) [Fu 1, x3.3 Remark]). Un inconv�enient de la th�eorie CH� est de plusqu'elle se prête di�cilement aux calculs explicites (pour donner un exemple tr�es simple:si un groupe �ni G agit sur une vari�et�e lisse X de dimension n, on ne sait pas si on aCH�(X=G)
Q �= An��(X=G) 
Q).La th�eorie A�, pour toute vari�et�e X, est d�e�nie de la fa�con suivante: un �el�ement deAiX est une collection \bien{form�ee" d'homomorphismesAkX 0�!Ak�iX 0 ;pour tout morphismeX 0 ! X, et tout k (cf. [Fu 3, Chapter 17] pour plus de d�etails). Grâce�a cette d�e�nition \op�erationnelle", A� poss�ede des propri�et�es formelles extraordinaires, enparticulier la propri�et�e (1) [Fu 3, p. 328]. Bien que sa d�e�nition puisse parâ�tre partic-uli�erement compliqu�ee �a premi�ere vue, la th�eorie A� se prête bien aux calculs explicites (parexemple, pour le quotient X=G comme ci{dessus, on a A�(X=G) 
 Q �= An��(X=G) 
Q[Fu 3, Example 17.4.10]). Par contre, un inconv�enient majeur est que A� ne satisfait pasla propri�et�e (2), ni même (20) (pour (20)(a), cf. [To 2, Theorem 7]; pour (20)(b), cf. [Fu 3,17.4.9]).On peut dire que CH� est la th�eorie d'intersection la plus �ne, tandis que A� est lath�eorie la moins �ne [Fu 2, Chapter 10].Apr�es avoir vu ces exemples, on peut expliciter la question de trouver un \bon" anneaud'intersection: est{ce qu'on peut construire un anneau qui se situe entre CH� et A� ? Cetanneau devrait ra�ner A� assez pour satisfaire (2), tout en restant assez proche de A� a�nde conserver ses bonnes propri�et�es fonctorielles.La seconde question li�ee aux groupes de Chow est motiv�ee par les groupes de Chowsup�erieurs de Bloch [Bl 1], [Bl 2], [Bl 3]. Ces groupes forment une th�eorie bigradu�eeA�(X; �) comprenant les groupes de Chow: Ai(X; 0) = AiX. Bloch les a introduits a�nde donner une description de la K{th�eorie sup�erieure en termes de cycles: pour X quasi-projective, on a un isomorphisme(�) Mi GriKjXQ ��!KjXQ ��!Mi Ai(X; j)Q ;o�u KjX d�esigne la K{th�eorie associ�ee �a la cat�egorie des faisceaux coh�erents sur X [Qu 2],et  d�enote la {�ltration de [So 2], [Kr], [Gra]. Grâce �a cet isomorphisme, on appelle lesAi(X; j) parfois homologie \motivique" (ou \absolue") [B{M{S], [Be], [De 3], [Su].8



La construction de groupes de Chow sup�erieurs soul�eve la question: est{ce qu'il existeune th�eorie cohomologique duale de A�(�; �) ? Au vu du r�esultat (�), on s'attend �ace que cette nouvelle th�eorie co��ncide sur Q avec une certaine K{th�eorie contravariante(i.e. \cohomologique"). De fa�con approximative, cette seconde question se traduiraitdonc comme la recherche d'une cohomologie motivique pour les vari�et�es �eventuellementsinguli�eres.Pour tenter de r�epondre �a ces deux questions, j'introduis la cohomologie de Chowbigradu�ee A�(�; �). La d�e�nition est une extrapolation des deux constructions A� etA�(�; �): le groupe Ai(X; j) est d�e�ni en termes de certaines collections d'op�erationsA�(X 0; �)�!A��i(X 0; � + j)pour X 0 ! X. La d�e�nition se sert aussi de la th�eorie de descente, ce qui nous oblige �asupposer qu'on dispose d'une r�esolution des singularit�es.On verra que A�(X; �) est un anneau bigradu�e, que A�(X; �) est un A�(X; �){modulebigradu�e, et que pour X lisse de dimension n il y a un isomorphisme \dualit�e de Poincar�e"Ai(X; j) ��!An�i(X; j) :Il existe une relation avec la K{th�eorie, duale de la relation homologique (�) d�emontr�eepar Bloch: il y a des isomorphismesch: KjfXQ ��!Mi Ai(X; j)Q ;o�uK�f est une nouvelleK{th�eorie contravariante, inspir�ee par (et pourX compl�ete, �egale �a)une construction de Gillet et Soul�e [G{S]. Cette th�eorie r�epond donc �a la seconde questionpos�ee ci{dessus.Quant �a la premi�ere question, le sous{anneau A�(�; 0) � A�(�; �) est un anneaud'intersection, qui (grâce �a l'aspect op�erationnel de la d�e�nition) poss�ede de bonnes pro-pri�et�es fonctorielles, en particulier une version faible de la propri�et�e (1), cf. (4.4) et (4.5).D'autre part, l'anneau A�(�; 0) satisfait la propri�et�e (2)(a), donc (au vu du r�esultat deTotaro [To 2] mentionn�e ci{dessus) c'est une th�eorie strictement plus �ne que A�.On remarque que dans la d�e�nition de A�(�; 0), la K{th�eorie sup�erieure fait sonapparition, mais d�eguis�ee en cycles par l'isomorphisme (�).Evidemment, A�(�; 0) est loin d'être l'anneau d'intersection id�eal dont on rêve (parexemple, on d�eplore l'absence d'une interpr�etation g�eom�etrique). Toutefois, il sembleint�eressant de voir qu'il est possible de ra�ner la th�eorie A� sans tout �a fait quitter lecadre op�erationnel de Fulton{MacPherson [F{M].9



R�esum�eCe travail comprend six chapitres, chacun poss�edant une courte introduction s�epar�ee. Nousr�esumons ces di��erents chapitres.Le premier chapitre regroupe notations, d�e�nitions et rappels sur des r�esultats de lalitt�erature existante dont on aura besoin.Le x1.2 formalise le concept d'une \th�eorie de dualit�e de Poincar�e", de sorte queles couples homologie plus cohomologie qu'on connait forment des th�eories de dualit�e dePoincar�e. Les axiomes d'une \th�eorie de dualit�e de Poincar�e" sont proches des axiomesde Bloch et Ogus [B{O], mais di��erent dans le sens qu'ils s'appliquent non seulement auxgroupes d'homologie et cohomologie, mais plutôt aux complexes de faisceaux sous{jacents.Ce point de vue, qu'on retrouve par exemple dans [Gi 1] et [G{N], est essentiel pour ce quisuivra. Ensuite, x1.2 traite de la descente cubique de Navarro Aznar et alii [G{N{P{P],variante de la descente simpliciale de Deligne et Saint{Donat [De 2].Le x1.3 rappelle quelques r�esultats de base d'alg�ebre homotopique, y compris les lim-ites et colimites homotopiques d'ensembles simpliciaux et de spectres [B{K], [Th 1, x5];ces (co)limites homotopiques nous fourniront une version \non{ab�elienne" de descente,adapt�ee notamment �a la K{th�eorie (cf. par exemple la preuve de (2.24), ou la d�e�nition(4.8) de la K{th�eorie formelle K�f ).Dans le deuxi�eme chapitre, on rencontre l'homologie de Chow bigradu�ee, dont lad�e�nition est une (l�eg�ere) modi�cation de celle des groupes de Chow sup�erieurs de Bloch[Bl 1], [Bl 2], [Bl 3]. Pour une vari�et�e quasi{projective X, le groupe Ai(X; j) est d�e�nicomme homologie Hj d'un complexe zi(X; �), d�e�ni de la fa�con suivante: On d�esigne par�j l'espace a�ne A j muni d'une structure simpliciale (2.3). Alors le groupe zi(X; j) estengendr�e par les sous{vari�et�es  dans X de dimension i + j, pour lesquelles  et �j( )rencontrent les faces de codimension au plus 2 proprement (2.9). Ici le bord �j provient d'uncomplexe plus grand Zi(X; �) � zi(X; �) (2.8), et les faces sont d�e�nies par la structuresimpliciale de �j . Pour la relation et la di��erence entre cette d�e�nition et la d�e�nitionoriginale de Bloch, cf. (2.15). Il est facile �a voir que Ai(X; 0) = AiX, le i{�eme groupe deChow de X (2.10).Avec cette d�e�nition, on sait d�emontrer l'importante propri�et�e de localisation (2.14);c'est une suite exacte longue� � � �!Ai(Y; j)�!Ai(X; j)�!Ai(U; j)�!Ai(Y; j � 1)�!� � �pour Y � X ferm�ee avec compl�ement U = X n Y (cette suite exacte �etend la suite exactestandard [Fu 3, Chapter 1] pour les groupes de Chow).Malheureusement, la preuve de cette suite exacte de localisation a besoin de l'hypoth�esede quasi{projectivit�e. Pour cette raison, on se sert du lemme de Chow et de la descentecubique pour �etendre la d�e�nition de A�(�; �) au cas non quasi{projectif (2.20), de telle10



sorte qu'on a encore l'exactitude de la suite de localisation sans l'hypoth�ese de quasi{projectivit�e (2.21). Comme corollaire, on d�emontre la relation avec la K{th�eorie (�), sanshypoth�ese de quasi{projectivit�e (2.24).Le x2.3 traitant des fonctorialit�es de A�(�; �) est guid�e par le traitement des groupesde Chow par Fulton [Fu 3, Chapters 1{6]; �a l'aide de la d�eformation vers le cône normal[B{F{M], [Ve 4], [Fu 3, Chapter 5] on construit notamment des homomorphismes de Gysinra�n�es pour A�(�; �) (2.32).Avant de clôre le deuxi�eme chapitre, on jette (dans x2.4) un bref coup d'oeil auxconjectures de Beilinson et Lichtenbaum et l'homologie motivique conjecturelle; ces id�ees,et ces �eventuelles applications arithm�etiques, ont �et�e une motivation importante pourl'introduction des groupes de Chow sup�erieurs.Le troisi�eme chapitre propose une th�eorie cohomologique A�op(�; �) duale �a A�(�; �);notons que cette th�eorie n'est pas encore la \cohomologie de Chow bigradu�ee" discut�eedans l'introduction. La d�e�nition de A�op(�; �) s'inspire de la cohomologie de Chowop�erationnelle A� de Fulton{MacPherson: un �el�ement dans Ai(X; j) est par d�e�nitionune collection bien{form�ee d'op�erationsAk(X 0; l)�!Ak�i(X 0; l + j)pour toute X 0 ! X et tout (k; l) 2 Z�Z�0 (voir (3.13) pour une explication de ce choixde num�erotation). Tout comme A�, la th�eorie A�op(�; �) a de merveilleuses propri�et�esformelles.On aura besoin de d�e�nir aussi un complexe ziop(X; �) dont la j{�eme homologie estle groupe Aiop(X; j); la d�e�nition de ce complexe est (malheureusement) plus compliqu�ee(3.2).Cette th�eorie A�op(�; �) a un inconv�enient; c'est qu'on ne r�eussit pas �a d�emontrer unecertaine propri�et�e de descente (cf. remarque (3.15.3)), et par cons�equent il n'y a pas derelation avec la K{th�eorie K�f . Pour cette raison, on introduit (dans le chapitre 4) uneautre th�eorie cohomologique duale �a A�(�; �); la d�e�nition se sert de A�op(�; �).Le chapitre 4 donne une d�e�nition de type descente de A�(�; �), la cohomologie deChow bigradu�ee. On suppose qu'on dispose d'une r�esolution des singularit�es (1.2), et onintroduit pout toute vari�et�e X un complexe (homologique) ziop(X; j) parzi(X;��) := s�ziop(X�;��)� ;o�u X� ! X est une hyperr�esolution cubique (1.7), et s d�esigne le complexe simple d'uncomplexe cubique (1.9). Ensuite la cohomologie de Chow bigradu�ee est d�e�nie commeAi(X; j) := Hj�zi(X; �)� ;et �a l'aide d'un r�esultat de Gillet et Soul�e on d�emontre (4.3) que cette d�e�nition ne d�ependpas du choix de l'hyperr�esolution. 11



Les propri�et�es formelles des complexes ziop(�; �) �etudi�es dans le chapitre 3 serventmaintenant �a d�emontrer des propri�et�es de A�(�; �) (4.4).La K{th�eorie formelle K�f est �egalement d�e�nie par voie de descente (4.8); ainsi ontrouve un isomorphisme \�a la Riemann{Roch"chj : KjfXQ �=Mi Ai(X; j)Q(4.9). On introduit �egalement des versions \�a supports compacts" K�c et A�c(�; �) (lapremi�ere est d'ailleurs la th�eorie d�e�nie par Gillet et Soul�e [G{S, x5]); de nouveau il y aun isomorphisme \�a la Riemann{Roch" (4.9).Dans un esprit bien plus concret que les autres chapitres, le chapitre 5 contient desr�esultats explicites sur les diverses th�eories (co)homologiques pour les vari�et�es lin�eaires,inspir�es par Totaro [To 2]. La classe des vari�et�es lin�eaires (introduite par Jannsen [Ja 2])est une classe de vari�et�es �eventuellement singuli�eres, mais faciles �a �etudier grâce �a leurd�e�nition r�ecurrente (5.1).Bienque ce cinqui�eme chapitre d�epende essentiellement des constructions des chapitres1{4, il peut dans une large mesure être lu ind�ependamment et comme une motivation deces constructions.Finalement, le chapitre 6 traite de la partie en codimension 1, A1(�; 0), de l'anneaud'intersection A�(�; 0). On trouve que l'isomorphismeA1(X; 0) �= PicX(qui �etait une des propri�et�es qu'on d�esirait d'un anneau d'intersection, cf. (2)(b) ci{dessus)n'existe pas pour toute vari�et�e X (même pas �a coe�cients rationnels). Par contre, A1(�; 0)satisfait plus souvent cette propri�et�e que ne le fait le groupe de Fulton{MacPherson A1(6.3).
12



IntroductionThis thesis addresses two questions, motivated by two constructions involving Chow groupsof varieties.Recall that the Chow groups A�X of a variety X are de�ned asAiX := ziX=biX ;where ziX denotes the free abelian group on i{dimensional closed subvarieties of X, andbiX � ziX is the subgroup generated by divisors of rational functions on (i+1){dimensionalclosed subvarieties [Fu 3, Chapter 1]. For a smooth variety X of dimension n, intersectingsubvarieties de�nes a ring structure on the Chow groupsAiX 
AjX�!Ai+j�nX[Fu 3, Chapter 8].The �rst question raised by Chow groups is that of �nding a good intersection ringon possibly singular varieties. Let's agree that an intersection ring should come from acontravariant functor R�: fvarietiesg ! fgraded ringsg ;such that for X smooth of dimension n, there is an isomorphism of rings R�X ��!An��X.It seems reasonable, moreover, to wish that an intersection ring R� satis�es the followingproperties:(1) Functoriality. There are (functorial) Gysin maps f�:R�X ! R�+d for a proper l.c.i.morphism f :X ! Y of relative dimension d.(2) Naturality. (a). For any adequate cohomology theory H�, there exists a naturaltransformation R� ! H2�, coinciding with the cycle class maps in the smooth case.(b). There is an isomorphism PicX ��!R1X.(For a de�nition of l.c.i. morphisms, cf. [Fu 3, Appendix B.7]; for H�, the reader maythink about singular cohomology in the complex case; more generally, take any cohomologytheory in the sense of (1.3) below.) Or one could weaken these requirements to(10) Weak functoriality. There are Gysin maps R�X 
 Q ! R�+dY 
 Q for proper l.c.i.morphisms.(20) Weak naturality. (a). There is a natural transformation R�
Q! H2�
Q. (b). Onehas an isomorphism PicX 
Q ��!R1X 
Q.For the moment, no intersection theory R� is known which satis�es properties (1) and (2).Two of the most important intersection rings that have been proposed are Fulton'sChow cohomology CH� [Fu 1] and Fulton{MacPherson's operational Chow cohomologyA� [F{M], [Fu 3]. 13



The theory CH�, for a quasi{projective variety X, is de�ned asCH�X := lim! CH�Y ;where the limit is over all morphisms fromX to smooth varieties Y , and CH�Y := Am��Yfor Y smooth of dimension m. This theory satis�es (2) but not (1) (it does, however,satisfy (10) [Fu 1, x3.3 Remark]). A serious drawback of CH� is moreover that this theoryis di�cult to handle in practice (For instance, if a �nite group G acts on a smooth n{dimensional X, I do not know a proof that CH�(X=G) 
Q �= An��(X=G) 
Q).The theory A�, for any variety X, is de�ned as follows: an element in AiX is awell{formed collection of homomorphismsAkX 0�!Ak�iX 0 ;for all X 0 ! X, and all k. Thanks to this \operational" de�nition, A� enjoys extraordinaryfunctorial properties, in particular (1) holds [Fu 3, p. 328]. Furthermore, although thede�nition might seem impossibly complicated at �rst sight, it is actually possible to workwith A� (For example, for the quotient X=G as above, one does have A�(X=G) 
 Q �=An��(X=G)
Q [Fu 3, Example 17.4.10]). A drawback is that A� does not satisfy property(2), nor even (20) (for (20)(a), cf. [To 2, Theorem 7]; for (20)(b), cf. [Fu 3, 17.4.9]).In a certain precise sense, CH� is the �nest possible intersection ring, A� the coarsest[Fu 2, Chapter 10].Now we can formulate the question of �nding a good intersection ring as follows: Canone construct an intersection ring that lies in between CH� and A� ? This ring shouldre�ne A� enough for (2) to hold, while at the same time conserving the extraordinaryfunctorial properties of A�.The second question raised by Chow groups comes from Bloch's construction of higherChow groups [Bl 1], [Bl 2], [Bl 3]. These are groups Ai(X; j) extending the Chow groups:Ai(X; 0) �= AiX. Bloch has introduced them to give a cycle{theoretic description of higherK{theory: for X quasi{projective, one has an isomorphism(�) Mi GriKjXQ ��! KjXQ ��! Mi Ai(X; j)Q ;where KjX is K{theory associated to the category of coherent sheaves on X [Qu 2], and is the �ltration coming from the Adams operations [So 2], [Kr], [Gra]. In view of thisresult, Ai(X; j) is sometimes called \motivic" (or \absolute") homology [B{M{S], [Be],[De 3], [Su].This construction naturally raises the question: can one construct a cohomology the-ory to pair with A�(�; �) ? Because of the result (�), this theory should coincide overQ with some contravariant (i.e. \cohomological") K{theory. Very loosely, this questionmight thus be described as the search for a motivic cohomology on (possibly singular)varieties. 14



To address the above two questions, I introduce bigraded Chow cohomology A�(�; �).The de�nition is an extrapolation of the two constructions A� and A�(�; �): the groupAi(X; j) involves certain collections of operationsA�(X 0; �)�!A��i(X 0; � + j)for X 0 ! X. However, the de�nition also involves descent theory, so we need to assumeresolution of singularities throughout.Then A�(X; �) is a bigraded ring, A�(X; �) is a bigraded A�(X; �){module, and for Xsmooth of dimension n there is a \Poincar�e duality" isomorphismAi(X; j) ��!An�i(X; j) :There is also a relation with K{theory, dual to the homology type relation proven byBloch: one has isomorphisms ch: KjfXQ ��!Mi Ai(X; j)Q ;where K�f is a new contravariant K{theory inspired by (and in case X complete coincidingwith) work of Gillet and Soul�e [G{S].As for the �rst question, the subring A�(�; 0) is an intersection ring, which (thanksto the operational de�nition) has the excellent functorial properties of A�; in particular, (aweak version of) property (1) holds, cf. (4.4) and (4.5). On the other hand, I prove thatA�(�; 0) satis�es property (2)(a), so (in view of Totaro's result [To 2] mentioned above) itis a strictly �ner theory than A�.Note that higher K{theory enters in the de�nition of A�(�; 0), but disguised as cyclesvia the isomorphism (�).To be sure, A�(�; 0) is not the ideal intersection ring (for one thing, a geometricinterpretation is lacking). Still, it seems interesting to see that it is possible to re�ne A�without leaving the convenient operational framework.The work is organised in six chapters. In the rest of the introduction, I will describethe contents of each chapter in more detail.The �rst chapter contains some preliminary results from the existing literature. Somehighlights of descent theory are presented, in particular the so called cubical descent ofNavarro Aznar et alii [G{N{P{P], that will play a key role later on. Basic de�nitionsand constructions from homotopical algebra are recalled, up to the homotopy (co)limitof simplicial sets and spectra (we shall see how this provides a non{abelian version ofdescent).The second chapter introduces bigraded Chow homology A�(�; �), slightly modify-ing Bloch's construction of higher Chow groups. For a quasi{projective variety X, thebigraded Chow homology group Ai(X; j) is de�ned as the j{th homology of a complexzi(X; �), de�ned as follows: We write �j to denote a�ne space A j endowed with a sim-plicial structure (2.3). Then the group zi(X; j) is generated by (i+ j){dimensional closed15



subvarieties  of X � �j, for which  and �j( ) meet faces of codimension at most 2properly (2.9); here the boundary �j comes from a larger complex Zi(X; �) (2.8) and thefaces come from the simplicial structure of �j . For the relation and the di�erence betweenthis de�nition of A�(�; �) and Bloch's original de�nition, cf. (2.15).With this de�nition, one can prove (following Bloch [Bl 1]) the important localizationsequence (2.14), which is a long exact sequence in A�(�; �) extending the standard shortexact sequence of Chow groups. However, the proof of this localization sequence does notwork in the non quasi{projective case, so we use Chow's lemma and a descent trick (2.20) toextend A�(�; �) from quasi{projective to general varieties, and prove that the localizationsequence continues to hold (2.21). As a consequence, the relation withK{theory mentionedabove (�) can now be proven without quasi{projectivity hypothesis (2.24).The numbers (2.29){(2.35) treating functoriality of A�(�; �) are guided by Fulton'streatment of Chow groups [Fu 3, Chapters 1{6]; in particular re�ned Gysin homomorphismsare constructed in bigraded Chow homology. This will be useful in chapter 3, when anoperational theory is introduced.Before closing chapter 2, we cast a brief glance at the Beilinson{Lichtenbaum conjec-tures and the conjectural motivic homology (2.39){(2.42), which constituted some of themain motivation for the introduction of higher Chow groups.The third chapter proposes a �rst cohomology theory A�op(�; �) to pair with A�(�; �);however this is not yet the bigraded Chow cohomology discussed above. The de�nition ofA�op(�; �) is similar to the de�nition of operational Chow cohomology A�: An element inAiop(X; j) is a well{formed collection of operationsAk(X 0; l) �! Ak�i(X 0; l + j)for all X 0 mapping to X, and all (k; l) 2Z�Z�0 (cf. (3.13) for a motivation of the choiceof indices). Just as A�, the theory A�op(�; �) has very good formal properties.For later use, it is also necessary to de�ne a complex ziop(X; �) of which the j{thhomology is Aiop(X; j); the de�nition is more complicated (3.2).A disadvantage of this theory A�op(�; �) is that we are not able to prove a certaindescent property (remark (3.15.3)), and hence we cannot prove a relation betweenA�op(�; �)and K�f . This is the reason for introducing (in chapter 4) a di�erent cohomology theoryto pair with A�(�; �).Chapter 4 gives a descent style de�nition of A�(�; �), the bigraded Chow cohomology.That is, we suppose we have resolution of singularities (1.2), and we de�ne a (homological)complex zi(X; �), for any variety X, byzi(X;��) := s�ziop(X�;��)� ;where X� ! X is a cubical hyperresolution (1.7), and s denotes the single complex asso-ciated to a cubical complex (1.9). Bigraded Chow cohomology is then de�ned asAi(X; j) := Hj�zi(X; �)� ;16



and using a result of Gillet and Soul�e we prove (4.3) that these groups Ai(X; j) are inde-pendent of choice of hyperresolution.The good formal properties of the complexes ziop(�; �) that were established in chapter3 can now be used to prove properties of A�(X; �) (4.4).\FormalK{theory"K�f is also de�ned by descent (4.8) (however, mimicking descent ina non{abelian context is more complicated; here the homotopy (co)limit of spectra (1.20)is used); this observation immediately gives a \Riemann{Roch{like" isomorphismchj : KjfXQ �= Mi Ai(X; j)Q(4.9). We also introduce compactly supported versions K�c and A�c (�; �) that have theexpected properties (K�c is actually the theory de�ned by Gillet and Soul�e [G{S, x5]);again there is a Riemann{Roch{like isomorphism (4.9).In an e�ort to counterbalance the abstractness of the �rst four chapters, chapter 5proves some down to earth results on the various (co)homology theories for linear varieties,inspired by work of Totaro [To 2]. The class of linear varieties (introduced by Jannsen [Ja2]) is a class of varieties that may be singular, but which are easy to study because of theirinductive de�nition (5.1). Though this �fth chapter essentially relies on what has gone onbefore, it can in a large measure be read independently as a motivation for many of theconstructions of chapters 1|4.Finally, in chapter 6 the codimension 1 part A1(�; 0) of the intersection ring A�(�; 0)is discussed. We �nd that the isomorphismA1(X; 0) �= PicX(which was one of the desired properties of an intersection ring, cf. (2)(b) above) does notalways hold (not even after tensoring with Q), but holds more often than it does for theFulton{MacPherson Chow cohomology group A1X (6.3).
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Chapter 1: PreparationsThis �rst chapter collects, for the reader's convenience, some notations and results fromthe existing literature. Neither claims of originality, nor pretentions of completeness arebeing made.The reader is invited to start with chapter 2, and only refer back to this �rst chapterwhen the need arises.(1.0) Conventions. Let SCHS denote the category of schemes over a �xed base S, and letVARk denote the category of varieties, i.e. reduced separated equidimensional schemes of�nite type over a �eld k. If mention of the base �eld is not essential, we will sometimeswrite VAR to indicate VARk for a certain �eld k.(Note that contrary to Hartshorne [Ha 2], we do not require varieties to be irre-ducible. The equidimensionality hypothesis is made merely for notational ease; in most(co)homological results that we will give, this hypothesis can be removed using Mayer{Vietoris for a union of closed subschemes.)x1.1. Descent(1.1) M{V. Let V � SCHS be a full subcategory. An M{V diagram (short for \Mayer{Vietoris diagram") in V will be a cartesian diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xin V with � and e� closed immersions, and � a proper morphism inducing an isomorphismeX n eY ��!X n Y :(1.2) ROS. Let V � SCHS be a full subcategory. The assumption \V has ROS" (shortfor \resolution of singularities") means: for any X 2 V there exists an M{V diagram in Vwith � a sequence of blow{ups with non{singular center, Y equal to the singular locus ofX, and eX regular.Hironaka's famous result [Hi] asserts that the category of varieties over a �eld ofcharacteristic 0 has ROS.Descent only uses some formal properties of (co)homology. For this reason, we ax-iomatize these properties in a \Poincar�e duality theory". The axioms are close to those in19



[B{O] and [Ja 2], but di�erent in the sense that they apply not merely to the homologyand cohomology groups, but rather to the underlying complexes of sheaves|in this, weclosely follow the axiomatizations of [Gi 1] and [G{N].(1.3) Poincar�e duality theory.1. Cohomology. A cohomology theory on a category V of schemes over a �xed base Sconsists of objects �(j) , j 2Zin the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on thebig T site of V (T : some topology, at least as �ne as the Zariski topology), with a pairingin the derived category �(j)
L �(k) �!�(j + k) ;which is associative with unit and commutative.Given a cohomology theory, for a pair of schemes (Y;X) in V with Y � X closed onede�nes cohomology groups with supports asHiY �X;�(j)� := H iY �X;�(j)� :Note that the groups HiY �X;�(j)� are contravariant in (X;Y ), and that H��X;�(�)� hasa commutative ring structure compatible with pull{backs.2. Homology. A homology theory on V associates to each X 2 V objects �Xh (j), j 2 Z, inthe derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on the small T site of X, such thatV��!Da(Ab) ;X 7! R��X;�Xh (j)�(V� � V is the subcategory whose arrows are proper morphisms; Da(Ab) is the derivedcategory of ascending chain complexes of abelian groups; R� means: sections of an injectiveresolution) is a covariant functor, and the �Xh (j) satisfy moreover:(a) For each open immersion �:U ! X in V, there are quasi{isomorphisms�Uh (j) �= R���Xh (j)for all j 2Z; for each pair X, Y 2 V there are quasi{isomorphisms�XqYh (j) �= R(iX)��Xh (j) �R(iY )��Yh (j)(where iX :X ! X q Y resp. iY :Y ! X q Y are the obvious maps).(b) For each cartesian diagram U �! X??y ??yV �! Ywith vertical arrows proper morphisms and horizontal arrows open immersions, thediagram R��X;�Xh (j)� �! R��U;�Uh (j)�??y ??yR��Y;�Yh (j)� �! R�(V;�Vh (j)�20



is homotopy commutative.(c) For each closed immersion Y � X in V with complement U , there is a triangle inDa(Ab) R��Y;�Yh (j)��!R��X;�Xh (j)��!R��U;�Uh (j)� [1]�! ;natural in (Y;X).(d) For each X 2 V purely of relative dimension n over S, Hdn�X;�(n)� considered asZariski presheaf on X has a global section �X (the fundamental class of X); here theinteger d equals 1 or 2 and is �xed for the homology theory.(e) For all X, Y 2 V, there are external product mapsR(pX)��Xh (j) 
L R(pY )��Yh (k) ��! �X�Yh (j + k) ;compatible with proper push{forwards.Given a homology theory, for each X 2 V the homology groups are de�ned asHi�X;�(j)� := H�i�X;�Xh (j)� :3. Poincar�e duality theory. A Poincar�e duality theory is a cohomology theory plus ahomology theory satisfying the following compatibilities:(a) For each closed immersion � :Y ! X in V there is a cap product pairing in the derivedcategory of sheaves on X�X(j) 
L R���Xh (k) \�! R���Yh (k � j)(here and elsewhere �X(j) denotes the restriction of �(j) to X), such that for eachcartesian diagram Y ��! X??yfY ??yfY 0 � 0�! X 0with horizontal arrows closed immersions and vertical arows proper morphisms, thediagram �X(j)
L �Xh (k) \�! R���Yh (j � k)f�
1%�X0(j)
L �Xh (k) ??y(fY )�1
f� & �X0(j)
L �X0h (k) \�! R(� 0)��Y 0h (j � k)in the derived category is commutative (this gives the usual projection formula aftertaking H � ).(b) Suppose X 2 V is smooth of relative dimension n over S, and let � :Y ! X be aclosed immersion. Then there is a quasi{isomorphismR� !�X(j) ��! �Yh (n � j)[�2n]21



(� ! is the functor \sections with support in Y "), inducing the \Poincar�e duality map"\�X : HiY �X;�(j)� ��! Hdn�i�Y;�(n� j)� :The class �X 2 Hdn�X�(n)� �= H0�X;�(0)�corresponds to the unit in the ring structure of H��X;�(�)�.(c) For any X 2 V there are isomorphismsp� : Hi�X;�(j)� ��! Hi�A 1X ;�(j)� :(d) For any m � 1 and any X 2 V, there are isomorphismsmXp=0 p \ ��( ) : mMp=0Hi�dp�X;�(pj)� ��! Hi�PmX;�(j)� :(e) There is a natural transformation of contravariant functors on VPic( ) �! Hd� ;�(1)� ;compatible with the cycle class map for smooth e�ective Cartier divisors on smoothschemes induced by the cap{product.The following are examples of Poincar�e duality theories:(1.4) Examples.1. Singular (co)homology: Let V be the category of varieties of �nite type over C , and letT be the classical (i.e. Euclidean) topology. Then one de�nes�(j) :=Z(the constant sheaf Z) for all j 2Z. As for homology, for each X 2 V one de�nes�Xh (j) := R�!ZXfor all j 2 Z, where �:X ! Spec C is the structure morphism (this gives the so{called\Borel{Moore homology" [B{M], constructed somewhat di�erently in [F{M, 3.1] [Fu 3,Chapter 19]).The axioms are proven in [Ve 1], [Ve 3].2. De Rham (co)homology: Let V be the category of quasi{projective varieties over a �eldk of characteristic 0, and let T be the Zariski topology. For X 2 V and j 2Z, one de�nes�X(j) := 
�X=k :For a de�nition of homology and proofs of the axioms, cf. [Ha 1].22



3. Etale (co)homology: Let V be the category of schemes over S := Spec (Z[1=`]) for a�xed ` 2 N, and let T be the �etale topology. One de�nes�(j) := �
j` ;�Xh (j) := R�!�
�j` ;where �
j` is the jth Tate twist of the �etale sheaf of `th roots of unity, and for X 2 V,�:X ! S is the structure morphism.For proofs of the axioms, cf. [B{O, Example 2.1], [De 2], [La].4. Deligne (co)homology: V is the category of varieties over C , T is the classical topology.For smooth and complete X, the complex �X(j) is de�ned as�X(j) := �Zexp�!OX�!
1X�!� � � �!
j�1X �for j � 0. Homology is de�ned using currents. For details, and the extension to singularand open varieties, cf. [Gi 2], [E{V], [Ja 1]. The Deligne (co)homology can also be de�nedfor varieties over R by taking invariants under the complex conjugation.5. Chow theory. Let V be a category of varieties for which we suppose ROS. We shall seethat the bigraded Chow homology and cohomologyA�(�; �) ; A�(�; �)(to be introduced in chapter 2 resp. chapter 4) form a Poincar�e duality theory on V.(Note: For the �rst 4 examples, the integer d equals 2; for the last example d = 1.)(1.5) Remarks:1. At certain places, we will need to assume that the Poincar�e duality theory satis�esGillet's axioms [Gi 1, x1], in particular for the construction of a Chern character fromalgebraic K{theory into cohomology. These axioms are as above, with the addition thatcohomology can be computed from Zariski sheaves (i.e. we have T = Zar in (1.3).1). Allthe examples (1.4) satisfy this extra hypothesis (for instance, for the singular cohomologyone can consider �(j) := Ru�Zfor all j, where u : �VARC �class�!�VARC �Zaris the canonical morphism of sites, and similarly for the �etale theory; cf. [Gi 1, 1.4 (iii)and (iv)]; for Deligne cohomology the required statement is proven in [Be, 1.6.5]).2. Note that it follows from (1.3).2(c) that homology has descent, by which we mean thatfor any M{V diagram in V eY �! eX??y ??yY �! X23



there is a long exact sequenceHi�eY ;�(j)��!Hi� eX q Y;�(j)��!Hi�X;�(j)��!Hi�1�eY ;�(j)��!� � � :This descent property is going to play an essential role in what follows. Sometimes we willalso need the assumption that cohomology has descent, by which we mean that for anyM{V diagram as above, there is a triangleR��X;�(j)��!R�� eX q Y;�(j)��!R��eY ;�(j)� [1]�!in the derived category of abelian groups. (It follows from this assumption that there alsoexists a compactly supported version H�c �X;�(���, with the usual long exact sequence forclosed immersions.)In all of the above examples, cohomology has descent. In fact, we will see that inexamples 4 and 5, cohomology is actually de�ned by this property.3. The homotopy axioms 3(c) and 3(d) in (1.3) are very restrictive: for instance, axiom3(c) does not hold generally for the K{theory of vector bundles [C{S], nor does it hold for�etale cohomology with �`{coe�cients if ` is not prime to the characteristic.The reader is referred to [C{H{K, Part 2], where in giving a modern and generalizedtreatment of [B{O], a list of axioms is written down that applies more generally than thoseof [B{O]; in particular, the above two examples are cohomology theories in the sense of[C{H{K].4. The ultimate hope is that the objects �(j), �h(j) in the various examples are vari-ous manifestations of objects in a conjectural triangulated category D, the triangulatedcategory of mixed motives. Analogs of the above axioms (1.3) (but perhaps excludingthe axioms 3(c) and 3(d), cf. remark 3 above) should hold for these objects in D, andthe \realization" maps to the various cohomology theories (1.4) should come from variousforgetful functors; cf. [De 3, x3] and the references given there.(1.6) Cubes. (for all of this and more, cf. [G{N{P{P, Expos�e 1].) For any n 2 Z��1, let+n denote the product category of n + 1 copies of the category 2; objects of +n can beidenti�ed with ordered sequences � = (�0; �1; : : : ; �n) with �i 2 f0; 1g. For such an �, wewrite j�j := �0 + � � � + �n :Let n denote the full subcategory of +n of objects di�erent from the initial object(0; 0; : : : ; 0).A cubical object or equivalently n{object (resp. an augmented cubical object orequivalently +n {object) of a category C is a contravariant functor from n (resp. from+n ) to C, for some n. For m < n, there is a natural face functor from m (or +m) to n(or +n ), allowing one to consider a m{object also as a n{object (resp. a +m{object asa +n {object). Then cubical objects (resp. augmented cubical objects) form a category byde�ning the morphisms as natural transformations; this category will be denoted C opp(resp. C +opp). 24



(1.7) We shall be interested in the category of (augmented) cubical schemes. A cubicalhyperresolution of a scheme X is an augmented cubical scheme X�, such that X� is Xfor � = (0; : : : ; 0), X� is a regular scheme for all � 6= (0; : : : ; 0), and all arrows are propermorphisms. We also write this as \X� ! X", where it is now understood that X� is acubical scheme.The prime example of a cubical hyperresolution is an M{V diagrameY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xin which Y , eY and eX are smooth (this is a +1 {scheme). In fact, Navarro Aznar et alii havedeveloped an inductive method of constructing cubical hyperresolutions of any variety Xover a �eld of characteristic 0, which is based on ROS and M{V diagrams: for a givenX, there exists an M{V diagram in which eX, but not necessarily Y and eY are smooth.If Y and eY are smooth, we are done; otherwise we consider M{V diagrams for Y and eYin such a way that these +1 {varieties can be \pasted together" to a +2 {variety (see [G{N{P{P, Expos�e 1] for details, or [G{P] for a more visual explanation). Then we continuewith certain M{V diagrams for the varieties that are still singular; we get a +3 {variety,etcetera. The �nal result is a +n {variety which is a cubical hyperresolution.In what follows, we will always suppose that cubical hyperresolutions come from M{Vdiagrams in this sense. Since clearly at each step the dimension strictly decreases, a cubicalhyperresolution X� ! X satis�esdimX� � dimX � j�j+ 1[G{N{P{P, Expos�e 1 Th. 2.15].(1.8) Cubical descent is a variant of the better known simplicial descent (used for instanceby Deligne in [De 1]). Although the �rst is more restrictive than the latter (every propersurjective map from a smooth variety gives a simplicial hyperresolution, whereas to geta cubical hyperresolution, the map has to be birational. In particular, de Jong's work[dJ] gives simplicial hyperresolutions, but unfortunately not cubical hyperresolutions), thecubical descent has some explicit advantages that mainly stem from the above �nitenessresult (for applications, for instance to Zeeman's �ltration, cf. [G{P]).(1.9) Cubical descent. Let �X+� be a cubical complex of abelian sheaves on an augmentedcubical scheme X+� . The cohomology of X+� with values in �X+� is by de�nitionHi�X+� ;��� := H i�X; sR���X+� � ;here s denotes the single complex associated to the double complex K�� that is obtainedby \contracting the cubical index":K�p := Mj�j=pR���X+� :25



Cubical descent can be used in two di�erent ways:1. Suppose � = �(j) is a cohomology theory on V that has descent (in the sense of (1.5.2)).Let X� ! X be a cubical hyperresolution in V, and let X+� denote the augmented cubicalscheme consisting of X� and X. The descent condition on � implies that sR���X+� isacyclic, or equivalently that �X �! sR���X�is a quasi{isomorphism. Hence the cohomology of X can be expressed in the cohomologyof the X�, j�j 6= 0 through a spectral sequenceEpq1 = Mj�j=p+1 Hq(X�;�)) Hp+q(X;�) ; p � 0 :For X a complete variety, the induced �ltration on H�(X;�) (one can show this �ltrationdoes not depend on choice of X�; cf. [G{N], [G{S]) is called the weight �ltration, becausefor singular cohomology with Q{coe�cients on a complex variety it coincides with Deligne'sweight �ltration [De 1].Passing to a compacti�cation, and using a \cubical hyperresolution of an arrow X ,!�X", one can also treat non{complete varieties; there are spectral sequences inducing aweight �ltration on homology and on cohomology (with or without compact supports)[G{N{P{P], [G{N], [G{S].2. Another use of descent theory is to extend a given cohomology theory � = �(j) fromsmooth complete to arbitrary varieties, supposing � has descent on the category of smoothcomplete varieties; this is done in [G{N]. The idea is as follows: suppose (for simplicity)X is complete, and let X� ! X be a cubical hyperresolution. Then the cohomology of Xis de�ned as Hi(X;�) := H i(X; sR���X�) :It follows from the descent property of � for smooth varieties that this is independent ofX�. Also, one easily extends the functorial properties of � to the singular case, and onecan show the extended theory associates long exact sequences� � � �!Hi(X;�)�!Hi( eX q Y;�)�!Hi(eY ;�)�!Hi+1(X;�)�! � � �to M{V diagrams of possibly singular varieties.(1.10) Variant. Chow's lemma [Ha 2, Chapter II Exercice 4.10] says that for any variety X,there exists an M{V diagram with eX quasi{projective. Following the inductive procedurementioned in (1.8), but with Chow's lemma instead of ROS as input, we �nd that for anyvariety X there exists a quasi{projective augmented cubical variety X� ! X (i.e. X� isquasi{projective for each � 6= (0; : : : ; 0)), satisfyingdimX� � dimX� j�j+ 1 8� :We will call such X� ! X a cubical Chow envelope of X.26



x1.2. Homological algebra(1.11) Notation. C(Ab) (resp. C+(Ab)) will denote the category of homological complexesof abelian groups (resp. the subcategory of complexes that are 0 in negative degree). Theassociated derived categories (cf. [Ve 2], [Iv]) will be denoted D(Ab) (resp. D+(Ab)).(1.12) Notation. For any complex A� 2 C+(Ab) of free abelian groups, the category fA�gis de�ned as follows: Objects are complexes B� 2 C+(Ab) of free abelian groups such thatthe images of A� and B� in D+(Ab) are isomorphic; morphisms are morphisms in C+(Ab)that are quasi{isomorphisms.The category fA�gh � fA�g is obtained by adding the objects H(B�) 2 C+(Ab)(the homology of B�) for all B� 2 fA�g, all isomorphisms H(B1�) �= H(B2�) and all ho-momorphisms B� ! H(B�) that are quasi{isomorphisms (For any B� 2 fA�g, such ahomomorphism exists (non{canonically), since there is a splitting Bj �= Ker(�j)�Complj[Iv, Chapter I, Corollary 10.2]).(1.13) Lemma: With notation as above, for any B1� , B2� 2 fA�g there exist arrowsB1��!B2� and B2��!B1�in the category fA�g.Proof: It is well{known that any two quasi{isomorphic complexes B1, B2 (of not neces-sarily free groups) can be joined in a diagramB1 B2& .B3with quasi{isomorphisms as arrows [Iv, Chapter XI]. If B1, B2 are complexes of free abeliangroups, we can even suppose B3 2 fA�g by replacing B3 by the complex generated by theimages of the two arrows.Then the arrow B2�!B3 admits a homotopy inverse [Iv, Chapter I, Corollary 10.4],and composing with B1�!B3 gives a quasi{isomorphism.(1.14) Given fA1�g, fA2�g, and a homomorphism f :B1� ! B2� for some Bi� 2 fAi�g, i = 1; 2,the set ffg � qCi2fAi�gMorC+(Ab)�C1; C2� (i = 1; 2)is constructed as follows: For any C ! B2 in fA2�g, the induced homomorphismCone�B1 � C�!B2�[�1] �! Cis in ffg. 27



By construction, there is a g:C1 ! C2 in ffg for any C2 2 fA2g, and all g 2 ffginduce (up to isomorphism) the same homomorphism on homology. Also it is easy to seethat if f is surjective, then all g 2 ffg are surjective.The set ffgh � qCi2fAi�ghMorC+(Ab)�C1; C2�is obtained by adding to ffg induced homomorphisms on homology.x1.3. Homotopical algebra(1.15) De�nitions: Let � denote the category of �nite, non{empty, totally ordered setsof non{negative integers, with as morphisms the face and degeneracy mapsdi: [n] = f0; 1; : : : ; ng �! [n+ 1] ; 0 � i � n+ 1;si: [n+ 1] �! [n] ; 0 � i � n;characterized by the fact that they are increasing and i 62 di[n], si(i) = si(i + 1).For n � 1, the category �n � � is de�ned as the full subcategory of sets of � nelements.For a category C, a simplicial object in C is by de�nition a contravariant functor� ! C; a cosimplicial object is a covariant functor. Simplicial objects (resp. cosimplicialobjects) form a category C�opp (resp. C�), in which the morphisms are de�ned as naturaltransformations.(1.16) Simplicial sets. We will be interested in the category SET �opp of simplicial sets,which is denoted S. The category S� of pointed simplicial sets is obtained by choosing abase point (an arbitrary �xed vertex), and asking that maps preserve this base point.There is a realization functor B from S (resp. S�) to T , the category of topologicalspaces (resp. to T�, the category of pointed topological spaces), which has an adjoint Sin,the singular functor.One can de�ne homotopy groups of objects in S and S�, in such a way that�i(S) �= �i(BS)for any S 2 S or S� [May], [B{K, Chapter VIII 3.1]. A map f :X ! Y in S or T (resp.in S� or T�) is called a weak equivalence if f induces isomorphisms�i(X; �) ��!�i(Y; �)for all i � 0 and every choice of base point (resp. for all i � 0 and the distinguished basepoints). 28



One can de�ne �brations and co�brations in S, T , S�, T� [B{K, Ch. VIII 3.3 and3.4]. A �brant object in one of these 4 categories is an object such that the map to apoint is a �bration. With these notions of weak equivalences and (co)�brations, these 4categories are closed (simplicial) model categories in the sense of Quillen [Qu 1] [B{K, Ch.VIII 3.5]. This fact implies that one can localize with respect to the weak equivalences(i.e. formally make the weak equivalences invertible [Qu 1]); the resulting categories arecalled the (stable) homotopy categories and denotedHo(S) ; Ho(T ) ; Ho(S�) and Ho(T�) :A fundamental fact is that at the localized level the realization and singular functors induceequivalences of categories Ho(S) �! � Ho(T ) ;Ho(S�) �! � Ho(T�)[B{K, VIII 3.6, 4.6]. In fact, all homotopical notions in S (resp. S�) correspond tohomotopical notions in T (resp. T�), and vice versa.A �bre sequence in Ho(S) (or in Ho(S�), Ho(T ), Ho(T�)) is a sequence isomorphic inHo(S) (resp. in Ho(S�) etc.) to a sequenceFibre(f)�!X f�!Y ;with f a �bration, so �bre sequences induce long exact homotopy sequences.(1.17) As Dold and Puppe discovered, the category of simplicial abelian groups is equivalentto the category C+(Ab) [D{P] [May, 22.4]. The functor from the �rst to the second categorysends a simplicial abelian group A� to the complex� � � �!A2=Ims0 + Ims1 d0�d1+d2�! A1=Ims0 d0�d1�! A0 :Under this equivalence, homotopy groups correspond to homology groups and the weakequivalences correspond to quasi{isomorphisms, so Ho(Ab�opp) is equivalent to Verdier'sderived category D+(Ab). Fibre sequences in Ho(Ab�opp) correspond to triangles inD+(Ab).(1.18) Spectra. For n � 1, let Sn be the simplicial n{sphere [B{K, Ch. VIII 2.12]. ForX 2 S�, de�ne 
X as the pointed simplicial function spaceHom�(S1;X) 2 S�[B{K, Ch. VIII 4.8]. For X 2 S�, de�ne �X 2 S� as the smash productS1 ^X[B{K, Ch. VIII 4.8(iii)]. The functor � is left adjoint to 
.29



A prespectrum X is a sequence of pointed simplicial sets Xn for n � 0, together withstructure maps �Xn ! Xn+1(the structure maps can also be described by their adjoints Xn ! 
Xn+1) [Th 1, 5.1].A spectrum (also called �brant spectrum) is a prespectrum such that each Xn is�brant, and the structure maps are weak equivalences [Th 1, 5.2].The homotopy groups of a prespectrum are de�ned for any i 2Zas�i(X) := lim!n �i+n(Xi+n) :If X is a spectrum, then �i(X) is isomorphic to the homotopy of the 0{th space �i(X0)for i � 0. For negative i, it turns out that �i(X) is �i+m(Xm) for any m � �i, againprovided X is a spectrum [Th 1, 5.3].Weak equivalences of (pre)spectra are de�ned as maps inducing isomorphisms on allhomotopy groups; one can also de�ne (co)�brations, prove that this gives a closed modelcategory structure on the category of (pre)spectra and localize to get Ho(PRESP) andHo(SP), the homotopy category of prespectra resp. spectra.(1.19) The category of spectra of simplicial abelian groups is equivalent to the categoryC(Ab) of complexes that are not necessarily 0 in negative degree (compare the Dold{Puppeequivalence (1.17)). The homotopy category of such spectra is equivalent to the derivedcategory D(Ab); cf. Thomason's \Scholium of great enlightenment" [Th 1, 5.32].Under this equivalence, the \looping" and \delooping" functors 
 and � on spectracorrespond to shifting the complex up and down (i.e. to the functors [1] and [�1] oncomplexes that send a complex A� to A�+1 resp. A��1).A non{abelian version of descent can be obtained by using homotopy (co)limits ofsimplicial sets or spectra:(1.20) Holim and Hocolim. For a small category I and a category C, let CI denote thecategory of I{diagrams over C (i.e. covariant functors I ! C). The homotopy limit (called\homotopy inverse limit" in [B{K, Ch. XI]) is a functorHolim : SI� �! S� ;covariant in SI� and contravariant in I, preserving weak equivalences between �brant ob-jects [B{K, Ch. XI x9].One has a spectral sequence, relating �j (Xi) to �i+j(Holim X) [B{K, Ch. XI x7].There is a total right derived functor (in the sense of [Qu 1])RHolim: Ho(SI� ) �! Ho(S�) ;and if X 2 SI is such that Xi 2 S� is �brant for each i 2 I, then Holim X 2 S� representsRHolim X 2 Ho(S�) [B{K, Ch. XI x8]. 30



Dual to Holim is the homotopy colimit (called \homotopy direct limit" in [B{K, Ch.XII]). This is a functor Hocolim : SI� �! S� ;covariant in SI� and in I.Again there is a spectral sequence [B{K, Ch. XII x4], and there is a total left derivedfunctor LHocolim : Ho(SI� ) �! Ho(S�) ;represented by Hocolim [B{K, Ch. XII, 2.4].Thomason [Th 1, x5] has extended the theory of homotopy limits resp. colimits tothe category of spectra resp. prespectra, in such a way that all of the above statementscontinue to hold.(1.21) Lemma: Let F be a contravariant resp. covariant functor from SCHS to thecategory of spectra, satisfying F (X q Y ) = F (X)q F (Y ) for all schemes X, Y . Given anM{V diagram eY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xin SCHS, let X� be the cubical scheme obtained from eX, Y and some cubical scheme eY�lying over eY . Then there is a �bre sequenceHolimi F (Xi)�!F ( eX q Y )�!Holimi F (eYj)in Ho(SP), resp. a �bre sequenceHocolimiF (eYj)�!F ( eX q Y )�!HocolimiF (Xi)in Ho(SP).Proof: This is analogous to (1.9).2. One can replace the spectrum F ( eX q Y ) by thespectrum Holimi F (Zi) ;where the cubical scheme Zi is de�ned as follows: Zk = eX for the cubical index k =(0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0), Zk = Y for k = (1; 0; : : : ; 0), and for k = (0; j) or (1; j) for some cubicalindex j, Zk equals eYj ; the maps from X(1;j) to X(0;j) are the identity maps.Since for each cubical index, one trivially has a �bre sequenceF (Xi)�!F (Zi)�!F (eYi) ;and since Holim preserves �bre sequences [Th 1, 5.12], there is a �bre sequenceHolimi F (Xi)�!Holimi F (Zi)�!HolimF (eYi) :31



On the other hand, the natural map F ( eX q Y ) ! F (Z�) induces a weak equivalence inthe homotopy limit, as can be seen from the spectral sequence [Th 1, 5.13].The proof for Hocolim is similar, now referring to [Th 1, 5.19] and [Th 1, 5.17 and5.21].(1.22) Remark. An alternative to the homotopy colimit for cubical spectra is given in[G{N{P{P, Expos�e VI] in treating descent for K�{theory; it is the \simple of a cubicalspectrum". In light of the accordance with Hocolim [G{N{P{P, Expos�e VI 2.8] and thedescent property for the simple [loc. cit. x2], this reproves the Hocolim part of lemma(1.21).
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Chapter 2: Bigraded Chow homologyIn this chapter, a \reconstruction" of Bloch's higher Chow groups is given; that is, I de�negroups A�(�; �), called \bigraded Chow homology" that partially coincide with Bloch'shigher Chow groups. The main reason for this reconstruction is to rid Bloch's results onhigher Chow groups ([Bl 1], [Bl 2], [Bl 3], [Bl 4]) of quasi{projective hypotheses.The chapter is largely self{contained, in the sense that I don't rely on more thanBloch's original article [Bl 1]|in particular, the localization sequence is here constructeddirectly following the ideas of [Bl 1], avoiding reference to the highly non{trivial proof in[Bl 3]. We use cubical descent and Chow's lemma to extend this localization property alsoto the non quasi{projective case (2.20).Having localization without the quasi{projectivity hypothesis enables one to extendthe relation with K{theory. That is, we have for any variety XKjX 
Q ��! Mi Ai(X; j) 
Q(2.24); the case X quasi{projective was proven by Bloch [Bl 1].In treating bigraded Chow homology, I closely follow Fulton's treatment of Chowgroups [Fu 3, Chapters 1{6]; in particular, in x2.3 re�ned Gysin maps will be constructedfor A�(�; �).Both these innovations (removing quasi{projectivity hypotheses and introducing re-�ned Gysin maps) will be exploited in the construction (in chapter 3) of a bigraded oper-ational cohomology theory A�op(�; �) to pair with A�(�; �).(2.1) History. Higher Chow groups were �rst de�ned by Bloch in [Bl 1], in order to givea cycle{theoretic description of higher K{theory. In proving the relation with K-theory,one needs a localization sequence for the higher Chow groups (2.14). However, as Suslindiscovered, the proof of this localization sequence given in [Bl 1] was incorrect.One way out of this di�culty was found by Levine [Le 1], who establishes the desiredrelation with K{theory by further developing the multi{relative K{theory introduced byBloch, and without appealing to the localization sequence for higher Chow groups. An-other way out is [Bl 4], where a correct proof of the localization sequence is given (usingSpivakovsky's solution to Hironaka's polyhedra game).In this chapter I present a third solution: I modify (very slightly) the de�nition ofhigher Chow groups, in such a way that Bloch's original proof of the localization sequence[Bl 1] becomes correct for the modi�ed groups.33



x2.1. De�nition and �rst properties(2.2) Notation. For any scheme X, zr(X) denotes the free abelian group on r{dimensionalirreducible closed subvarieties of X. Likewise, Zr(X) will denote the free abelian groupon r{dimensional irreducible locally closed subvarieties. The groups zr(X) and Zr(X) arecovariantly functorial (resp. contravariantly, with a shift in the grading) for proper (resp.at) morphisms; for instance if f :X 0 ! X is proper and � 2 Zr(X 0) is irreducible,f�(�) := ndeg(�=f(�)) � f(�) if dim� = r;0 otherwise.As a notational matter, writing an element � 2 zr(X) or Zr(X) as a sum � =Pmi�i, itwill always be understood that the �i are irreducible, reduced and that �i 6= �j for i 6= j.(2.3) Simplices. For any m 2 N, let �m denote Spec�k[t0; : : : ; tm]=(P ti�1)� �= A mk . Onecan give �m a simplicial structure, with face maps �m�1 ! �m de�ned by ti = 0, anddegeneracies �m ! �m�1 de�ned by ti 7! ti + ti+1.Any �l � �m, 0 � l � m, given by the vanishing of coordinates ti is called a face of�m; thus �m hasm+1 codimension 1 faces �m�10 ; : : : ;�m�1m . Likewise, X��l � X��m,0 � l � m, is called a face of X ��m. The relation \F 0 is a face of F" will be denotedF 0 � F . For any F = X ��m, the subvariety �F � F is de�ned as�F := [F 0 � F ;F 0 6= F F 0 :(2.4) De�nition: For any variety X and any (i; j) 2 Z� Z�0, the group Zi(X; j) �Zi+j(X ��j) is de�ned as the group on those  2 Zi+j(X ��j) which are not containedin any codimension 1 face X ��j�1k .For X, i, j as above, the group zBli (X; �) (\Bl" for Bloch) is de�ned as the group onthose  2 zi+j(X��j) satisfying dim \F � i+j�k for all faces F = X��j�k � X��j.(Equivalently, dim \ F = i+ j � k or �1 where we set dim; = �1.)To make the Zi(�; j) and the zBli (�; j) into a complex, we use the following operationof intersecting with principal divisors:(2.5) Suppose D is a pseudo{divisor [Fu 3, 2.2] on a variety X, such that the restriction ofOX(D) to the associated Weil divisor jDj is trivial. Then according to [Fu 3, 2.3 Remark2.3] D determines a homomorphismzi(X) �! zi�1(jDj)34



denoted � 7! D ��, as follows: Suppose � is a generator of zi(X), and let g:� ,! X denotethe inclusion morphism. ThenD � � := � jg�Dj if � 6� jDj;0 if � � jDj.This operation can be extended to a homomorphismZi(X) �! Zi�1(jDj)as follows: Supposing � is a generator of Zi(X), there is an open � :U ,! X such that� � U is a closed subvariety. We de�neD � � := (�D)!(��D � �) ;where (�D)! means: consider a closed subvariety of j��Dj as a locally closed subvariety ofjDj.(2.6) Proposition: Let f :X 0 ! X be a morphism, D an e�ective Cartier divisor onX with trivial normal bundle such that f(X 0) 6� jDj. Let fD: jf�Dj ! jDj denote themorphism induced by f .(i) If f is proper, the diagram Zi(X 0) �f�D�! Zi�1(jf�Dj)??yf� ??y(fD)�Zi(X) �D�! Zi�1(D)commutes;(ii) If f is at of relative dimension m, the diagramZi(X) �D�! Zi�1(jDj)??yf� ??y(fD)�Zi+m(X 0) �f�D�! Zi+m�1(jf�Dj)commutes.Proof:(i) Let � 2 Zi(X 0) be a generator. Restricting to an open subset containing � as a closedsubvariety, we may replace Z by z.Clearly if � 2 zi(X 0) is contained in jf�Dj, then f�� is (0 or) supported on a subvarietycontained in jDj. It remains to check commutativity in case � 6� jf�Dj. This case followsfrom (the proof of) [Fu 3, 2.3.c].(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i), invoking [Fu 3, 2.3.d].(2.7) Lemma: Suppose D1, D2 � X are two e�ective Cartier divisors on X with trivialnormal bundle and intersecting properly. Then for any � 2 Zi(X) such that the intersectionscheme jD1j \ jD2j \ � is purely i� 2{dimensional,(D1jjD2j) �D2 � � = (D2jjD1j) �D1 � � 2 Zi�2�jD1j \ jD2j�35



(here the notation Dk��jDk�1j means restriction of the Cartier divisor Dk to the support ofDk�1).Proof: Using (2.6)(i), we may suppose � = X, so the intersection jD1j \ jD2j is purelyi� 2{dimensional. Then zi�2�jD1j \ jD2j� = Ai�2�jD1j \ jD2j� ;and the assertion on the level of Ai�2 is proven in [Fu 3, Theorem 2.4 Case 1].(2.8) De�nition: The (homological) complex Zi(X; �), concentrated in positive degree, isde�ned by �j := jXk=0(�1)k�kj : Zi(X; j)�!Zi(X; j � 1) ;where �kj : Zi(X; j)�!Zi+j�1(F )(F being shorthand for the face X ��j�1k ) is de�ned as�kj ( ) := F �  n firreducible components of F �  contained in �Fg(The notation (P ri�i)n�, for subvarieties �i and � is taken to meanP ri��i n (�i \�)�).Likewise, the (homological) complex zBli (X; �) is de�ned by�j := jXk=0(�1)k�kj ;where �kj ( ) := F �  (F denoting again the face X ��j�1k ).Note that lemma (2.7) ensures that Zi(X; �) is a complex, and note that zBli (X; �) �Zi(X; �) is a subcomplex.The complex Zi(X; �) is not the right one for our purposes (for instance, the homologyH0(Zi(X; �)) = 0, whereas we want it to be the Chow group AiX) so in it we de�ne two(quasi{isomorphic) subcomplexes zi(X; �) and z0i(X; �) � Zi(X; �):(2.9) De�nition: Let X be a quasi{projective variety. The group wi(X;m) � Zi(X;m) isde�ned as follows: wi(X;m) is the group on closed irreducible subvarieties � 2 Zi(X;m)that meet faces up to codimension 2 properly. That is, � satis�es:(�) dim(� \ F ) � dim�� k for any face F = X ��m�k � X ��m, k = 0; 1; 2.36



The complex z0i(X; �) � Zi(X; �) is de�ned as follows: z0i(X; j) is the subgroup of Zi(X; j)generated by wi(X; j) and boundaries �j+1( 0) for  0 2 wi(X; j + 1).The complex zi(X; �) � Zi(X; �) is de�ned as follows: zi(X; j) consists of (not nec-essarily irreducible) cycles  2 wi(X; j) for which �j( ) 2 wi(X; j � 1). That is, zi(X; j)consists of cycles  , such that irreducible components of both  and �j( ) meet faces ofcodimension at most 2 properly.Clearly the inclusion zi(X; �) � z0i(X; �) is a quasi{isomorphism, and we de�ne bi-graded Chow homology Ai(X; j), for any (i; j) 2Z�Z�0, asAi(X; j) := Hj�zi(X; �)� = Hj�z0i(X; �)� :Bloch's higher Chow groups are de�ned asABli (X; j) := Hj�zBli (X; �)� :(2.10) Note that Ai(X; 0) = ABli (X; 0) is zi(X) modulo the group on cycles i�0 � i�1 for 2 zi+1(X � A 1) a subvariety not contained in X �f0g or X �f1g. From the alternativede�nition of rational equivalence [Fu 3, x1.6], we see that Ai(X; 0) = ABli (X; 0) = AiX,the usual Chow group of X.Functorial properties:(2.11) Proposition:(i) On the category of quasi{projective varieties, the complexes Zi(�; �), zi(�; �) andz0i(�; �) are covariant functorial with respect to closed immersions, and contravariant(with a shift in the i grading) with respect to at morphisms;(ii) The complexes zi(�; �) and z0i(�; �) are covariant functorial with respect to propermorphisms;(iii) Push{forward and pull{back commute in the usual way: for a cartesian diagramX 0 f 0�! Y 0??yg0 ??ygX f�! Ywith f , f 0 proper and g, g0 at morphisms of relative dimension d,(f 0)�(g0)�� = g�f�� 2 zi+d(Y 0; j)for any � 2 zi(X; j).Proof:(i) Let's �rst consider the complexes Zi(�; �). Let �:Y ! X be a closed immersion, and(� � id)�:Zi+j(Y ��j)! Zi+j(X ��j) the proper push{forward of cycles.37



In the following, we will denote this push{forward on Zi(�; j) simply by ��. Onechecks next that this push{forward induces a push{forward on complexes, i.e. that thediagram Zi(Y; j) ���! Zi(X; j)??y�j ??y�jZi(Y; j � 1) ���! Zi(X; j � 1)commutes. First, if the vertical maps are given simply byPk(�1)kFk� (without cutting outcomponents), this diagram commutes for any proper morphism � (2.6)(i). The assertionabout a closed immersion � is now clear from the fact that for any � 2 Zi(Y; j) and anyface F = �j�1k , the irreducible components of ���(Y � F ) � �� contained in �(X � F )correspond via �� to the irreducible components of (Y � F ) � � contained in �(Y � F ).Finally, the functoriality of this push{forward follows from the corresponding assertionfor the push{forward of cycles. The assertion about at pull{backs is similar (using now(2.6)(ii)).Functoriality of the subcomplexes zi(�; �) and z0i(�; �) follows from the fact thatpush{forward and pull{back on Zi(�; �) send closed subvarieties to closed subvarieties,and respect the face condition (�).(ii) Let �:Y ! X be a proper morphism. De�ning �� by push-forward of cycles as above,one needs to check commutativity ofzi(Y; j) ���! Zi(X; j)??y�j ??y�jzi(Y; j � 1) ���! Zi(X; j � 1)(resp. a similar diagram for z0i(�; �)). Once one has this commutativity, it follows that for� 2 zi(Y; j), �j(���) = ���j�meets codimension 1 and 2 faces properly, so ��� 2 zi(X; j), and we may replace Z by zin the above diagram.To prove the desired commutativity, note that by de�nition of the complexes zi(�; �)and zi(�; �), the boundary �j is either 0 or given by Pk(�1)kFk� (without cutting outcomponents), so this follows from the result (2.6)(i) invoked above.(iii) This is again straightforward from the corresponding assertion on the level of cycles[Fu 3, Proposition 1.7].Of fundamental importance is the homotopy property of bigraded Chow homology:(2.12) Theorem (Homotopy): For any quasi{projective variety X, and any (i; j) 2 Z�Z�0, pull{back along the projection p:X � A m ! X induces isomorphismsp�: Ai(X; j) ��!Ai+m(X � A m ; j) :38



Proof: The proof is really just the same as Bloch's proof for the ABli (X; j) [Bl 1, x2], buthaving changed Bloch's original de�nition it seems prudent to go over the proof. All thenotation and de�nitions that follow come from [Bl 1, x2].Let T� be a triangulation of �� � A 1 , i.e. a collection of mapsTj : zm(X � A 1 ��j) �! zm(X ��j+1)[Bl 1, x2]. Let G be a connected algebraic k-group acting onX, and  : A 1 ! G a morphismde�ned over some �eld extension K of k. Denote by hj the compositionzi(X; j) ���!zi(XK ; j) pr�1�!zi+1(XK � A 1K ; j) ���!zi+1(XK � A 1K ; j)Tj�!zi+j+1(XK ��j+1)(where �(x; y) := ( (y) � x; y)). We would like hj to land in zi(XK ; j + 1) so that it givesa homotopy; this will be the content of lemma 1.First some more notation: Given a �nite collection y = fYlg of locally closed subva-rieties Yl � X, let zyi (X; �) � zi(X; �) denote the subcomplex consisting of cycles  onX ��j that lie in general position with respect to faces of type Yl ��m, m � j. Moreprecisely, zyi (X; j) consists of elements  of zi(X; j) such that  \ (Y ��j) 2 zi�r(Y; j),i.e. for every irreducible component � of  :� \ (Y ��j�k) intersects Y ��j�k properly, k = 0; 1; 2;and �j( ) satis�es the same requirement, with j replaced by j � 1.If Y 2 y is a Cartier divisor, restriction gives a pull{back mapzyi (X; �)�!zi�1(Y; �) ;which is a homomorphism of complexes.Given a locally closed Y � X of codimension d and an A � Y closed, one moreoverde�nes a subcomplex z(Y;A)i (X; �) � zi(X; �): z(Y;A)i (X; j) is generated by  2 zY�Ai (X; j),such that the intersection scheme  � (Y ��j) is a sum � (Y ��j) =  1 +  2 ;with  1 being in zi�r(Y; j), and  2 being supported on A��j .With these de�nitions, one has inclusions of complexeszYi (X; �) � z(Y;A)i (X; �) � zY�Ai (X; �) � zi(X; �) ;and sending  to  1 gives a homomorphism of complexesz(Y;A)i (X; �) �! zi�r(Y; �)=zi�r(A; �) :39



Lemma 1: With the above notations, suppose  (0) = id 2 G and  (a) is k-generic for alla 2 A 1(�k), a 6= 0. Let y = fYlg be such that G � Yl = X for all l. Let A � Y � X with Aclosed in Y . Then hj de�nes mapszyi (X; j)�!zyi (XK ; j + 1) ;z(Y;A)i �!z(Y;A)i (XK ; j + 1) :Moreover, if �(a):XK�!X denotes x 7!  (a) � x followed by �, then�(1)�zi(X; �) � zyi (XK ; �) :proof: (cf. [Bl 1, Lemma 2.2]) Let's �rst do the case y = X, i.e. let's prove that for� 2 zXi (X; j) = zi(X; j), the image hj(�) 2 zi(XK ; j + 1).We need to prove that the intersection��pr�1��(�) \ (X � F )is proper, for all faces F � �j�A 1 of codimension at most 2 appearing in the triangulation.Replacing  by its inverse, we may also consider the intersectionpr�1��(�) \ ��(X � F ) :For F contained in �j � f0g, this intersection is proper since � 2 zi(X; j). For the otherF , we apply Bloch's \elementary moving lemma" [Bl 1, Lemma 1.2] to the subvarietiesA = pr�1��(�) \ (X � F ) (this intersection is proper by virtue of � being in zi(X; j), so Ahas the expected dimension) and B = X � F .To prove hj(�) 2 zi(XK ; j + 1), we also need to prove that �j+1hj(�) meets faces ofcodimension up to 2 properly. By construction of the triangulation�j+1hj(�) = hj�1�j(�) + � � ��pr�1��(�) \ (XK ��j � f1g) ;By the above argument, the �rst and last summand satisfy condition (�), so we concludethat hj(�) 2 zi(XK ; j + 1).Now suppose that the set y also contains a locally closed subvariety Y 6= X. Theproof is much the same, applying [Bl 1, Lemma 1.2] with the same A and B = Y � F .The assertion about �(1)0 is proven by another reference to [Bl 1, Lemma 1.2], thistime applied to the constant map �(1).The assertion about z(Y;A)i (X; j) is proven in a similar way.Lemma 2: With hypotheses of lemma 1, the map��: zi(X; �)=z?i (X; �) �!zi(XK ; �)=z?i (XK ; �)is null{homotopic, where ? indicates y or (Y;A). If K over k is purely transcendental, theinclusion z?i (X; �)�!zi(X; �)40



is a quasi{isomorphism.proof: The �rst assertion follows from the �rst lemma; the hj give a homotopy from�(0)� = �� to �(1)� which lands in zyi (XK ; �) � z(Y;A)i (XK ; �).For the second assertion, we need to show that zi(X; �)=zyi (X; �) is acyclic. Using thenorm map as in [Bl 1, Lemma 2.3], we can reduce to the case k in�nite, K = k[t]. Usingthe �rst assertion of lemma 2, it su�ces to prove �� is injective; this is a specializationargument as in [Bl 1, Lemma 2.3].Corollary 1: The inclusionzfX�0;X�1gi (X � A 1 ; �) �!zi(X � A 1 ; �)is a quasi{isomorphism.proof: (as [Bl 1, Cor. 2.4]) Take G to be the additive group A 1k . Let K = k[t], and let : A 1K ! GK be the map a 7! a � t. Let G act on X � A 1 by additive translation on A 1 .Taking y = fX � 0;X � 1g, the hypotheses of lemmas 1 and 2 are satis�ed.Corollary 2: In the above situation, denote by i0 (resp. i1) the inclusion of XK � 0 (resp.XK � 1) in XK � A 1K . The restriction maps i�0 and i�1 :zfX�0;X�1gi (XK � A 1K ; �) �! zi(XK ; �)induce the same map on homology.proof: (as [Bl 1, Cor. 2.5]) By a specialization argument, it su�ces to prove that i�0 ��� =i�1 ��� on homology. Let �:XK � A 1K ! X� A 1k be translation on A 1K followed by �. Fromlemma 1, it follows that �� = �� on homology, so it su�ces to show i�0 � �� = i�1 � ��.As in the proof of lemma 1, the compositionzfX�0;X�1gi (X � A 1k ; �) ���!zfX�0;X�1gi (XK � A 1K ; �) T��!zi(XK ; �+ 1)is de�ned. Since T� is a triangulation, we have�(T� � ��)� (T� � ��)� = i�0 � �� � i�1 � �� ;which proves corollary 2.These corollaries su�ce to prove the theorem: reasoning in a diagramzi(X; �) p��! zi+1(X � A 1 ; �) ���! zi+1(X � A 1 � A 1 ; �)x??q:�iso x??q:�isozX�f0;1gi+1 (X � A 1 ; �) zX�A1�f0;1gi+1 (X � A 1 � A 1 ; �)??yi�0 ??yi�1zi+1(X � A 1 ; �)(where � : A 1 � A 1 ! A 1 is multiplication, which is a at morphism so has a pull{back)proves the result as in [Bl 1, x2]. 41



(2.13) Remarks:1. In case the ground �eld k is algebraically closed, the reference to Bloch's \elementarymoving lemma" [Bl 1, Lemma 1.2] in the proof of (2.12, Lemma 1) can be replaced by areference to [Kl].2. The lemmas 1 and 2 in the proof of (2.12) yield the following corollary (cf. [Bl 1, 2.5]):If X � PN is a quasi{projective variety, and A � X is closed, the inclusionz(Y;A)i (PN; �) � zi(PN; �)is a quasi-isomorphism.To prove this, apply the lemmas to G = SLN+1, K = k(G), and  : A 1K ! GK with (0) = id,  (1) = � for � ! G a generic point (Such  exists since G is generated bytransvections).Very useful is the following localization sequence:(2.14) Theorem (localization): Let X be a quasi{projective variety, � :Y ,! X a closedimmersion, and �:U ,! X the inclusion of the complement U := X nY . Then the sequencezi(Y; �) ���!zi(X; �) ���!zi(U; �)forms a triangle in D+(Ab).Proof: Since the sequence is clearly left{exact, it su�ces to prove that �� induces a quasi{isomorphism zi(X; �)=zi(Y; �) �! zi(U; �) :To prove this assertion, embed X as locally closed subvariety of codimension r in PN, andconsider the exact sequence0�!z(X;Y )i+r (PN; �)�!zUi+r(PN; �) � �zi(X; �)=zi(Y; �)�j�����! zi(U; �) ;where j� denotes restriction from zUi+r(PN; �) to zi(U; �) as in (2.12). Since the inclusionz(X;Y )i+r (PN; �) � zUi+r(PN�)is a quasi{isomorphism (2.13.2), the theorem follows if we can prove that j� � �� is asurjection.I claim that this is the case if the codimension r is � 2. To prove the claim, we follow[Bl 1, Lemma 3.5]:Let � 2 zi(U; j), and let �� 2 zi+j(X ��j) be the closure of � in X. By the classicalmoving lemma [Ro], [Al], there exists a cycle W 2 zi+j+r(PN ��j) such thatW \ (X ��j) = ��+ ��042



where ��0 meets faces X ��j�k � X ��j properly so ��0 2 zi(X; j).We need W 2 zUi+r(PN; �), which is certainly the case if the following holds:(i) W meets faces PN ��j�k � PN ��j properly, k = 0; 1; 2; 3;(ii) W \ (PN � F ) meets U � F properly, for all F = �j�k � �j , k = 0; 1; 2;(iii) �j(W ) meets U � F properly, for F = �j�1�k � �j�1, k = 0; 1; 2.Using the usual norm argument, we reduce to the case k in�nite.The cycleW in the moving lemma is constructed as a sum of cones C(Lm; Zm), wherethe Lm are general linear spaces andC(Lm; Zm) \ (X ��j) = Zm +Zm+1 :The Lm can be chosen such that Zm+1 has better intersection properties with all theU � �j�k than Zm. So since by assumption �� = Z0 meets all U � �j�k for k = 0; 1; 2properly, the C(Lm; Zm) can be chosen to do the same; this proves (ii).Since C(Lm; Zm) \ F = C(Lm \ F;Zm \ F ), the same reasoning proves (iii).To prove (i), it su�ces in view of [Bl 1, Sublemma 3.6] to prove thatdim��� \ (PN ��j�k)� � i + j + r � k(the expected dimension of C(Lm; Zm) \ (PN ��j�k)), for k = 0; : : : ; 3. Since �� is notcontained in any codimension 1 face, we know thatdim��� \ (PN ��j�k)� � i+ j � 1 ;so the above inequality is true for r � 2.(2.15) Remarks:1. The problem in proving localization for Bloch's higher Chow groups is to prove inthe last step that W 2 zBli (PN; j); here the face condition has to be checked for all facesPN��j�k, k = 0; : : : ; j, so N has to grow along with j. This was the reason for changingthe de�nition of zBli (�; �).In fact, for any n 2 N�2 we could de�ne a complex z(n)i (�; �) by imposing the condition(2.9) for faces of codimension at most n. Then the above proof works for any n 2 N. Thereis a chain of inclusionszBli (X; �) = \1n=2z(n)i (X; �) � z(N)i (X; �) � z(N�1)i (X; �) � � � � � z(2)i (X; �) = zi(X; �)for any N >> 0, and the conjecture is that all these inclusions are quasi{isomorphisms;that this is true after tensoring with Q will follow from (2.24).2. Another bigraded theory extending the Chow groups is formed by the \left derivedfunctor" Chow groups LpCHq of Gillet and Soul�e [G{S, 3.1.1 and proposition 4]. Thesegroups are de�ned using descent theory (so one needs ROS), and they also satisfy homotopyand localization. I don't know in how far L�A� coincides with A�(�; �).43



3. Yet another bigraded theory extending the Chow groups is introduced in [Gi 1, x8],as the E2 terms in the Brown{Gersten{Quillen (or \coniveau") spectral sequence of K{theory. This theory satis�es homotopy [Gi 1, Theorem 8.3] and localization (trivial). Ingeneral, this theory is di�erent from Ai(�; j), but they coincide rationally for j � 2, see(2.27) below.(2.16) Corollary: For any M{V diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xwith eX and X quasi{projective, the sequencezi(eY ; �)(e��;�Y �)�! zi( eX; �)� zi(Y; �)������! zi(X; �)forms a triangle in D+(Ab).Proof: In view of (2.14) and (2.11), there is a commutative diagramzi(eY ; �) �! zi( eX; �) �! zi( eX n eY ; �) �!??y ??y ??yozi(Y; �) �! zi(X; �) �! zi(X n Y; �) �!whose rows are triangles in D+(Ab).(2.17) Chow homology as hypercohomology. Let X be quasi{projective, and let ZXi (�) de-note the cohomological complex of Zariski sheaves on X (concentrated in negative degrees)associated to the presheaves U 7! zi(U;�j). Then one hasAi(X; j) = H�j �X;ZXi (�)� :Hence if AXi (�j) denotes the Zariski sheaf associated to U 7! Ai(U;�j), there is a \localto global" spectral sequenceEpq2 = Hp�X;AXi (�q)� ) Ai(X;�p� q)|for the higher Chow groups ABli (X; j), the corresponding statements are proven in [Bl1, x3].This follows from the facts that the Zariski presheaves on XU 7! si(X;�j) := zi(X;�j)=zi(X n U;�j)(which form a complex quasi{isomorphic to ZXi (�) by the localization sequence (2.14)) aresheaves, and that they are asque. To prove these two facts, it su�ces to prove exactnessof the sequence 0�!si(U [ V; �)�!si(U q V; �)�!si(U \ V; �)44



for U , V open in X; asqueness is then obvious from the de�nition of si.This exact sequence is deduced from the following Mayer{Vietoris property: for anytwo closed subschemes Y1, Y2 � X, one has an exact sequence of complexes0�!zi(Y1 \ Y2; �)�!zi(Y1 q Y2; �)�!zi(Y1 [ Y2; �)�!0 :This last property is easily checked directly.The fact that Chow homology is hypercohomology for the Zariski site is of someimportance, since it makes Chow homology a homology theory in the sense of (1.3). Lateron, when we have de�ned bigraded Chow cohomology, we shall see that the pairA�(�; �) ; A�(�; �)(or the pair A�(�; �) ; H�Zar��;Ziop(�)�for which we don't need to suppose ROS) is a Poincar�e duality theory satisfying Gillet'saxioms (1.5.1) [Gi 1, x1], from which it follows that A�(�; �) 
Q is a receiver of Gillet'sRiemann{Roch map �� from K�; cf. (2.24).The following result, which is a strengthening of Corollary 1 in the proof of (2.12), isproven by the same techniques as (2.14):(2.18) Proposition: Let X be a quasi{projective variety, and let y = fYig be a �nitecollection of closed subvarieties. De�ne a complex z[y]i (X; �) � zi(X; �) byz[y]i (X; j) := n 2 zi(X; j) j  =  0 +  00;  0 2 zyi (X; j); Supp( 00) � yo :Then the inclusion z[y]i (X; �) � zi(X; �)is a quasi{isomorphism.Proof: (cf. [Bl 1, Lemma 4.2]) Embed X as locally closed subset of codimension r of PN,and de�ne a complex zX;(y)i (PN; �) � zXi (PN; �) byzX;(y)i (PN; j) := n� 2 zXi (PN; j) j � � (X ��j) 2 z[y]i�r(X; j)o :The same argument as (2.13).2 proves that the inclusionzX;(y)i (PN; �) � zXi (PN; �)is a quasi{isomorphism. As in the proof of (2.14), there is an exact sequence0�!zX;(y)i+r (PN; �)�!zXi+r(PN; �)� z[y]i (X; �)�!zi(X; �) ;45



and we are done if we can prove this is also right{exact. This is similar to the proof of(2.14).(2.19) Corollary: Let X, Y , �:U ,! X be as in (2.18). Then �� induces a quasi{isomorphism z[Y ]i (X; �)=zi(Y; �) �! zi(U; �) :Proof: This is just a combination of (2.14) and (2.18), since �� on z[Y ]i (X; �) factors asz[Y ]i (X; �) ,! zi(X; �) ���!zi(U; �) :To extend bigradedChow homology to non{quasi{projective varieties, we use a descenttrick:(2.20) De�nition: Let X be an arbitrary variety. For any i 2Z, the homological complexzi(X; �), concentrated in positive degree, is de�ned aszi(X; �) := s�zi(X�; �)� ;where X� ! X is a cubical Chow envelope (1.10), and sK�� denotes single complexassociated to a cubical complex (1.9).Equivalently (and more naively), the complex zi(X; �) is de�ned inductively by takingan M{V diagram eY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xwith eX quasi{projective, and de�ningzi(X; �) := Cokernel�zi(eY ; �)�!zi( eX; �) � zi(Y; �)� :It follows from (2.16) that zi(X; �) is well{de�ned in D+(Ab) (and in case X quasi{projective, coincides with the former de�nition in D+(Ab)).So for (i; j) 2Z�Z�0, the bigraded Chow homology groupsAi(X; j) := Hj�zi(X; j)�are well{de�ned. Note that from descent for Chow groups [Fu 3, Example 1.8.1] it followsthat one still has Ai(X; 0) = AiX.Now we can easily extend properties of A�(�; �) from the quasi{projective to thegeneral case: 46



(2.21) Proposition:(i) On the category of varieties, the assignment X 7! zi(X; �) is a functor to D+(Ab),covariant with respect to proper morphisms, and contravariant (with a shift in the i{grading) with respect to open immersions and structure morphisms of vector bundles;pull{back and push{forward commute in the usual way;(ii) The localization sequence (2.14) and its corollary (2.16) are true for any X (notnecessarily quasi{projective);(iii) For any rank n vector bundle p:E ! X, the mapp� : zi(X; �)�!zi+n(E; �)is a quasi{isomorphism;(iv) The relation Ai(X; j) = H�j �X;ZXi (�)�(2.17) is true for any X;(v) The quasi{isomorphisms (2.18), (2.19) are true without quasi{projectivity assumption.Proof:(i) Let f :X1 ! X2 be a proper morphism. Using Chow's lemma, we can �nd M{Vdiagrams (M{V)l eYl �! eXl??y ??yYi �! Xi(l = 1; 2) with eXl quasi{projective, and such that these two diagrams commute with themorphism f . Then the push{forward in the quasi{projective case induces f� by noetherianinduction, according to a diagramzi(eY1; �) �! zi( eX1 q Y1; �) �! zi(X1; �) �!0??y ??y ??yf�zi(eY2; �) �! zi( eX2 q Y2; �) �! zi(X2; �) �!0 :To prove that this f� does not depend on choice of eXl, it su�ces to prove that f� makeszi(�; �) into a covariant functor. So de�ning f� by a �xed choice of eXl as above, and givena commutative diagram (#) X 01 �! X1??y ??yfX 02 �! X2where all arrows are proper morphisms, we must prove commutativity up to homotopy ofzi(X 01; �) �! zi(X1; �)??y ??yf�zi(X 02; �) �! zi(X2; �) :47



Again using Chow's lemma, we can �nd M{V diagramseY 0l �! eX 0l??y ??yY 0l �! X 0l(l = 1; 2) with eX 0l quasi{projective, commuting with (M{V)l and with (#). By (2.11)(i)and noetherian induction, the diagramzi( eX 01 q Y 01 ; �) �! zi( eX1 q Y1; �)??y ??yzi( eX 02 q Y 02 ; �) �! zi( eX2 q Y2; �)commutes, and by a diagram chase using (2.16) we are done.With respect to at morphisms the situation is similar, but to make the above con-struction work we need to assume that a at morphism f :X1 ! X2 �ts into a commutativediagram eX1� �! X1??yef� ??yfeX2� �! X2 ;with the horizontal maps being cubical Chow envelopes (1.10) and ef� a at morphism ofcubical varieties. For later reference, let's call such at morphisms Chow at. Obviousexemples of Chow at morphisms are open immersions, and structure morphisms for vectorbundles.(ii) Let Z � X be closed with complement U . Given an M{V diagrameY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xwith eX quasi{projective, we may �ber this diagram with �XZ resp. �XU to obtain quasi{projective M{V diagrams for Z resp. U . The result now follows from an easy diagramchase.(iii) Using (ii), one reduces to the case where E = X � A m and X quasi{projective, whichis theorem (2.12).(iv) The same proof as (2.17): the presheavesU 7! si(U; j) := zi(X; j)=zi(X n U; j)(which form a complex quasi{isomorphic to ZXi (�) by localization (ii)) are sheaves, andthey are asque.(v) In the general (i.e. possibly non quasi{projective) case, the complex zyi (X; �) is de�nedas � 2 zi(X; j) j  � (Yk ��j) 2 zi�rk (Yk; j) 8Yk 2 y	48



(where rk := codimYk). Suppose now that all Yk 2 y are closed subvarieties. There existsan M{V diagram eY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xwith eX quasi-projective and such that Y does not contain any Yk 2 y, so that taking the�bre product �Xy gives an M{V diagram for y = [Yk. Choosing this diagram to de�nezi(X; �) and z�(y; �), there is (by de�nition) an exact sequence0�!zeY�X yi (eY ; �)�!z eX�X yi ( eX; �) � zY �X yi (Y; �)�!zyi (X; �)�!0 :There is a similar exact sequence for the complex z[y]i (X; �), and noetherian induction endsthe proof.(2.22) Remarks.1. Remark that we have in fact constructed a push{forward (resp. pull{back) from somecomplex in fzi(X1; �)g to some complex in fzi(X2; �)g (in the notation of (1.12)); using(1.14) this generates a set of homomorphisms ff�g: fzi(X1; �)g ! fzi(X2; �)g (resp. ff�g),all inducing the same map on homology.2. The loss in contravariant functoriality is somewhat annoying; for instance in the nonquasi{projective case the zi(X; j) are not �etale presheaves, so in the non quasi{projectivecase one cannot speculate on a connection with Lichtenbaum's axioms for motivic com-plexes, cf. (2.42). The same problem comes up again in chapter 4, where in construct-ing Gysin homomorphisms for bigraded Chow cohomology we need to make the arti�cial\Chow atness" restriction, cf. (4.5).x2.2. Enter K�{theoryBefore proving the relation between Chow homology and K{theory (2.24), we pause torecall a few facts about K{theory:(2.23) For any noetherian schemeX, letK�X (resp. K�X) denote theK{theory associatedto the category of coherent sheaves on X (resp. of locally free sheaves on X).In case X is quasi{projective over a regular base scheme, there exists a {�ltrationon K�XQ , and a direct sum decompositionKjXQ �= �iGriKjXQ[Kr], [So 2], [Gra]. 49



For j = 0, and X quasi{projective over a �eld k, the {�ltration on K0XQ coincideswith the topological �ltration (graded by dimension of support), and Grothendieck proveda Riemann{Roch type relation with the Chow groups: there exist natural isomorphisms� : �iGriK0XQ ��!�i AiXQ[Bo{Se], [SGA 6], [B{F{M], with extension to the non quasi{projective case in [F{G].For arbitrary j, Gillet's Riemann{Roch theorem [Gi 1] asserts the existence of maps�j : KjX�!H��X;�(�)�Qcompatible with push{forward for projective maps, pull{back for open immersions or l.c.i.maps. Here the right{hand{side denotes any homology theory that satis�es the axioms of[Gi 1, x1], cf. (1.5).1. For j = 0, we get back the map � of [SGA 6] and [B{F{M].(2.24) Theorem: Let X be a variety over k. Then there are natural isomorphisms�j : KjXQ ��! �i Ai(X; j)Q :In case X is quasi{projective, these isomorphisms are compatible with the {�ltration:�iGriKjXQ ��! KjXQ ��! �i Ai(X; j)Q :Proof:Step 1: the quasi{projective case. In case X quasi{projective, the proof of the theorem isessentially the same as [Bl 1, x7|9], with the following simpli�cation in constructing themap �j : Taking �(i) to be the complex of (Zariski) sheaves Ziop(�; �) of chapter 3, we geta cohomology theory H�(�;�(�)) such that the coupleH�(�; �); A�(�; �)satis�es all the axioms of [Gi 1, x1], hence Gillet's Riemann{Roch theorem immediatelyfurnishes the map �� into Chow homology.(This is an advantage of the operational frame{work developed in chapter 3: In Bloch'sset{up, where there is no operational cohomology, it is hard to �nd contravariant complexes�(i); this is why Bloch needs to pass to a �eld extension L in [Bl 1, x7] to get the necesarycontravariant functoriality.)Once one has a map �j , the proof is as in [Bl 1, x8{9]: Using localization, one reduces tothe case X smooth a�ne; one introduces multi{relative Chow and K{theory and de�nesthe {�ltration on multirelative K{theory; then one constructs a \cycle map" c that'sgoing to be inverse to �j . To check that �j and c are inverse, one reduces to the case j = 0using the fact that for X smooth a�neKjX �= K0(X � Sj)=K0X ;50



where Sj is the simplicial j{sphere [D{W], cf. also [Bl 5].Step 2: Reduction to quasi{projective case. Suppose that the �j of Gillet's Riemann{Rochtheorem can be extended to a covariant functor on the category of (abstract) varieties withproper morphisms. Then taking an M{V diagrameY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xwith eX quasi{projective (which exists by Chow's lemma), we get a diagram�! Kj eXQ �KjYQ �! KjXQ �! Kj�1 eYQ �!??y�j��j ??y�j ??y�j�1�! �iAi( eX; j)Q �Ai(Y; j)Q �! �iAi(X; j)Q �! �iAi(eY ; j � 1)Q �!which we hope can be proven commutative, and we reduce by noetherian induction to thequasi{projective case.The di�culty is thus to extend the map �� from quasi{projective to arbitrary varieties(This is noted as an open problem in [F{G, x3 Remark 4]). We will actually do this forany homology theory �h(�) (for the Zariski topology) that is part of a Poincar�e dualitytheory (1.3). Before doing this, we �rst need some preparations:For a given noetherian scheme Z, let M(Z) (resp. P (Z)) denote the exact categoryof coherent OZ{module sheaves (resp. locally free sheaves), and letK(Z) = K(P (Z)); K0 (Z) = K(M (Z))denote the K{theory spectra (in the sense of [Th 1, Appendix A]) which have the loopedclassifying space 
BQPZ (resp. 
BQMZ ) as 0{th space. By de�nition, we get Quillen'sK{theory groups as homotopy of these spectra:KjZ = �j (K(Z)); KjZ = �j(K 0 (Z)) :These groups are functorial in Z: contravariantly for arbitrary morphisms, resp. covari-antly for proper morphisms, but the spectra K and K0 themselves are not strictly functorial(only up to homotopy). To remedy this problem, several \rigidi�cations" have been pro-posed [T{T], [G{S, x5]. We will use here the solution of Gillet and Soul�e.To make K strictly functorial, Gillet and Soul�e follow Street's \second construction"[Str]: They replace K by the strictly functorial spectrumKbig (Z) := K(P big (Z)) ;where P big(Z) is the category of locally free sheaves on the big Zariski site over Z, andprove that the map Kbig (Z) ! K(Z) is a homotopy equivalence [G{S, 5.1.2]. For Y � Zclosed, we can also de�ne a relative K{theory spectrumKbigY (Z) := Fibre�Kbig(Z)�!Kbig (Z n Y )� :51



To get a K 0 that is covariantly functorial and has further good properties, Gillet andSoul�e [G{S, 5.1.3] further rigidify Thomason's K0 spectrum, that was given by the categoryof complexes of asque quasi{coherent sheaves with bounded and coherent cohomology [T{T, x3]. Let's denote the resulting spectrum K 0 .(A nice result of Gillet and Soul�e is that with these de�nitions, the projection formulais true on the level of spectra [G{S, 5.1.3]; this improves on [T-T, 3.17], where such aprojection formula was established up to homotopy.)Suppose given a cohomology theory �� satisfying the axioms in [Gi 1, x1], cf. remark(1.5).1. We suppose, in addition to Gillet's axioms, that the associated homology theorycan be computed from complexes of Zariski sheaves �h(�) that are strictly functorial (asin (1.3)) at least in the quasi{projective case (In our case, this assumption is ful�lled bythe complexes ZXi (�), with Zjop(�) of chapter 3 playing the role of cohomology).Given an arbitrary variety X, there exists a cubical variety X� ! X, with each X�being embedded as a closed subset in a smooth variety Z� (Chow's lemma, cf. (1.10)).For each cubical index �, we have Gillet's Riemann{Roch map [Gi 1, x4]�j : KjX� �! qk�0 Hk+j�X�;�(k)�
Q ;constructed as follows:The 0{th space of each spectrum KbigX� (Z�) maps to the 0{th space of KX� (Z�), whichis (by de�nition) Fibre�
BQPZ��!
BQPZ�nX�� ;which maps in its turn toF� := Fibre�R�(Z�;
B�QPZ�)�!R�(Z� nX�;
B�QPZ�nX�)�(notation is as in [Gi 1] and [B{G]; the B�QP are simplicial sheaves so F� is a simplicialset). The crucial observation is that Gillet's chern character ch� is de�ned as a map onthe level of simplicial sheavesch� : 
B�QPZ� �! qk�0 K(dk;�(k)
Q)(here K() denotes the sheaf version of the Dold{Puppe construction, associating to acomplex of sheaves a simplicial sheaf [Gi 1, Theorem 1.12]). This map is compatible withopen immersions (being a map of sheaves), so induces maps of simplicial setsch� : F� �!qk�0 R�X��Z�;K(dk;�(k)
Q)�:= qk�0Fibre�R��Z�;K(dk;�(k)
Q)� ! R��Z� nX�;K(dk;�(k)
Q)��:Now Z� being by assumption a smooth variety, the canonical map of spectraKbigX� (Z�)�!K0 (X�)52



is a homotopy equivalence [Qu 2, x7.1], so ch� induces a map in Ho(S�), that we will alsocall ��: �� : K 0 (X�)0 �! qk�0 R��X�;K(dk;�X�h (k)
Q)� ;the map �j is now de�ned as �j (��). Summarizing, we get �j after taking homotopy of thecomposed arrows in a diagramK bigX�(Z�)0 ch��! qk�0R�X��Z�;K(dk;�(k)
Q)�??yo ??yo \ [X�]K 0(X�)0 qk�0R��X�;K(dk;�X�h (k) 
Q)�in Ho(S�).Up till now the cubical index � has been �xed; the next step is to take into ac-count that the various X� �t together to form a cubical variety. A consequence of Gillet'sRiemann{Roch [Gi 1, Theorem 4.1] is that the �� commute with push{forward for projec-tive morphisms, so that the maps for the various cubical indices � �t together to form amap �� : K 0 (X�)0 �! qk�0 R��X�;K(dk;�h(k)
Q)�in Ho(S opp� ), the homotopy category of cubical pointed simplicial sets.Consider now the spectrum Hocolim� K0 (X�) ;which has the simplicial set Hocolim� �K0 (X�)0�as its 0{th space (for basics on homotopy colimits of spectra and of simplicial sets, cf.(1.20) and the references given there).Because of descent for K�{theory ([Gi 2] for simplicial descent; [G{N{P{P, Expos�e VI]for cubical descent, which is easier since it follows essentially from Quillen's localizationtheorem for K� [Qu 2, x7 Prop. 3.2]), there is a homotopy equivalence of spectraHocolim� K0 (X�) �! K 0 (X) :Likewise, since the homology theory is assumed to satisfy localization, there is a homotopyequivalence of simplicial abelian groupsHocolim� R��X�;K(dk;�X�h (k))� �! R��X;K(dk;�Xh (k))�for any k.On the other hand, the functor Hocolim:S opp� ! S� represents the \total left derivedfunctor" (in the sense of [Qu 1, 4.3])LHocolim : Ho(S opp� )�!Ho(S�)53



[B{K, Chapter XII 2.4] (According to Thomason the analogous statement holds for thehomotopy colimit of spectra [Th 1, 5.32], but we won't need this here). In particular, themap �� in Ho(S opp� ) constructed above induces a map in Ho(S�):�� : LHocolim� K 0(X�)0 �! LHocolimi qk�0 R��X�;K(dk;�X�h (k)
Q)� :Taking homotopy, we get the desired maps�j = �j(��) : KjX �! qk�0 Hk+j�X;�(k)� 
Q(where to compute �� of the last homotopy colimit, we use the fact that the homotopyspectral sequence for hocolim of abelian simplicial groups coincides fromE2 on with the hy-percohomology spectral sequence ([B{K, Chapter XII 5.6], Thomason's \Scholium of greatenlightenment" [Th 1, 5.32]); alternatively, the identi�cation of �� of the last homotopycolimit follows from lemma (1.21) and the descent property of homology (1.5).2).Note that this �� indeed makes the diagram mentioned at the beginning of step 2commutative; this follows from the observation that �� comes from an underlying mapof simplicial sets. This commutative diagram shows in particular that �0 coincides withthe Riemann{Roch map for general algebraic varieties constructed in [F{G] [Fu 3, x18.3];indeed, Fulton{Gillet's map is de�ned by such a diagram.It is left to check that this �� is well{de�ned: �rst, for a given cubical Chow envelopeX� ! X, �� does not depend on choice of closed imbeddings X� � Z�. Indeed, this istrue for each cubical index � separately on the level of simplicial sheaves, as is proven byGillet's Riemann{Roch [Gi 1, Theorem 4.1].Second, to prove that �� does not depend on choice of X�, it su�ces to prove ��is compatible with push{forward for projective morphisms. This may be checked againfor each cubical index separately on the level of simplicial sheaves, which is again [Gi 1,Theorem 4.1].All the other properties of a Riemann{Roch map can be checked likewise.(2.25) Remarks:1. As Bloch repeatedly stresses (in particular in [Bl 2]), in view of possible arithmeticapplications, it would be very interesting to extend theorem (2.24) to general schemes.Bigraded Chow homology can be de�ned for separated schemes of �nite type over a regularnoetherian base scheme, using the notion of dimension of cycles appearing in [Fu 3, Chapter20]. One still has an isomorphism K0XQ �=Mi AiXQfor such a scheme X [Fu 3, p. 395], but theorem (2.24) with j > 0 is not yet known forsuch schemes.The main di�culty is to prove homotopy and localization for the bigraded Chowhomology in this generality. 54



2. This cycle{theoretic interpretation of K{theory is very fruitful. For instance, Suslinand Nesterenko [N{S] and, independently, Totaro [To 1] have proven that for �elds k,A�j(Spec k; j) is integrally isomorphic to Milnor K{theory KMj k, which is more precisethan the statement Gr�jKjkQ �= KMj kQproven in [So 2, Th�eor�eme 2].In the same vein, we �nd as an immediate corollary of (2.24) that for X quasi{projective, GriKjX 
Q = 0 for i+ j < 0(since clearly zi(X; j) = 0 for i + j < 0), in particular if X is smooth quasi{projective ofdimension n: GriKjX 
Q = 0 for i > n+ j :This is non{trivial: Soul�e [So 2, Corollaire 1] proves the last vanishing for a�ne (notnecessarily regular) schemes X using stability results of Suslin.It might moreover be hoped that the isomorphism (2.24) can be used to solve (partof) the Beilinson{Soul�e conjecture on the length of the {�ltration [So 2, 2.9]. In terms ofChow homology, this conjecture readsAi(X; j)Q = 0 if j > 2n� 2i ,where n = dimX. As yet this conjecture is unproven for j > 2, even for X = Spec k.3. It is not necessary to discard all the torsion in (2.24); Levine [Le 2] has recently proventhat for smooth quasi{projective X of dimension n, the isomorphism (2.24) holds afterinverting (n + j � 1)!. This generalizes classical results on the relation between K0X andA�X involving factorials [SGA 6], [Fu 3, Example 15.36].Levine's result gives in particular that for �elds k, there are integral isomorphismsKjk ��!A�j (Spec k; j) for j � 2,as was also implied by Totaro's result since Kjk = KjMk for j � 2.4. In the non quasi{projective case, it seems reasonable to de�ne gradeds of the {�ltrationon KjXQ by the relation (2.24). These gradeds are functorial, and form exact functors onthe usual exact sequences for K{theory tensored with Q, which is what we expect from a{�ltration.The cycle{theoretic interpretation of K�{theory (2.24) thus provides a nice way ofgetting around the di�culty that as yet, one cannot de�ne the {�ltration on the level ofspectra (this is noted as an open problem in [Gra, Section 18]), so that a priori descentmethods do not work to extend the {�ltration to the non quasi{projective case.(2.26) B{G{Q spectral sequence. (cf. [Bl 1, x10]) The complexes zi(�; �) can be �lteredby dimension of support:Frzi(X; �) := f� 2 zi(X; �) j dim p(�) � r; for p:X ��� ! Xg55



(Note that since Fr preserves triangles (2.14) and (2.16), the complexes Frzi(X; �) arewell{de�ned in the derived category).Using localization one can prove that there exist quasi{isomorphismsFrzi(X; �)=Fr�1zi(X; �) ��! Mx2X(r) zi�r(Spec k(x); �) ;where X(r) := fx 2 X j dim �x = rg. The spectral sequence associated to the �ltration Fris E1pq(i) = Mx2X(p)Ai�p(k(x); p + q) ) Ai(X; p + q) ;where for a �eld K, A�(K; �) is short for A�(SpecK; �). (This kind of spectral sequenceis sometimes called \Brown{Gersten{Quillen" (or B{G{Q) spectral sequence, after thepersons who introduced such a spectral sequence for K{theory [B{G], [Ge 1], [Qu 2]. Itwas Grothendieck, however, who �rst wrote down this spectral sequence for De Rhamcohomology [Gro 1], [Gro 2].)The �ltration on Ai(X; p+q) induced by the spectral sequence is called the arithmetic,or (co{)niveau �ltration. This �ltration is studied for a general Poincar�e duality theory byBloch and Ogus in [B{O], and their results are extended in [C{H{K].Following Gersten, let R�q(i) be the E1 complex considered as Zariski sheaves on X:R�q(i): Mx2X(n)(ix)�Ai�n(k(x); q + n)�! Mx2X(n�1)(ix)�Ai�n+1(k(x); q + n� 1)�!� � � Mx2X(�q+1)(ix)�Ai+q�1(k(x); 1)�! Mx2X(�q)(ix)�Ai+q(k(x); 0)(here n := dimX, and (ix)�A denotes the sheaf on X which is A in x and 0 outside of x).There is an obvious augmentation of Zariski sheavesAXi (q + n)�!R�q(i) ;and the analogue of Gersten's conjecture [Ge 1], [Ge 2] is that for X regular, the complexR�q(i) is a resolution of the sheaf AXi (q + n). This is proven by Bloch in [Bl 1, x10]for the ABl� (�; �) for X smooth quasi{projective over k, and the same proof also worksfor the A�(�; �) (without quasi{projectivity assumption, since this was only needed forlocalization).(Alternatively (and less precisely), the fact that after tensoring with Q the complexR�q(i) is an exact complex of asque sheaves follows from Quillen's proof of Gersten'sconjecture for K{theory [Qu 2, x7 Prop. 5.14], plus the fact that Gillet's Riemann{Rochmap ch� 
 Q is compatible with B{G{Q spectral sequences [Gi 1, Theorem 3.9], plusrelation (2.24), plus the fact that the spectral sequence for K{theory can be graded forthe {�ltration [So 2, Th�eor�eme 4(iii)].)As a corollary, we �nd the following formula for the E2 terms of the B{G{Q spectralsequence: E2pq(i) = Hn�p�X;AXi (q + n)� ;56



and the B{G{Q spectral sequence coincides (after a reindexing) from E2 onwards with thehypercohomology spectral sequence of (2.17). In particular, after the usual identi�cationE2p;�p(p) = ApX as in the proof of Bloch's formula [Qu 2, x7 Prop. 5.14], [Ge 1], [Ge 2],we �nd a new version of Bloch's formula:ApX = Hn�p�X;AXp (n� p)� ;which actually looks better if we grade by codimension as in [Bl 1, x10, Corollary].(2.27) Proposition (Bloch formulas): Let X be a smooth variety of dimension n overk. Let Km (resp. Km(l) resp. KmM ) denote the Zariski sheaf on X associated to U 7! KmU(resp. U 7! GrlKmU resp. U 7! KmMU).Then Ai(X; j)Q = Hn�i�j�X;AXi (n � i)�Q = Hn�i�j�X;Kn�i(n� i)�Q= Hn�i�j�X;Kn�i�Q = Hn�i�j�X;Kn�iM �Q ;for j � 2, where for the last equality it is supposed that k is in�nite.Proof: The B{G{Q spectral sequence for K{theory is known to degenerate modulo torsionfor p + q � 2 [So 2, Th�eor�eme 4(iv)]; the compatibility with the corresponding spectralsequence for Chow theory mentioned above allows one to conclude the same degenerationfor this last spectral sequence:Ai(X; j)Q = Mp+q=jE2pq(i)Q ; j � 2 :On the other hand, one easily proves that for p+ q � 2,E1pq(i) = 0 if i 6= �q(this corresponds to the fact that Kp+qk = KMp+qk for p+ q � 2), soAi(X; j)Q = E2i+j;�i(i)Q = Hn�i�j�X;AXi (n � i)�Q :The second equality of the proposition follows from (2.24): one has an isomorphism ofsheaves AXi (n � i)Q �= Kn�i(n � i)Q (there is a shift in the grading since by conventionon the {�ltration the isomorphismKmX ��!KmX sends GrlKmX to Grn�lKmX [So 2,Th�eor�eme 7(vi)]).For the third equality of the proposition, it su�ces to note thatHn�i�j�X;Kn�i(l)�Q = 0 if l 6= n� i and j � 2 ;this follows from the vanishing of E1 terms in the Chow spectral sequence mentionedabove. 57



Finally the last equality (for in�nite k) follows from the isomorphism of sheavesKm(m)Q �= KmM 
Q [So 2, Th�eor�eme 5(ii)].(2.28) Remarks:1. Proposition (2.27) partially answers the question, posed by Murre [Mur 2, Remark 3.9],of �nding a geometric interpretation of Hp(X;Kq) for p < q. The isomorphismAiXQ �= Hn�i(X;Kn�iM )Qfor k in�nite is proven by Soul�e [So 2, Th�eor�eme 5(iii)]. The isomorphismAi(X; 1) �= Hn�i�1(X;Kn�i)(without tensoring by Q !) is proven di�erently by M�uller{Stach [Mul, Section 2.1], and isalso stated and explained by Voisin [Voi, 0.5].2. It would be interesting to prove degeneration of the B{G{Q spectral sequence for Chowtheory directly (and maybe it is not necessary to tensor with Q; this would give integralversions of (2.27) ?).x2.3. Re�ned Gysin homomorphismsThe goal of this section is to apply Fulton's program for Chow groups [Fu 3, Chapters 1{6],to bigraded Chow homology. This program starts with the three fundamental operationson Chow groups: proper push{forward, at pull{back, and intersecting with principaldivisors. These three operations are then used as the building{blocks in constructingre�ned Gysin homomorphisms, Chern classes and (in the smooth case) an intersectionproduct.(2.29) Intersecting with principal divisors. Suppose D is a pseudo{divisor [Fu 3, 2.2] onthe scheme X, such that the restriction of OX(D) to jDj is trivial. Analogous to [Fu 3,2.3] (mentioned in (2.5)), we want to de�ne homomorphismsh : Ai(X; j)�!Ai�1(jDj; j) :In view of the quasi{isomorphism (2.19), we get such h from a homomorphism of complexesh: z[D]i (X; �)�!zi�1(D; �) ;which is de�ned as follows: 58



For any generator  of z[D]i (X; j), let g denote the inclusion  ,! X��j . Let D��jbe the pseudo{divisor on X ��j determined by D. The homomorphism h is now de�nedas h( ) := � [g�(D ��j)]; if  6� jD ��jj;0; otherwise.Note that if  2 z[D]i (X; j), then h( ) 2 Zi�1(D; j) meets faces of codimension at most 2properly. Also, it follows from (2.7) that h is a homomorphism of complexes z[D]i (X; �) !Zi�1(D; �). Taken together, these two facts imply h�z[D]i (X; j)� � zi�1(D; j), so we get ahomomorphism of complexes h : z[D]i (X; �) �! zi�1(D; �) :In case �:D ,! X is the inclusion of an e�ective Cartier divisor with trivial normalbundle, the above constructed homomorphism will be denoted ��, and the same notationwill be used for the induced homomorphism on homology�� : Ai(X; j)�!Ai�1(D; j):(2.30) Proposition: Let f :X 0 ! X be a morphism, D an e�ective Cartier divisor on Xwith trivial normal bundle such that f(X 0) 6� D. Let �:D ,! X, �0: f�D ,! X 0 denotethe inclusions, and let fD: f�D ! D denote the morphism induced by f .(i) If f is proper, the diagramz[f�D]i (X 0; j) �0��! zi�1(f�D; j)??yf� ??y(fD)�z[D]i (X; j) ���! zi�1(D; j)commutes;(ii) If f is Chow at of relative dimension m, the diagramz[D]i (X; j) ���! zi�1(D; j)??yf� ??y(fD)�z[f�D]i+m (X 0; j) �0��! zi+m�1(f�D; j)commutes.Proof:(i) This is immediate from commutativity of the corresponding diagram on the cycle level(see (the proof of) [Fu 3, 2.3.c]):zi+j(X 0 ��j) (�0�id)��! zi+j�1(f�D ��j)??y(f�id)� ??y(fD�id)�zi+j(X ��j) (��id)��! zi+j�1(D ��j) :59



(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i); the corresponding diagram on cycle level is now [Fu3, 2.3.d].(2.31) Specialization homomorphisms. Let Y � X be a closed subscheme, and let C =CYX be the normal cone to Y in X [Fu 3, Appendix B.6]. Following the example ofspecialization homomorphisms for Chow groups constructed by Verdier [Ve 4], [Fu 3, x5.2],we want to construct specialization homomorphisms� : zi(X; �)�!zi(C; �) :The construction is based on Baum{Fulton{MacPherson's \deformation to the normalcone" [B{F{M], [Ve 4], [Fu 3, Chapter 5]. That is, if �:C ,!M� denotes the inclusion ofC in the deformation space M� (notation as in [Fu 3, x5.1]), and � denotes the inclusionof the complement to C, which is isomorphic to X � A 1 , in M�, there is a diagramz[C]i+1(M�; �)=zi+1(C; �) ���! zi+1(X � A 1 ; �)??y�� x??pr�zi(C; �)  � � zi(X; �)(Compare the similar diagram in [Fu 3, x5.2]). The map �� is a quasi{isomorphism by(2.21)(ii); the map �� is as in (2.29) (note that C is a principal divisor on one of itsneighborhoods in M�, so the normal bundle is indeed trivial; note also that since thecomposite ���� is 0 by de�nition of ��, the map �� passes to the indicated cokernel).The diagram de�nes a homomorphism of complexes in D+(Ab) (the dotted arrow)from (the class of) zi(X�) to (the class of) zi(C; �); the induced homomorphism on ho-mology will be denoted � : Ai(X; j) �! Ai(C; j) :(2.32) Re�ned Gysin homomorphisms. Let k:Y ,! X be a regular embedding of codimen-sion d, and let f :X 0 ! X be any morphism. Form the �bre squareY 0 �! X 0# # fY k�! X :As in [Fu 3, 6.2], we want to de�ne homomorphismsk! : zi(X 0; j)! Ai�d(Y 0; j) :Denote by C 0 = CY 0X 0 the normal cone to Y 0 inX 0; it is a closed subcone ofN 0 := f�NYX.Following Fulton, we de�ne k! as the compositezi(X 0; j) ��!zi(C 0; j)�!Ai(N 0; j) s��!Ai�d(Y 0; j)60



where � is the specialization homomorphism of (2.31) which is well{de�ned in D+(Ab), thesecond map is induced by the inclusion of C 0 in N 0, and s� is the inverse of the pull{backisomorphism p�:Ai�d(Y 0; j)! Ai(N 0; j) (2.22)(iii).Since � and proper push{forward are homomorphisms in the derived category, k! iswell{de�ned on homology; the induced homomorphismsk! : Ai(X 0; j)�!Ai�d(Y 0; j)will be called re�ned Gysin homomorphisms.Remark (for later use) that with the notation of (1.12), the above construction infact gives a well{de�ned homomorphism from a certain complex in fzi(X 0; �)g (namely,the complex z[C]i+1(M�; �)=zi+1(C; �)) to a certain complex in fzi�d(Y 0; �)g (namely, thecomplex of (2.9) if Y 0 is quasi{projective, the single complex as in de�nition (2.20) fora �xed cubical Chow envelope of Y 0 otherwise). Then (1.14) there is also a set fk!g ofhomomorphisms of complexes, all inducing the same map on homology.The following properties of k! are the obvious extension of [Fu 3, Theorem 6.2]:(2.33) Proposition: Consider a �bre diagramY 00 �! X 00??ygY ??ygY 0 k0�! X 0??yfY ??yfY k�! Xwith k a regular embedding of codimension d.(i) If g is proper, the diagram Ai(X 00; j) k!�! Ai�d(Y 00; j)??yg� ??y(gY )�Ai(X 0; j) k!�! Ai�d(Y 0; j)commutes;(ii) If g is Chow at of relative dimension m, the diagramAi(X 0; j) k!�! Ai�d(Y 0; j)??yg� ??yg�YAi+m(X 00; j) k!�! Ai+m�d(Y 00; j)commutes;(iii) If k0 is also a regular embedding of codimension d, and � 2 zi(X 00; j), thenk!� = k0!� 2 Ai�d(Y 00; j) :61



Proof:(i) This will be checked using the de�nition of k! as a composite. Let C 0, 0M� (resp. C 00and 00M�) denote the normal cone and the deformation space associated to the inclusionY 0�!X 0 (resp. Y 00�!X 00).The morphism g induces a morphismgM : 00M��!0M� �(X0�P1) (X 00 �P1)�!0M� ;proper when g is proper. Since gM commutes with the projections to P1, the pull{back(gM )�C 0 equals C 00.One knows from (2.21)(i) and (2.30)(i) that the diagram de�ning �z[C00]i+1 (00M�; j)=zi+1(C 00; j) �! zi+1(X 00 �P1; j)??y x??zi((gM )�C 0; j)  � � zi(X 00; j)commutes up to homotopy with the similar diagram for C 0 ,! 0M�.Therefore the diagram Ai(X 00; j) ��! Ai(C 00; j)??yg� ??y(gY )�Ai(X 0; j) ��! Ai(C 0; j)commutes, and one concludes by functoriality of push{forward and compatibility of push{forward and pull{back (2.21)(i).(ii) De�ne g�C 0 := C 0 �X0 X 00 ;g�(0M�) := 0M� �(X0�P1) (X 00 �P1) ;then C 00 and 00M� are closed subschemes of g�C 0 resp. g�(0M�). Let gC0 denote theinduced morphism g�C 0�!C 0, at when g is at. As in the proof of (i) above, one �ndsusing (2.30)(ii) that the diagramAi(X 0; j) ��! Ai(C 0; j)??yg� ??y(gC0)�Ai+m(X 00; j) �g�! Ai+m(g�C 0; j)commutes up to homotopy, where �g is de�ned by a diagramz[g�C0]i+1 (g�(0M�); �)=zi+1(g�C 0; �) �! zi+1(X 00 � A 1 ; �)??y x??zi(g�C 0; �)  � � zi(X 00; �) :62



Comparing this diagram to the one de�ning �, one �nds that �g factorizes aszi(X 00; �) ��!zi(C 00; �)�!zi(g�C 0; �) ;where the second map is proper push{forward.Note that g�C 0 is a closed subcone of N 00 := (f � g)�NYX; therefore by functorialityof push{forward one �nds thatAi(X 0; j) ��! Ai(C 0; j) �! Ai(f�NYX; j)??yg� ??yAi+m(X 00; j) ��! Ai+m(C 00; j) �! Ai+m(N 00; j)commutes. The conclusion now follows from (2.21)(i).(iii) Just as [Fu 3, Theorem 6.2.c], this follows from the observation that NY 0X 0 equalsf�NYX.(2.34) Exterior product. Let X, Y be two varieties. For later use, we note that there is amap in the derived categorys�zi(X; �) 
 zk(Y; �)��!zi+k(X � Y; �)(s := associated single complex). (Using de�nition (2.20), we reduce to the case X andY quasi{projective. Then we use either Bloch's construction of this map [Bl 1, x5], or weavoid Bloch's triangulations by using the cubical de�nition of higher Chow groups �a laLevine [Le 1].)As a corollary, we get an exterior productAi(X; j) 
Ak(Y; l) ��!Ai+j(X � Y; j + l) :This exterior product is compatible with push{forward, pull{back and re�ned Gysin ho-momorphisms (the proofs being the same as their analogues on cycle level [Fu 3, 1.10 andExample 6.5.2]).(2.35) Corollary: If X is a smooth variety of dimension n, there is a product structureAi(X; j)
Ak(X; l)�!Ai+k�n(X; j + l) ;compatible with push{forward, pull{back and making A�(X; �) an associative, commuta-tive ring.Proof: The diagonal �:X ! X �X is a regular morphism, and one de�nes�
 � 7! � � � := �!(� � �)(compare [Fu 3, Chapter 8]). 63



x2.4. Motivic homology(2.36) For what follows, we need to know that the homology theory H� can be computedfrom a complex of abelian groups. For any scheme M and a �xed i 2 Z, let C�M (i) denotethe bounded complex of abelian groups, unique up to quasi{isomorphism, such thatHj�M;�(i)� = H�j (C�M (i))(for instance if HjM = Hetj (M�k; Z̀ (i)) is geometric �etale homology, we can take for C�Mthe complex of sections of an injective resolution of the dualizing complex R�!Z
�i` inthe �etale topology [B{O], [La]. Likewise, for singular homology with Zcoe�cients on acomplex variety, we can take for C�M sections of an injective resolution of R�!Z in theclassical topology [Ve 1]).Suppose now that homology is either singular or geometric �etale. Analogous to (2.31),for any closed inclusion Y ,! X with normal cone C = CYX one has specializationhomomorphisms � : C�X�!C�C[Ve 4, x8]. Note furthermore that for any rank r vector{bundle E !M , there is a quasi{isomorphism C�M ��!C��2rE(homotopy), and that a proper morphism f :M ! N induces a push{forward homomor-phism f:C�M�!C�N . Now we can repeat the normal cone construction (2.32), to obtain foreach �bre square Y 0 �! X 0??y ??yfY k�! Xwith k a codimension d regular embedding, re�ned Gysin homomorphismsk! : C�X0�!C�+2dY 0 :The same notation is used also on homology level:k! : HiX 0�!Hi�2dY 0 :The analogue of proposition (2.33)(i) and (ii), with A� replaced by H� follows from [Ve 4,8.5 and 8.7].(2.37) Cycle class maps. Let homology be singular or geometric �etale as in (2.36). Weknow there exist cycle class mapscli : AiM�!H2i�M;�(i)� ;64



compatible with proper push{forward and at pull{back.It follows from [Ve 4, 8.10] that the cycle class maps are also compatible with re�nedGysin homomorphisms, i.e. for each �bre square as in (2.32) the diagramAiX 0 k!�! Ai�dY 0??ycli ??ycliH2i�X 0;�(i)� k!�! H2i�2d�Y 0;�(i � d)�commutes.More generally, for any homology theory (1.3) there exists a cycle class mapcli : ziM�!H2i�M;�(i)� ;as follows from the existence of a fundamental class.(2.38) Proposition (higher cycle class maps): Let X be a variety, and let H���;�(�)� besingular, geometric �etale or Deligne homology. Then there exist homomorphismscli(j) : Ai(X; j)�!H2i+j�X;�(i)� ;for all (i; j) 2Z�Z�0, satisfying(i) cli(0) = cli;(ii) cli(j) is compatible with proper push{forward and pull{back for open immersions(if H� is singular or �etale homology, cli(j) is even compatible with re�ned Gysinhomomorphisms);(iii) for any Y ,! X closed with complement U , one has a commutative diagram withexact rowsAi(X; j) �! Ai(U; j) �! Ai(Y; j � 1) �!??ycli(j) ??ycli(j) ??ycli(j�1)H2i+j�X;�(i)� �! H2i+j�U;�(i)� �! H2i+j�1�Y;�(i)� �! :Proof: The proof is an obvious extension of a construction of Bloch ([Bl 2, {4], also ex-plained in [D{S, 2.8]), who supposing X smooth quasi{projective, constructed maps tocohomology instead of homology. The construction involves two (third quadrant coho-mological) double complexes 0Kp;q and Kp;q, giving rise to two spectral sequences 0E andE. If H� is not singular or �etale homology, we �rst need to construct certain Gysinhomomorphisms in homology. For a given variety M , let C�M denote a complex of abeliangroups such that Hj�M;�(i)� = H�i(C�M )for a �xed i, and such that C� is contravariantly functorial for the face mapsk : X ��m ,! X ��m+1 :65



For X smooth, we can take C� to be the complex of sections of a resolution of the complexof currents. For X singular, we choose a cubical hyperresolutionX� ! X, and take for C�the single complex associated to the cubical complex (this works since Deligne homology isde�ned by descent, in particular the complex C� is independent up to quasi{isomorphismof choice of X�). We will also need Gysin homomorphisms for the inclusionZ \ (X ��m) � Z ;where Z 2 zi(X;m + 1); for this we take C�Z to be the complex of X ��m+1 (as de�nedabove) with support in Z.We �x an integer i 2Z. The �rst double complex is de�ned as0Kp;� := lim C�+2pZ ; Z2zi(X;�p)the coboundary d: 0Kp;q ! 0Kp+1;q being the alternating sum ofk!: Cq+2pZ ! Cq+2p+2Z\Fover all codimension one faces k:F ,! X ���p.One has an associated spectral sequence0Ep;q1 = lim H�q�2p�Z;�(i)�) ?? : Z2zi(X;�p)To assure convergence, we cut o� the complex at some large even p, i.e. we set 0Kp;q = 0for p < 2N << 0. Now we can write0Ep;q1 ) 0Ep+q :The second double complex is de�ned asKp;� := �C�+2pX���p ; if 2N � p � 0;0; otherwise,the coboundary d:Kp;q ! Kp+1;q again being the alternating sum ofk! : Cq+2pX���p�!Cq+2p+2Fover all codimension one faces k:F ,! X ���p.There is an associated spectral sequenceEp;q1 = H�q�2p�X ���p;�(i)� ) Ep+q :66



By the homotopy property for homology, the maps dp;q1 in this spectral sequence are either0 or the identity, depending on whether p is even or odd. It follows that Ep;q2 = 0 forp 6= 0, and E0;q2 = H�q�X;�(i)�. Therefore one hasEp;q1 ) Ep+q = H�q�p�X;�(i)� :Note that proper push{forward induces a map of double complexes 0K�;� ! K�;�, hencealso a map of spectral sequences 0En ! En.By (2.37), the cycle class map induces a homomorphism of (cohomological) complexes��2N zi(X;��) �! �0E�;�2i1 ; d1�(��2N means cut o� at degree 2N), hence a homomorphismAi(X; j) �! 0E�j;�2i2for j < �2N . Since one clearly has 0E�j+r;�2i�r+1r = 0 for r > 1 (this follows from thevanishing HiM = 0 if i > 2 � dim M ), the term 0E�j;�2i2 maps to the limit 0E�j�2i, whichmaps in its turn to E�j�2i = H2i+jX.The composition of these maps will be denotedcli(j) : Ai(X; j) �! H2i+jX :The enumerated properties are easy to prove.(For instance, to prove the important property (iii), suppose the complexes C�M arechosen in such a way that CiM = 0 for i < �2 � dimM , so 0K�;q = 0 for q < �2i. In thatcase there is a commutative diagram of complexes��2Nzi(Y;��) �! ��2Nzi(X;��) �! ��2Nzi(U;��)??y ??y ??y0E�;�2i1 (Y ) �! 0E�;�2i1 (X) �! 0E�;�2i1 (U)??y ??y ??y0K�;�2i(Y ) �! 0K�;�2i(X) �! 0K�;�2i(U)??y ??y ??ys0K��(Y ) �! s0K��(X) �! s0K��(U)??y ??y ??ysK��(Y ) �! sK��(X) �! sK��(U) ;all lines form triangles inD(Ab), and the diagram (iii) is obtained after taking cohomology.)(2.39) Remarks:1. Clearly the above proof also works for the higher Chow groups ABli (�; j). In fact, anumber of more direct constructions of higher cycle class maps from ABli (�; j) to Deligne67



homology have been proposed [Go] [Mul, Section 2.3] [Voi, 0.5], but (as far as I know) onlyfor smooth varieties. It would be interesting to extend these explicit constructions to thesingular case.2. Bloch [Bl 2] has used the maps cli(j) to give a reformulation of the Beilinson conjectures(this reformulation appears more extensively in [D{S]):Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over a number �eld k. De�neHiD�XR ;R(j)� := �w: complexplace of k HiD�X(C );R(j)��� w: realplace of k HiD�X(C );R(j)�+ ;where HiD is Deligne cohomology, and + denotes invariant under real conjugation. Theabove gives cycle class mapsci;j : An�i(X; j)�!H2i�jD �XR ;R(i)� :Assuming there exists a global regular model X of X over the ring of integers of k, onecan also consider the compositionr = ri;j : An�i(X ; j)�!An�i(X; j) ci;j�!H2i�jD �XR ;R(i)� ;this should be a regulator in the sense of [Be].The conjecture is that for j � 2:(i) r�Ai(X ; j)� � H2i�jD �XR ;R(i)� is a Q{lattice of maximal rank;(ii) vol�r�Ai(X ; j)�� = q � lims!i�js�di;jL(2i�j�1)(X; s) ; q 2 Q� ;where L(m)(X; s) is the global L{function associated to the Gal(�k=k){representationon Hmet (X�k;Q`) [Ra, x5.5], and di;j := ords=i�jL(2i�j�1)(X; s).Usually, Beilinson's conjectures ([Be, x5], [So 1], [Schn], [Ra, x6.4], [D{S]) are formulatedusing graded pieces Gr�K� 
Q instead of A�(�; �), and with Gillet's Chern classes [Gi 1]from K� into H�D instead of the maps cli(j). To get compatibility between this form ofthe conjecture and the above reformulation in terms of A�(�; �), we have to assume thatthe diagram KjX chj�! qiAi(X; j)Qchj & ??yqicli(j)qiH2n�2i�jD �X;R(n� i)�commutes (where chj is Gillet's Chern character); however, I cannot prove this.3. Unfortunately, the construction used in (2.38) does not produce maps into graded piecesof K{theory Ai(X; j) �! Gr?iKjX ;68



where ? is some unknown �ltration coinciding rationally with the {�ltration, and whichis the topological �ltration for j = 0. The obstructions are �rst that the �ltration shouldalready be de�ned on the level of spectra, and second that one needs a vanishing for gradedpieces analogous to HiM = 0 for i > 2 � dimM (this seems di�cult, since it would implythe Beilinson{Soul�e conjecture).(2.40) Chow homology with coe�cients. For any ring R, one can de�ne bigraded Chowhomology with coe�cients in R: One de�nesAi(X; j;R) := Hj�zi(X; �) 
R� :Since tensoring with R is right exact, one has Ai(X; 0;R) �= AiX 
R.(2.41) Motivic homology. Let X be a variety of dimension n. It is conjectured by Beilinsonthat there exist for each integer r � n, objects Zh(r) in the derived category of sheaves ofabelian groups on the small Zariski site of X, satisfying (at least):(1) Zh(n) =Z[�2n] (the constant sheaf Zin degree �2n);(2) If X is regular, Zh(n � 1) = O�[1 � 2n]; more generally, the cohomology sheafHq�2n�Zh(n� q)� coincides with the sheaf of Milnor K{theory KqM ;(3) Vanishing. For r < n, the complex Zh(r) has cohomology sheaves concentrated in[1� 2n; r � 2n];(4) Relation to K{theory. There exists a spectral sequenceEpq2 = HM�p+q�X;Z(q)� ) K�p�q(X) ;degenerate at E2 after tensoring with Q. The induced �ltration on the limit coincides(at least after tensoring with Q) with the {�ltration. Here the \motivic homology"is de�ned as HMi �X;Z(j)� := H�i�X;Zh(j)� ;(5) Relation with Milnor K{theory. If X is the spectrum of a regular local ring of dimen-sion n, there is an isomorphismHM2n�j�X;Z(n� j)� �= KjMX ;where K�M denotes Milnor K{theory;(6) Relation with �etale homology. There is a functorial quasi{isomorphismZh(r) 
L Z=`�= ��r�2nR��Rs!(�
n�r` ) ;where ��p is what is called the \canonical �ltration" in [De 1], � is the canonicalmorphism from the �etale to the Zariski site, and s:X ! Spec k is the structuremorphism. 69



(2.42) Remarks, and proposed solutions to (2.41).1. Bloch [Bl 1, Introduction] [Bl 2] has conjectured that the complexes ZXr (�)[�2r] (2.17),(2.21)(iv) have all the properties of Zh(r); this would justify thinking of bigraded Chowhomology as motivic homology, after the reindexingHMi �X;Z(j)�= Aj (X; i � 2j) :The vanishing property is still unproven (and the non{trivial part, i.e.HMi �X;Z(j)�= 0 for i > 2�dimXcorresponds to the Beilinson{Soul�e conjecture mentioned in (2.25).2); the spectral sequenceto K{theory exists at least for X = Spec k by work of Bloch and Lichtenbaum [B{L]; therelation with MilnorK{theory is also true forX = Spec k [N{S] [To 1] (and more generally,for X the spectrum of a regular local ring it is true modulo torsion as follows from [So 2,Th�eor�eme 5(ii)] and (2.24)); the relation with �etale homology has been proven recently bySuslin and Voevodsky [Su], [S{V], [Voe], at least for X smooth.There are several other candidates for motivic complexes; see [B{M{S] and [Su] fornice overviews. There is for instance the \Grassmanian homology" of [B{M{S, Chapter1], which has the merit of being closely connected (through polylogarithms) with thearithmetic conjectures (2.39).2. The Grassmanian homology is a lot easier to handle thanbigraded Chow homology (to quote [B{M{S, Introduction]: \The cochains for higher Chowgroups are of the complexity of all algebraic subvarieties of projective space, rather thanall linear ones"), but alas it is now known that Grassmanian homology does not have thedesired relation with higher K{theory [Gerd].2. Usually, the conjecture is stated for regular schemes only, and in terms of cohomologycomplexes Z(j); the above is the natural homology version, with indexing chosen in ac-cordance with Poincar�e duality theories (1.3). For instance, in the regular case, Poincar�eduality should be a quasi{isomorphismZ(j) ��! Zh(n� j)[�2n] :3. Lichtenbaum [Li 1] [Li 4] has made a similar conjecture for sheaves on the �etale site;in the quasi{projective case the zi(X; j) are �etale presheaves, and the conjecture [Bl 1,Introduction] [Bl 2] is then that the shea��ed complexes for the �etale topology satisfyLichtenbaum's axioms.Lichtenbaum [Li 2] [Li 3] has also constructed a candidate Zet(2) for the �rst non{trivial complex, the so{called �etale complex of weight two motivic cohomology. The con-jectural relation Z(j) = ��jR��Zet(j)for going from �etale to Zariski complexes [Li 1, x5], where � is the canonical morphismof sites, also gives a candidate for the Zariski complex Z(2). For X smooth, the hyperco-homology of this complex Z(2) has been calculated [Li 3] [Ka, Theorem 1.6]; part of thecalculation is that H i�X;Z(2)�= Hi�2Zar (X;K2) if 2 � i � 4,70



which nicely agrees with proposition (2.27) (and suggests that (2.27) should already holdwithout tensoring by Q).4. Of course, property (4) of (2.41) was motivated by the Atiyah{Hirzebruch spectralsequence relating singular cohomology and topological K{theory [A{H, Section 2].Thomason [Th 1, 2.48, 4.15{16] has given important evidence for conjecture (2.41)by constructing a spectral sequence relating �etale homology and a \localized" form of K�with �nite coe�cients (the existence of such a spectral sequence, preferably for the non{localized K{theory, is already an old problem in algebraic K{theory, mentioned in [Qu3, Section 9]); something like this (but without the localization) is also predicted by theconjunction of (2.41)(4) and (5).Building on his work [Th 1], Thomason has moreover proposed what is (I think) theonly non{cycle{theoretic candidate for the motivic cohomology complexesZ(r) [Th 2, x11].5. Guided by (2.41)(4) one sometimes takes graded pieces of K{theory as a de�nition ofmotivic (co)homology, that is one writesHiM�X;Q(j)� := GrjK2j�i(X) 
Q ;HMi �X;Q(j)� := GrjKi�2j (X) 
Q :Though of course these groups are not known to have all the properties that (2.41) predicts(for instance, the vanishing), Soul�e has proven at least that this gives a Poincar�e dualitytheory in the sense of [B{O] (but not in the sense of (1.3) !), when restricted to smoothquasi{projective schemes [So 2, Th�eor�eme 9].An important advantage of bigraded Chow homology with respect to these gradedsof K{theory is that the �rst theory has a natural integral structure; this is precisely theadvantage that Grothendieck already stressed when comparing A� and Gr�K0 
Q [SGA6, Expos�e 0].
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Chapter 3: An operational theoryStarting with the usual Chow groups, one can introduce|as above, following Bloch|asecond grading, to get bigraded Chow homology. Starting with the usual Chow groups,one can also de�ne|as Fulton and MacPherson did|operational Chow cohomology.The bigraded operational theory A�op(�; �) de�ned in this chapter, is an obvious ex-trapolation of these two constructions: an element in Aiop(X; j) is a collection of operationsA�(X 0; �) �! A��i(X 0; �+ j)for every X 0 mapping to X, satisfying certain compatibility conditions.As is to be expected, A�op(�; �) is a (bigraded) ring and A�(�; �) is a (bigraded)module over A�(�; �). Moreover, for X smooth there is a \Poincar�e duality" isomorphismfrom A�op(X; �) to A�(X; �).Interestingly, A�op(�; 0) is not (necessarily) equal to the Fulton{MacPherson opera-tional Chow cohomology A�; the �rst group might be larger (3.15.1). For this reason,\reduced" cohomology groups eAiop(�; j) are introduced such that eAiop(�; 0) = Ai. Formalproperties of this theory eA�op(�; �) will be exploited in chapter 5.Note that I do not want to call the A�op(�; �) \bigraded Chow cohomology"; this termwill be reserved for the theory A�(�; �) of chapter 4. This theory A�(�; �) has betterformal properties (a long exact sequence; a relation with K{theory), and its de�nitionuses A�op(�; �). So actually A�op(�; �) is only an intermediate step, necessary in de�ningA�(�; �).Because of the application in chapter 4, it is (unfortunately) necessary to de�ne theoperational theory on the level of complexes z, rather than on the level of their homologyA.(3.0) Remarks:1. The operational Chow cohomology, and the bivariant theory of which it is part, areintroduced by Fulton and MacPherson in [F{M]. A detailed exposition to operational Chowcohomology can be found in [Fu 3, Chapter 17].2. In [Bl 1, x5], Bloch also introduces a cohomology theory to pair with his \homology "higher Chow groups. This theory, denoted OPCHi(�; j) by Bloch, is based on the Chowcohomology introduced in [Fu 1] (that is, the theory I denoted CH� in the introduction),instead of on the newer, operational theory A� of [F{M] and [Fu 3].For quasi{projective X, the theory OPCH�(X; j) coincides rationally with KjX (theK{theory associated to the category of vector bundles on X) for j = 0 [Fu 1, x3.3 Corol-lary], and for j > 0 if the proof of [Gi 1, Lemma 4.5] can be repaired (cf. [G{S, Remark5.1.4]).3. The cohomology theory that Gillet introduces to pair with his bigraded homologymentioned in (2.15).3 is de�ned as Hp(X;Kq), where Kq is the Zariski sheaf associated tothe K{theory of locally free sheaves [Gi 1, x8].73



x3.1. De�nition and �rst properties(3.1) Recall that in (2.21), (2.32) we have constructed push{forward (for proper mor-phisms), pull{back (for Chow at morphisms) and re�ned Gysin homomorphisms (forregular immersions) in A�(�; �). We have seen that in fact the push{forwardf� :Ai(X; �) �! Ai(Y; �)comes from a whole collection of homomorphisms of complexes, denotedff�] : fzi(X; �)g �! fzi(Y; �)gin the notation of (1.14), all inducing f� after taking homology (and likewise for the pull{back and Gysin homomorphism).The next two de�nitions associate to a given morphism f :X ! Y , and any i 2 Z, acomplex zi(X f�!Y; �) :The construction is directly adapted from [Fu 3, De�nition 17.1].(3.2) De�nition: Let f :X ! Y be a morphism. For each morphism g:Y 0 ! Y , form the�bre square X 0 f 0�! Y 0??yg0 ??ygX f�! Y :Let (i; j) 2 Z�Z. An element c in zi(X f�!Y; j) is a collection of homomorphisms ckg oftype ckg : sk(Y 0; l)�!sk�i(X 0; l + j)for all g:Y 0 ! Y , all sk(Y 0; �) 2 fzk(Y 0; �)g, all (k; l) 2 Z�Z and some sk�i(X 0; �) 2fzk�i(X 0; �)g. satisfying:(C�1) If a homomorphism q: sk�i(X 0; �)�!s0k�i(X 0; �) is in fzk�i(X 0; �)g, andckg : sk(Y 0; l)�!sk�i(X 0; l + j)is in the collection c, then alsosk(Y 0; l) ckg�!sk�i(X 0; l + j) q�!s0k�i(X 0; l + j)is in the collection c. 74



If a homomorphism q: sk(Y 0; �)! s0k(Y 0; �) is in fzk(Y 0; �)g, then the diagramsk(Y 0; l) c�! Ak�i(X 0; l + j)??yq ??yids0k(Y 0; l) c�! Ak�i(X 0; l + j)commutes.(C0) For all g:Y 0 ! Y , all sk(Y 0; �) 2 fzk(Y 0; �)g and all (k; l) 2 Z�Z, there existsa splitting sk(Y 0; l) �= Ker�l � Compll such that the induced homomorphismIm�l ��!Compll ckg�!sk�i(X 0; l + j)can be extended to a homomorphismc0kg : Ker�l�1�!sk�i(X 0; l + j) ;and the collection c0kg for the various g and k satis�es (C�1), (C1)|(C5).(C1) If � 2 sk(Y 0; l) with l < �j, thenckg(�) = 0 :(C2) If h:Y 00 ! Y 0 is proper, g:Y 0 ! Y arbitrary, and one forms the �bre diagram���� X 00 �! Y 00??yh0 ??yhX 0 �! Y 0??y ??ygX f�! Y ;then any diagram sk�i(X 00; l + j) ckg�h � sk(Y 00; l)??yh�sk�i(X 0; l + j) ckg � sk(Y 0; l)(with h� 2 fh�g) can be completed to a commutative diagram by a map in fh0�g.(C3) If h:Y 00 ! Y 0 is Chow at (h may be any at morphism if j and l are 0) ofrelative dimension m, and g:Y 0 ! Y is arbitrary, and one forms the �bre diagram ����,then any diagram sk�i(X 0; l + j) ckg � sk(Y 0; l)??yh�sk+m�i(X 00; l + j) cg�h � sk+m(Y 00; l)can be commutatively completed by a map in fh0�g.75



(C4) If g:Y 0 ! Y , h:Y 0 ! Z 0 are morphisms, and � :Z 00 ! Z 0 is a regular embeddingof codimension e, and one forms the �bre diagramX 00 �! Y 00 �! Z 00??y ??y� 0 ??y�X 0 �! Y 0 �! Z 0??y ??ygX f�! Ythen any diagram sk�i(X 0; l + j) ckg � sk(Y 0; l)??y� !sk�e�i(X 00; l + j) ck�eg��0 � sk�e(Y 00; l)can be commutatively completed by a map in f� !g.(C5) If g:Y 0 ! Y is any morphism, h:Y 0 � Y 00 ! Y 0 the projection from a Cartesianproduct, and one forms the �bre diagramX 0 � Y 00 �! Y 0 � Y 00??y ??yhX 0 �! Y 0??y ??ygX f�! Y ;then for all � 2 sk(Y 0; l), � 2 sm(Y 00; n) with l � �j and �l(�) = �n(�) = 0,ck+mg�h (�� �) = ckg(�) � � 2 Ak+m�i(X 0 � Y 00; l + n+ j) :(3.3) Notation. I follow Fulton in abolishing sub- and superscripts on elements c 2z�(X f�!Y; �) whenever possible. That is, for g:Y 0 ! Y and � 2 zk(Y 0; l) we oftenwrite simply c(�) instead of ckg(�).Also, the analogy with topology is emphasized by using interchangeably the notationsc(�) and c \ �.(3.4) De�nition: The set zi(X f�!Y; j) can be given an abelian group structure: To de�ne(c+ c0) on a given Y 0 ! Y , sk(Y 0; �) 2 fzk(Y 0; �)g, consider homomorphisms on sk(Y 0; �)in the collections c resp. c0 that have the same target (these exist by (C�1) and (1.12)),and consider the sum homomorphism; the collection c + c0 is de�ned as the collection ofall homomorphisms obtained in this way.The groups zi(X f�!Y; j) are made into a homological complex, de�ning a boundary�j : zi(X f�!Y; j) �! zi(X f�!Y; j � 1)by the rule ��j(c)�(�) := c��l(�)� � �l+j�c(�)� 2 sk�i(X 0; l + j � 1)76



for any � 2 sk(Y 0; l).The bigraded bivariant theory is de�ned as the homology of this complex:Ai(X f�!Y; j) := Hj�zi(X f�!Y; �)� :(3.5) Lemma: For a given morphism f :X ! Y , let Bi(X f�!Y; j) denote the group ofcollections of homomorphismsAk(Y 0; l) �! Ak�i(X 0; l + j)for all Y 0 ! Y , and all (k; l) 2 Z� Z, satisfying the analogues on A�(�; �){level ofconditions (C1) up to (C5). Then there is a canonical isomorphismAi(X f�!Y; j) ��! Bi(X f�!Y; j) ;for any (i; j) 2Z�Z.Proof: The map 	 from left to right is given as follows: Let c 2 zi(X f�!Y; j) with�j(c) = 0, i.e. c consists of homomorphisms of complexes.The collection of operations 	(c) is given as the induced homomorphism on homology,for some choice of complexes sk(Y 0; �) and sk�i(X 0; �).This does not depend on choice of complexes by condition (C�1); also it is clear that	(c) satis�es (C1)|(C5), and that 	 sends elements �j+1(c0) 2 zi(X f�!Y; �) to 0.An inverse L to 	 is given as follows: Let d 2 Bi(X f�!Y; j), let Y 0 ! Y andsk(Y 0; �) 2 fzk(Y 0; �)g be as in (3.2). Then for d 2 Bi(X f�!Y; j), the element L(d) 2Ai(X f�!Y; j) is given by choosing a splitting sk(Y 0; l) �= Ker�l � Compll (this is possiblesince sk(Y 0; �) is a complex of free abelian groups [Iv, Chapter I, Corollary 10.2]), andde�ning L(d) as the compositionL(d) : sk(Y 0; l)�!Ker�l�!Ak(Y 0; l) d�!Ak�i(X 0; l + j) :Note that L(d) satis�es conditions (C�1)|(C5) of de�nition (3.2), and that L(d) 2Ker�zi(X f�!Y; j) �j�!zi(X f�!Y; j � 1)�.It is immediate that 	 �L is the identity. As for the composition L �	, the di�erenceL �	(c)� cis a collection of operations e which send Ker�l to Im�l+j+1. Since the compositionKer�l e�!Im�l+j+1 ��!Compll+j+1 � sk�i(X 0; l + j + 1)gives an element e0 2 zi(X f�!Y; j + 1) with �j+1(e0) equal to e when restricted to Ker�l,we may suppose e sends Ker�l to 0, i.e. the operations in e are concentrated on Compll �sk(Y 0; l). 77



Consider now the compositionIm�l ��!Compll e�!Ak�i(X 0; l + j) :Using (C1), these homomorphisms can be extended (for some splitting) to Ker�l�1, andhence to sk(Y 0; l � 1) to give a collection of operations e0 2 zi(X f�!Y; j + 1). Since e is 0on each Ker�l, the boundary �j+1(e0) equals e, so L �	 is the identity on Ai(X f�!Y; j).(3.6) Remark: The only new compatibility condition in de�nition (3.2) with respect toFulton's de�nition [Fu 3, De�nition 17.1] is condition (C5) on compatibility with exteriorproducts.However, in case one leaves out the second grading (i.e. j = l = n = 0, which isFulton's situation), condition (C5) is a consequence of (C2) and (C3) (cf. [Fu 3, proof of17.3.1]). For j 6= 0, this is not the case.(3.7) Operations. The zi(X f�!Y; j) have operations as detailed in [Fu 3, 17.2]:(P1) For all morphisms f :X ! Y , g:Y ! Z, there is a productzi(X f�!Y; j)
 zk(Y g�!Z; l)�!zi+k(X g�f�!Z; j + l) ;given by composing operations;(P2) If f :X ! Y is a proper morphism, g:Y ! Z any morphism, there is a push{forward homomorphism f� : zi(X g�f�!Z; j)�!zi(Y g�!Z; j) ;given on � 2 sk(Z 0; l) by (f�c)(�) := (f 0)�c(�) 2 Ak�i(Y 0; l + j)(f 0:X 0 ! Y 0 is obtained after base change);(P3) Given f :X ! Y , g:Y 0 ! Y , form the �bre squareX 0 f 0�! Y 0??y ??ygX f�! Y :Then there is a pull{back homomorphismg� : zi(X f�!Y; j) �! zi(X 0 f 0�!Y 0; j) ;given by considering a variety Y 00 mapping to Y 0 as a variety mapping to Y by composingwith g.These three operations satisfy compatibility properties as in [Fu 3, 17.2], in particularthere is a projection formula: If p:X ! Y is a proper morphism, Y 0 ! Y arbitrary andp0:X 0 = X �Y Y 0 the base change, then for any �insk(X 0; l),p0�(p�c \ �) = c \ p0�� 2 sk�l(Y 0; l + j) :78



Since operations (P1)|(P3) are compatible with boundaries (for (P2) this followsfrom (2.24)(i), for (P1) and (P3) it is a mere tautology), the same operations, with thesame compatibility properties, can also be constructed on A�(�; �) level.(3.8) Proposition: Let S := Spec(k), k the ground �eld. Let X be a variety over k, and(i; j) 2Z�Z�0. The homomorphism': A�i(X�!S;�j) �! Ai(X; j)sending c to c([S]), is an isomorphism.Proof: (following [Fu 3, Proposition 17.3.1]) An inverse  to ' can be constructed asfollows: Let a 2 Ai(X; j). For any Y ! S, and � 2 Ak(Y; l), de�ne (a)(�) := a � � 2 Ai+k(X � Y; j + l) :Since exterior product is associative and compatible with push{forward, pull{back andintersection product,  (a) gives indeed an element in B�i(X�!S; j) = A�i(X�!S; j).Clearly ' �  is the identity. To check that  � ' is the identity, it remains to see thatc(�) = '(c)� � 2 Ai+k(X � Y; j + l) :This follows from condition (C5) in de�nition (3.2):c(�) = c(S � �) = c(S)� � :(3.9)De�nition: For any schemeX, and any (i; j) 2Z�Z, de�ne the bigraded operationalChow cohomology as Aiop(X; j) := Ai(X id�!X; j) :(Likewise, the shorthand ziop(X; j) will be used for the complex zi(X id�!X; �).) ThenA�op(�; �) is an associative, bigraded ring; pull{backs (3.6) are ring{homomorphisms, andthere is a \cap" product making A�(�; �) a module over A�(�; �).(3.10) Orientations (after [Fu 3, x17.4]). Certain morphisms f :X ! Y determine canonicalelements [f ] 2 z�(X f�!Y; 0) (or in A�(X f�!Y; 0)), called canonical orientations:(i) If f :X ! S := Spec(k) and X has dimension n, then [f ] 2 A�n(X f�!S; 0) is given bypull{back (note that f is Chow at): For any morphism g:Y ! S, the induced morphismf 0:X �S Y ! Y is Chow at, and for � 2 Ak(Y; l) we de�ne[f ](�) := f 0�(�) 2 Ak+n(X �S Y; l)(ii) If f :X ! Y is a regular embedding of codimension d, then [f ] 2 Ad(X f�!Y; 0)is given by the re�ned Gysin homomorphism: For any morphism g:Y 0 ! Y , and � 2Ak(Y 0; l), we de�ne [f ](�) := f !(�) 2 Ak�d(X 0; l)79



(X 0 being as before the �bre product X �Y Y 0).(3.11) Proposition (Poincar�e duality): Let X be a smooth n-dimensional scheme, and(i; j) 2Z�Z. Then the canonical homomorphismsAiop(X; j) \[X]�! An�i(X; j)are isomorphisms.Proof: Let f :X ! S be the structural morphism to S := Spec(k), and denote by [f ] 2A�n(X f�!S; 0) the canonical orientation class. We prove that for all i 2 Z, [f ] inducesisomorphisms Ai(X id�!X; �) �[f ]�! Ai�n(X f�!S; �) ;then we are done by (3.7). The proof of this last isomorphism follows from formal propertiesof the bivariant theory, as in [Fu 3, Proposition 17.4.2].(3.12) Digression. It follows that for a smooth scheme X of dimension n, bigraded Chowhomology has a ring structureAi(X; j) 
Ak(X; l)�!Ai+k�n(X; j + l)coming from (3.11). One can verify that this ring structure coincides with the one con-structed in (2.37), cf. [Fu 3, Corollary 17.4].This veri�cation shows in particular that in the smooth case, the ring structure on theChow groups coincides with the ring structure on A�(�; 0), i.e. A�(�; 0) is an intersectionring in the sense of the introduction.(3.13) Remarks:1. A note on the indexing of A�op(�; �): The choice of indexing is inspired by K{theory.That is, the pairing Aiop(X; j) 
Ak(X; l)�!Ak�i(X; l + j)corresponds to the pairing in K{theoryGriKjX 
GrkKlX�!Grk�iKl+jX[So 2, Th�eor�eme 7(vi)].2. The complicated de�nition (3.2) now shows its pro�t in the following way: on thecategory of smooth varieties, we have a well{de�ned contravariant functor ziop(X; �) to thecategory of complexes, and this functor computes Chow homology A�(�; �). The well{de�nedness solves the nuisance that zi(�; �) was only well{de�ned in the derived category;the contravariance solves the problem that zi(�; �) is not naturally contravariant.(3.14) Proposition: For any M{V diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! X80



there is a short exact sequence of complexes0�!ziop(X; �)�!ziop( eX; �) � ziop(Y; �)�!ziop(eY ; �)(with arrows given by pull{back (3.6)).Proof: This follows from the reverse property of the complexes zi(�; �) (2.21)(ii), analogousto the case of Chow cohomology [Ki], [B{G{S, Appendix].For instance, to prove injectivity, suppose c 2 ziop(X; �) with ��c = ��c = 0. For agiven X 0 ! X, let eY 0 �! eX 0??y ??y�0Y 0 � 0�! X 0be the M{V diagram obtained by �bering the given one with �XX 0. For a given sk(X 0; �) 2fzk(X 0; �)g, there exist sk( eX 0 q Y 0; �) 2 fzk( eX 0 q Y 0)g such that�0� � � 0�: sk( eX 0 q Y 0; �)�!sk(X 0; �)is surjective (1.14). So any � 2 sk(X 0; l) is an image �0�� � � 0�. But thenc(�) = c(�0�� � � 0�) = �0�(��c)(�) � � 0�(��c)() = 0by the projection formula.Exactness in the middle is proven similarly using (2.21)(ii) (and is not necessary forthe corollary in remark (3.15).1 below).(3.15) Remarks.1. A corollary is that A�op(X; �) has \cycle class maps" into cohomology theories, providedX has ROS and the cohomology in question satis�es descent and weak purity. Indeed, let�(i) be the complexes of Zariski sheaves computing the cohomology H�(�;�(i)), and fora smooth variety eX of dimension n, de�ne a double complex K��( eX) asKp�( eX) := �R�� eX ���p;�(i)� if 2N � p � 0;0 otherwise,for some �xed N << 0. Because of homotopy, the associated single complex hasHm(sK�) = Hm� eX;�(i)� ;compare (2.38). Passing through an auxiliary double complex0Kp�( eX) := 8<: lim�!Z2zn�i(eX;�p) R�Z � eX ���p;�(i)� if 2N � p � 0;0 otherwise,81



de�nes a non{trivial map in D+(Ab):��2N ziop( eX;��) �! sK2i+� ;this is similar (but dual) to the homology construction in (2.38).Now taking an M{V diagram eY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xwith eX smooth, we know using the above map (for eX) and noetherian induction (for Yand eY ) there is a commutative diagram with exact rows0�! ziop(X;��) �! ziop( eX q Y;��) �! ziop(eY ;��)??y ??y0�! Ker �! sK2i+�( eX q Y ) �! sK2i+�(eY ):Since �(i) is supposed to have descent, the kernel is quasi{isomorphic to R��X;�(i)�[2i],so this results in a map Aiop(X; j)�!H2i�j�X;�(i)�(using the usual descent argument one shows this map is independent of choice of resolu-tion).In particular, since Fulton{MacPherson Chow cohomology A�X does not in generalhave such maps [To 2, Theorem 7], it follows that A�op(�; 0) is a strictly �ner intersectionring than A�.2. To prove (3.14) (even for quasi{projective X), it was necessary to dispose of the ho-mological descent result (2.16) for all schemes mapping to X and eX , and not only thequasi{projective ones. This was one of the reasons for the descent trick (2.20) used toextend Chow homology to the non quasi{projective case.3. I ignore whether the sequence (3.14) is also right{exact, or even whether it gives atriangle in D+(Ab) (though we'll see in (4.3) that this is the case if X is smooth). For thisreason, a descent style de�nition of Chow cohomology will be given in chapter 4, so thatlong exact M{V sequences are built into the theory.(3.16) Operational Chow cohomology as hypercohomology. For any variety X, let Ziop;Xdenote the cohomological complex of Zariski sheaves on X (concentrated in negative de-grees) associated to presheaves U 7! ziop(U;�j) if j � 0 (and 0 if j > 0). If X is smoothof dimension n, Poincar�e duality (3.11) plus the fact that shea��cation is an exact functorimply that the homomorphism of complexes (well{de�ned in D+(Ab)) given by \[X]Ziop;X(�)�!ZXn�i(�)82



is a quasi{isomorphism, hence by (2.21)(iv)Aiop(X; j) = H�j �X;Ziop;X(�)� (�)for j � 0.In fact, supposing ROS we can prove (�) for arbitrary varieties, as we will show below(except for (3.17), this will not be used in the sequel).Let U , V be opens in X. Resolve singularities of X by an M{V diagrameY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xand de�ne diagrams eYU �! eU??y ??yYU �! U and eYV �! eV??y ??yYV �! Vby �bering the �rst diagram with �XU resp. �XV .De�ne a complex of abelian groups 0zi(U; �) concentrated in negative degrees by ex-actness of 0�!0zi(U; �)�!zn�i(eU;��)� ziop(YU ;��)�!qzi(eYU ;��) ;where qzi(eYU ; �) is de�ned as the �bre coproductzn�i(eU; �) qziop(eU;�) ziop(eYU ; �)(so 0zi(U; �) is quasi{isomorphic to ziop(U;��)). Let 0ZiX(�) denote the complex of associ-ated Zariski sheaves (so 0ZiX(�) is quasi{isomorphic to Ziop;X(�)).We will prove that U 7! 0Zi(U; j) is a sheaf, and that it is asque. This su�ces toprove (�).For the �rst assertion, note that one has a commutative diagram0 0 0??y ??y ??y0�! 0zi(U [ V; �) �! 0zi(U q V; �) �! 0zi(U \ V; �)??y ??y ??yzn�i(eU [ eV ;��) zn�i(eU q eV ;��) zn�i(eU \ eV ;��)0�! � �! � �! �ziop(YU [ YV ;��) ziop(YU q YV ;��) ziop(YU \ YV ;��)??y ??y ??y0�! qzi(eYU [ eYV ;��) �! qzi(eYU q eYV ;��) �! qzi(eYU \ eYV ;��)83



with exact columns. Note that YU , YV (resp. eYU , eYV ) are opens in YU [ YV (resp. ineYU [ eYV ), so by noetherian induction we may assume the second and third row are exact.A diagram chase then shows that the �rst row is exact, i.e. U 7! 0zi(U; j) is a sheaf.Flasqueness of 0ZiX(j) is proven by a similar diagram chase, and we conclude that therelation (�) holds for arbitrary X (supposing ROS).As a corollary, one has the usual \local to global" spectral sequenceEpq2 = Hp�X;Aiop;X(�q)� ) Aiop(X;�p � q) ;where Aiop;X(�q) is the Zariski sheaf on X associated to U 7! Aiop(U;�q).Now we can also introduce bigraded operational Chow cohomology with supports:Suppose ROS, and let j � 0. Then for any closed subvariety Y � X, we de�neAiop;Y (X; j) := H jY �X;Ziop;X(�)� :(3.17) Corollary: It follows that on the category of varieties with ROS, there is a naturaltransformation of contravariant functorsch : K0 �! A� 
Qcoinciding with the Chern character of [Bo{Se] on smooth varieties (as before, K0 denotesK{theory associated to the category of vector bundles; A� is Fulton{MacPherson Chowcohomology).Indeed, since A�op(�; �) comes from a complex of Zariski sheaves (3.16) satisfyingGillet's axioms [Gi 1, x1], Gillet's work furnishes a natural transformationKj �! A�op(�; j) 
Q :Restricting to j = 0 and composing with the forgetful map A�op(�; 0) ! A� proves theclaim.This is not exactly a new result (indeed, at least in the quasi{projective case it is partof Fulton's bivariant Riemann{Roch [Fu 3, Example 18.3.16], which does not need ROS),but it does indicate how nice it is to have your cohomology coming from a complex ofsheaves.Note that in the singular case, ch
Q will not in general be an isomorphism. (Indeed,for a given singular X, let eY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xbe an M{V diagram with eX smooth; then K0XQ ! K0( eX q Y )Q will not, in general, bean injection, whereas A�XQ ! A�( eX q Y )Q is always an injection, cf. [Ki] or (3.20).)84



x3.2. A reduced theoryA reduced bigraded operational theory eA�(�; �) is introduced to get a relation with Fulton{MacPherson operational Chow cohomology:(3.18) De�nition: Let f :X ! Y be a morphism of varieties. For any morphism g:Y 0 !Y , form the �bre diagram X 0 �! Y 0??y ??ygX f�! Y :For any (i; j) 2 Z�Z�0, the group eAi(X f�!Y; j) is de�ned as the group of collections ofoperations ckg : Ai(Y 0; 0) �! Ai�k(X 0; j)for all g:Y 0 ! Y and all k 2 Z, satisfying (analogues on homology level of) conditions(C1)|(C5) of de�nition (3.2).One de�nes eAi(X; j) := eAi(X id�!X; j) :(3.19) The reduced theory eA has products, pull{backs, push{forwards and orientations,just as (3.6). Copying the proof of (3.11), we �nd that for smooth X of dimension n, themap c 7! c([X]) induces isomorphismseAi(X; j) ��!An�i(X; j) :In the singular case, however, Aiop(X; j) surjects onto eAi(X; j), but will in general bedi�erent; the �rst is a �ner theory.It is clear from the de�nition that eAi(X; 0) = AiX, the Chow cohomology of Fulton{MacPherson [F{M], [Fu 3, Chapter 17].(3.20) Proposition: For any M{V diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xthere are short exact sequences0�! eAi(X; j)�! eAi( eX q Y; j)�! eAi(eY ; j)(arrows are pull{back) for any (i; j) 2Z�Z�0.85



Proof: This follows from the reverse property for the Chow groups; cf. [Ki] or [B{G{S,Appendix], where the j = 0 case is proven. The argument is formally similar to the proofof (3.14).For instance, injectivity is proven as follows: let c 2 eAi(X; j) with ��c = ��c = 0.Given a morphism X 0 ! X and a cycle � 2 Ak(X 0; 0) = AkX 0, we need to prove c(�) =0 2 Ak�i(X 0; j). Let eX 0 resp. Y 0 be eX �X X 0 resp. Y �X X 0, and let �0 resp. � 0 be theinduced morphisms to X 0. Since eX 0 q Y 0 ! X 0 is an envelope, � = �0�� + � 0� for somecycles (�; ) 2 Ak( eX 0 q Y 0). But then we are done by the projection formula:c(�) = c(�0�� + � 0�)= �0��(��c)(�)�+ � 0��(��c)()� = 0 :(3.21) Compact supports. Given a variety X, de�ne the compactly supported reducedtheory as eAic(X; j) := Ker� eAi( �X; j)�! eAi(D; j)� ;where �X is a compacti�cation of X (which exists by Nagata), andD is the complement �X nX. It follows from (3.20) that this de�nition is independent of choice of compacti�cation,and it follows from an easy diagram chase that for any Y in X closed with complement U ,there is a short exact sequence0�! eAic(U; j)�! eAic(X; j)�! eAi(Y; j) :As a matter of notation, the groups eAic(X; 0) will also be written as AicX, since theycoincide with Fulton{MacPherson Chow cohomology for X complete.
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Chapter 4: Bigraded Chow cohomologyThe work done in chapter 3 can now be used to give a descent style de�nition of bigradedChow cohomology A�(�; �). To show this is well{de�ned, we need to rely on a result ofGillet and Soul�e (4.3).A similar descent style de�nition gives a new, contravariantK{theory, calledK�f (\for-mal K{theory"), and there is a Riemann{Roch type isomorphism with rational coe�cientsbetween K�f and A�(�; �), coinciding with the Chern character in the smooth case (4.9).One also introduces compactly supported theories A�c(�; �) (4.6) and K�c (4.8); thelatter theory coincides with the compactly supportedK{theory that Gillet and Soul�e de�neusing simplicial descent [G{S, x5]. There is once more a Riemann{Roch{like isomorphismwith rational coe�cients between K�c and A�c(�; �) (4.9).Working with descent obliges us to make the hypothesis ROS (resolution of singular-ities, cf. (1.2)) for the whole of this chapter.x4.1. De�nition and �rst properties(4.1) De�nition: Let X 2 VARk, and suppose VARk has ROS. For any i 2 Z, thehomological complex zi(X; �) is de�ned byzi(X;��) := s�ziop(X�;��)� ;where X� ! X is a cubical hyperresolution, and s is as in (1.9).The bigraded Chow cohomology is de�ned asAi(X; j) := Hj�zi(X; �)� ;for (i; j) 2 Z�Z.(4.2) Remarks: We have seen (3.7) that ziop(�; �) is a contravariant functor, so thatziop(X�; �) forms a cubical complex, so the above de�nition makes sense. We need tograde in negative degree because ziop(�; �) is contravariant, so the associated single com-plex at the right{hand{side of (4.1) becomes a cohomological complex. Note that zi(X; �)can be non{zero also in negative degrees, but only in degree � �dimX � 1.Of course, it is left to prove zi(X; �) is independent of choices in D(Ab). As in (1.9.2),this follows from the following proposition: 87



(4.3) Proposition: For any M{V diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xof smooth varieties, there are exact sequences0�!Aiop(X; j)�!Aiop( eX q Y; j)�!Aiop(eY ; j)�!0(arrows are given by pull{back).Proof: Left{exactness is easy, cf. (3.20); but surjectivity is harder to prove (even for j = 0,when these are just the Chow groups !). The proof relies on a beautiful result of Gilletand Soul�e.1. The complete case: Suppose X, and hence every variety in the M{V diagram, iscomplete. Then (4.2) follows from the following more general result of [G{S]:Theorem (Gillet{Soul�e): Suppose ROS. Let � be a contravariant functor from the categoryof smooth complete varieties to some abelian category A, and suppose � factorizes overthe categoryM of (pure e�ective) Chow motives. Then for any M{V diagrameY �! eX??y ??yY �! Xof smooth complete varieties, there are short exact sequences0�!�(X)�!�( eX)q �(Y )�!�(eY )�!0 :Indication of proof of theorem: (For a de�nition of the category M, cf. [Scho] and thereferences given there.) Gillet and Soul�e [G{S, 3.1.1] have de�ned \right derived functors"to � as Ri�(X) := Hi���W (X)��for any (not necessarily smooth and complete) scheme X, where W (X) is the weightcomplex of X, which they show to be well{de�ned in Hot(M), the homotopy category ofcochain complexes inM ([G{S, Theorem 2]; this is a kind of \motivic descent").By construction, for a smooth complete X, R0�(X) = �(X) and Ri�(X) = 0 fori > 0. Also, if Y � X is closed with complement U , one has a long exact sequenceR0�(U)�!R0�(X)�!R0�(Y )�!R1�(U)�!� � � ;which is natural in (X;Y ), and an easy diagram chase ends the proof.88



This theorem applies to A�op(�; �), since the functor on smooth complete schemesX�!Aiop(X; j) = AdimX�i(X; j)certainly factorizes overM; to a motive (X; p) we associate p�Aiop(X; j) (where � denotescomposition in the sense of correspondences), and to a correspondence � 2 AdimXop (X �Y )we associate the homomorphismAiop(X; j)�!Aiop(Y; j)� 7! (pY )��(pX)�� � ��(pX , pY being the projections fromX�Y to X resp. Y ). It follows from the compatibilitiesestablished in x3 that this is indeed a (covariant) functor, and that Aiop(�; j) factorizes asSC h�!M�!fAbg ;where SC � VAR denotes the full subcategory of smooth and complete varieties.(In fact, any cohomology theory on SC that is part of a Poincar�e duality theory inthe sense of [B{O] or of (1.3) factorizes overM, hence has short exact sequences as in theabove theorem.)2. The general case. Suppose nowX is not complete. We already know (3.20) the sequenceis left{exact; only surjectivity remains to be proven. By Nagata's compacti�cation resultand ROS, we know there exists an M{V diagrame�Y �! e�X??y ??y���Y ���! �Xof smooth varieties, and such that X (resp. Y , eX , eY ) is open in �X (resp. in �Y , e�X, e�Y )with complement a normal crossing divisor D (resp. DY , �D, eDY ).The desired surjectivity for j = 0 is now immediate (since Ai( �X; 0) surjects ontoAi(X; 0)); for j > 0 we use an inductive argument.Write D as a union of irreducible components D1; : : : ;Dk, and setD(m) := [j�mDj ;eD(m) := ���1(D(m)) ;X(m) := �X nD(m) ;eX(m) := ���1(X(m)) ;Y(m) := ���1(X(m))etc. (so X(0) = �X , X(k) = X, etc.). Set Dm = D(m) nD(m�1), and eDm = ���1(Dm).89



By an induction on the number of irreducible components of eDm, one proves thereare long exact sequencesAn�1�i(Dm; j)�!An�1�i( eDm; j)�AdY�i(DmY ; j)�!AdeY�i( eDmY ; j)�! ;where dY resp. deY is the dimension of DmY resp. of eDmY . This long exact sequence is splitsince Dm is smooth (use Poincar�e duality and the projection formula).From the diagram whose rows are exact by induction0! An�1�i(Dm; j) ! An�1�i( eDm; j)�AdY�i(DmY ; j) ! AdeY�i( eDmY ; j) ! 0??y ??y ??y0! Ai(X(m�1); j) ! Ai( eX(m�1) q Y(m�1); j) ! Ai(eY(m�1); j) ! 0we get a long exact sequence relating kernels and cokernels. Since the vertical maps ofthe above diagram �t into long exact sequences, this kernel{cokernel sequence �ts into acommutative diagram with exact rows and columns! Ai (eX(m�1)qY(m�1) ;j+1) ! Ai (eY(m�1) ;j+1) ! 0??y ??y! Ai (eX(m)qY(m) ;j+1) ! Ai (eY(m) ;j+1)??y ??y! Ker ! Ker ! Coker ! Coker??y ??y ??y ??y0 0 ! Ai (X(m) ;j) ! Ai (eX(m)qY(m) ;j)??y ??y0 ! Ai (Dm;j�1) ! Ai (eDmqDmY ;j�1)The point is that we know by (3.20) that Ai(X(m); j) ! Ai( eX(m) q Y(m); j) is aninjection, so the kernel{cokernel sequence splits in the middle. But the surjectivity of Kerto Ker implies the surjectivity ofAi( eX(m) q Y(m); j + 1)�!Ai(eY(m); j + 1) ;and we are done.(4.4) Theorem: Let VAR be a category of varieties which has ROS. Bigraded Chowcohomology has the following properties:(i) X 7! A�(X; �) is a contravariant functor from VAR to the category of associative,bigraded, commutative rings;(ii) There are cap{productsAi(X; j) 
Ak(X; l) \�!Ak�i(X; l + j)90



for any X 2 VAR;(iii) If X 2 VAR is smooth of dimension n, cap{product with the fundamental classinduces isomorphisms Ai(X; j) ��!An�i(X; j) ;(iv) There is a projection formula for proper morphisms; there are functorial Gysin homo-morphisms f�:Ai(X; j) ! Ai+d(Y; j) for a regular imbedding f :X ! Y of codimen-sion d;(v) For any M{V diagram eY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xin VAR, there are long exact sequences�!Ai(X; j)�!Ai( eX q Y; j)�!Ai(eY ; j)�!Ai(X; j � 1)�!� � �(with arrows given by pull{back);(vi) There is a \local to global" spectral sequenceEpq2 = Hp�X;AiX(�q)�) Ai(X;�p� q) ;where AiX(�q) denotes the Zariski sheaf associated to U 7! Ai(U;�q);(vii) (Homotopy) The projection p: A 1X ! X induces isomorphismsp�: Ai(X; j) ��!Ai(A 1X ; j) ;(viii) (Codimension 1) The groups A1(X; j) are 0 for j � 2.Proof: Most of this is standard descent theory (and similar to what we did for homologyin (2.21)).(i) To see A�(X; �) is a bigraded ring, let X� ! X be a cubical hyperresolution. For eachcubical index �, there is a productziop(X�; j)
 zkop(X�; l) �! zi+kop (X; j + l) ;compatible with boundaries and with maps X� ! X� (3.6). This results in a productzi(X; j) 
 zk(X; l) �! zi+k(X; j + l) ;compatible with boundaries of the complex zi(X; �) (these are given as combinations ofboundaries of ziop(X�; �) and maps ziop(X�; �)! ziop(X� ; �)); this gives the ring structureon A�(X; �).To show this is well{de�ned, if one has two cubical hyperresolutions X� and X 0�,coming from M{V diagramseY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! X and eY 0 �! eX 0??y ??yY �! X ;91



then we may suppose one maps to the other, and we have seen there are short exactsequences 0�!Ai( eX; j)�!Ai( eX 0 q eY ; j)�!Ai(eY 0; j)�!0 ;which impliesKer�Ai( eX q Y; j)! Ai(eY ; j)� ��!Ker�Ai( eX 0 q Y; j)! Ai(eY 0; j)� ;Coker�Ai( eX q Y; j)! Ai(eY ; j)� ��!Coker�Ai( eX 0 q Y; j)! Ai(eY 0; j)� :The arrows in the short exact sequence are compatible with products (since this was truefor A�op, and by noetherian induction), so X� and X 0� induce the same product structureon kernels and cokernels; this shows independence.Commutativity of A�(X; �) follows from the fact that the ring structure on eachz�op(X�; �) is commutative up to homotopy, since X� is smooth (3.11) and (3.12).(ii) The argument is similar to (i), using the pairings�ziop(X�; �)
 zk(X�; �)� �! zk�i(X�; �)in D+(Ab), and descent for the Chow homology.(iii) Taking X� equal to X, we see that Ai(X; j) = Aiop(X; j), for which Poincar�e dualitywas proven in (3.11).(iv) Let p:X1 ! X2 be a proper morphism, let c 2 zi(X2; j) and consider M{V diagramseYm �! eXm??y ??yYm �! Xm(m = 1; 2) with eXm smooth, compatible with p. By construction of the cap{product anddescent for Chow homology, there is a commuting diagram of triangleszk(eY1; �) �! zk( eX1 q Y1; �) �! zk(X1; �)??y ??y ??yzk�i(eY2; �+ j) �! zk�i( eX2 q Y2; �+ j) �! zk�i(X2; � + j) ;where vertical arrows are given as p�(p�c \ )� c \ p�( ). The �rst two vertical arrows are0 by the projection formula of (3.6), so the last vertical arrow must be 0 up to homotopy,i.e. for any � 2 Ak(X1; l) one hasp�(p�c \ �) = c \ p�� 2 Ak�i(X2; l + j) :The Gysin homomorphisms are constructed as follows: The regular imbedding f deter-mines a canonical orientation [f ] 2 zdop(X f�!Y; 0) ;92



cf. (3.10). Consider a cubical hyperresolution Y� ! Y such that X� := Y� �Y X is acubical hyperresolution of X. Then the induced morphisms f�:X� ! Y� (� is a cubicalindex) are not necessarily regular, but pull{back of the element [f ] induces orientations[f�] 2 zdop(X� f��!Y�; 0)for each �.De�ne a Gysin homomorphism(f�)� : ziop(X�; j) �! zi+dop (Y�; j)as b 7! (f�)�(b � [f�]) ;using the product and push{forward of the bivariant operational theory (3.7); cf. [Fu 3, p.328]. By general properties of bivariant theory [F{M, x9.2.1], these Gysin homomorphismscommute with pull{back, so the various (f�)� �t together into a map of cubical complexes,and the result is a map f� : Ai(X; j) �! Ai(Y; j) :To prove this is well{de�ned, it su�ces to prove compatibility with pull{backs; this followsfrom the analogous property for the (f�)� as above.(v) The usual diagram chase.(vi) As (3.16).(vii) A diagram chase reduces to the smooth case, which is (2.12).(viii) A diagram chase using (4.4)(v) reduces to the smooth case, where it su�ces, in viewof (4.4)(iii), to prove AdimX�1(X; j) = 0 for j � 2 :This is proven for ABl� (�; �) in [Bl 1, Theorem 6.1]; the same proof works for A�(�; �).(4.5) Remark: Unfortunately, we cannot construct Gysin homomorphisms for arbitraryl.c.i. morphisms, because of the problem that not all smooth morphisms have a pull{backin Chow homology (only those that are \Chow smooth", cf. (2.21), proof of (i) and remark(2.22).2).However, if we consider only those l.c.i. morphisms that factor as p � f , with f aregular imbedding and p a Chow smooth morphism (e.g. p : Y �Z ! Z a projection withY smooth), then there are Gysin homomorphisms, de�ned as in [Fu 3, p. 328].(4.6) Compact supports. For any X 2 VAR we can de�ne compactly supported Chowcohomology A�c(X; �) as follows: Setzic(X; �) := Cone�zi( �X; �)�!zi(D; �)� ;93



where �X is a compacti�cation of X (which exists by Nagata), and D is the complement�X nX. Then A�c (X; j) is de�ned asAic(X; j) := Hj�zic(X; j)� ;this de�nition is independent of choices by (4.4)(v). The theory A�c(�; �) is covariantfunctorial for open immersions, and contravariantly functorial for proper morphisms (byNagata, any proper morphism is compacti�able). For any Y � X closed with complementU = X n Y , there is a long exact sequence�!Aic(U; j)�!Aic(X; j)�!Aic(Y; j)�!Aic(U; j � 1)�!� � � :(4.7) Proposition: Let H���;�(�)� be any of the cohomology theories (1.4). Then thereexist natural transformations of contravariant functors on VAR resp. on VAR� (thecategory of varieties with proper morphisms as arrows):cli(j) : Ai(�; j) �! H2i�j��;�(i)�resp. clic(j) : Aic(�; j) �! H2i�jc ��;�(i)� ;such that cli(j) coincides with cli(j) (2.38) on smooth varieties, and cli(j) and clic(j)coincide on complete varieties. The map clic(j) is also compatible with push{forward foropen immersions, and cli(j) resp. clic(j) induces maps of long exact sequences, for longexact sequences of type (4.4)(v) resp. (4.6).Proof: The proof uses Bloch's construction [Bl 2, {4] that was already used in (2.38) toget a natural transformation from bigraded Chow homology to homology.For X 2 VAR, let X� ! X be a cubical hyperresolution. Fix an integer i, and foreach X� of dimension n� consider the cohomological double complex0Kp�(X�) := 8<: lim�!Z2zn��i(X�;�p) R�Z�X� ���p;�(i)� if 2N � p � 0;0 otherwise,for some �xed N << 0. The maps 0Kp� ! 0Kp+1;� are given by pull{backs along faces, cf.(2.38). Let 0Er(X�) denote the spectral sequence de�ned by this double complex.Consider another cohomological double complex K��, which is de�ned by leaving outthe \support in Z" condition in the de�nition of 0K��. This second double complex de�nesa spectral sequenceEpq1 (X�) = Hq�X� ���p;�(i)� ) En(X�) = Hn�X�;�(i)�(because of homotopy for H���;�(�)�, one has degeneration at E2, cf. (2.38)). The cycleclass map gives a map of complexes��2Nzi(X�;��) �! 0E�;2i1 (X�) :94



This map is compatible with pull{backs (as one easily checks directly), so actually thereis a map of cubical complexes��2Nzi(X�;��) �! 0E�;2i1 (X�) :Using the arguments of (2.38), it follows that for j < �2N , there is a map from Ai(X; j) tothe limit in degree 2i� j of the spectral sequence Er(X) associated to the double complexgiven by Kp�(X) := sKp�(X�)(s denotes the single of a cubical complex as in (1.9)). Since H���;�(�)� has descent(1.5).2, and since for each X�, the limit of Er(X�) is H��X�;�(i)�, an easy diagram chaseshows that the limit of Er(X) is H��X;�(i)�.Call the resulting map cli(j); well{de�nedness follows from compatibility with pull{backs, which can be reduced to the smooth case.The construction of clic(j) is similar.x4.2. Enter K �f {theory(4.8) Formal K{theory. Similar to the above descent construction for Chow theory, theformal K{theory K�f is de�ned as follows: Take any strictly contravariant spectrum Kcomputing K� (for instance, the spectrum de�ned using perfect complexes of [T{T, x3],or the Gillet{Soul�e spectrum K mentioned in the proof of (2.24)). For a given variety X,de�ne a new spectrum Kf (X) asK f (X) := Holim� K (X�) ;for a cubical hyperresolution X� ! X. The formal K{groups K�f are then de�ned asKjf (X) := �j�K f (X)�(Note these groups can be non{zero for negative j, but only for j � �dimX � 1; notealso that the corresponding descent spectral sequence is strongly convergent because thelength of X� is at most dimX + 1)To prove this is well{de�ned, one can proceed as in (4.3). A cheaper method, onlyproving that Kjf (X) 
Q is well{de�ned (which is all we need), is given by the Riemann{Roch result (4.9) below.One can also de�ne compactly supported K{theory:K c(X) := Fibre�K f ( �X)�!K f (D)� ;Kjc (X) := �j�K c(X)�95



(here as before �X denotes a compacti�cation of X with complement D = �X nX). Againthe fact that K�c (X) 
Q is well{de�ned will follow from (4.9) below.(4.9) Theorem: Let X be a variety in VARk. Then there are functorial isomorphismschj : Kjf (X) 
Q ��! Mi Ai(X; j)
Q ;chjc : Kjc (X) 
Q ��! Mi Aic(X; j) 
Q :Proof: For the �rst (resp. second) statement, it su�ces to construct a functorial map chj(resp. chjc) which coincides with Gillet's Chern character on K� in the smooth case (resp.in the smooth complete case). Indeed, a diagram chase using (1.21) and (4.4)(v) thenreduces to the smooth quasi{projective case, and in view of the commutative diagramKj eX chj�! LiAi( eX; j)Q??yo ??yo \[eX]Kj eX �j�! LiAi( eX; j)Qfor smooth quasi{projective eX (which is actually the de�nition of �j [Gi 1, x4]), this casefollows from (2.24).Such a map chj can actually be constructed with target any cohomology theory sat-isfying Gillet's axioms [Gi 1, x1] plus the descent axiom (1.5).2; the construction is similarto the construction of �j in the proof of (2.24).That is, �x a cubical hyperresolution X� ! X. For each cubical index �, Gillet'sChern character gives a map of simplicial setsch� : K (X�)0 �! qk�0 R��X�;K(dk;�(k) 
Q)� :The space K(X�)m for m > 0 is weakly equivalent to�mK (X�)0(it is supposed that K is a (�brant) spectrum), which maps toqk�0 �mR��X�;K(dk;�(k)
Q)� ;which in its turn is weakly equivalent toqk�0R��X�;K(dk +m;�(k)
Q)�[Th 1, 5.29]. So the result is a map from the spectrum K(X�) to a disjoint union of spectracomputing the cohomology in question H���;�(�)�
Q, well{de�ned at least in Ho(SP).Since Gillet's Chern character is a natural transformation of contravariant functors [Gi 1,96



Lemma 2.23], the maps for the various cubical indices �t together to form a map of cubicalspectra (well{de�ned in Ho(SP opp)). By functoriality of Holim for spectra [Th 1, 5.6],this gives a map from the spectrumHolim� K (X�) =: K f (X)to Holim of the second cubical spectrum, whose homotopy groups are the H��X;�(�)�since we assumed the cohomology satis�ed descent (use lemma (1.21)).The result is thus a mapchj : Kjf (X) �! qk�0 Hdk�j�X;�(k) 
Q� ;and it is obvious from the construction that these maps are compatible with long exactM{V sequences.(4.10) Remarks.1. The de�nition of K�f and K�c was directly inspired by work of Gillet and Soul�e [G{S].In fact, they de�ne the compactly supported theory K�c and show that it is (integrally)well{de�ned using their weight complex in the homotopy category of motives.It follows from the Riemann{Roch isomorphism (4.9) that the rational groupsK�f 
Q(and K�c 
Q) have all the functorial properties that the A�(�; �)
Q (resp. A�c(�; �)
Q)have, and that are detailed in (4.4) (resp. (4.6)).With some harder work in the homotopy category of spectra, most of these propertiescan also be proven directly (and integrally) for the K�f (and K�c ), as Gillet and Soul�ehave shown; for instance, cup { and cap product come from a pairing of spectra [G{S,Appendix], there is a projection formula on the level of spectra [G{S, 5.1.2]. Note thatsince ch� is a Riemann{Roch map, so compatible with cup { and cap products etcetera,these two ways of creating structures on K�f and K�c should be compatible.(Note, by the way, that the approach taken here is inverse to the approach of [SGA6], where Riemann{Roch was used to transport properties from K0 to the rational Chowgroups A� 
Q.)However, (4.9) has at least one corollary that seems di�cult to establish directly; thatis that one can de�ne \gradeds for the {�ltration" on K�f 
 Q and K�c 
 Q using theisomorphism (4.9). These gradeds coincide with the real {�ltration in the smooth (resp.the smooth and complete) case, and they are exact functors on M{V and localization longexact sequences with Q{coe�cients (as one expects from a {�ltration).2. Contrary to formal K{theory, the \honest" K�{theory, i.e. the one de�ned by the exactcategory of vector bundles, does not always satisfy homotopy in the singular case [C{S]. Infact, Weibel [We] has introduced a di�erent contravariantK{theory, called \homotopy K{theory" which does satisfy homotopy. I have no idea about the relation between Weibel'stheory and K�f .3. The \local to global" spectral sequence was proven for K�{theory, and hence for K� ofregular schemes, by Brown and Gersten [B{G, x3 Corollary]. The corresponding result for97



K� of singular schemes is also true, but is a far deeper theorem, cf. [T{T, 10.3, 10.8], [Th3, x2].x4.3. A�(-,0) versus A�(4.11) Remark: The subring A�(X; 0) � A�(X; �) is an intersection ring in the sense of theintroduction. It is �ner than Fulton{MacPherson Chow cohomology A�, because the lasttheory does not, in general, have a non{trivial natural transformation into cohomology [To2, Theorem 7] (see also (6.3) for an explicit example of a singular surface with A1(S; 0)
Qdi�erent from A1S 
Q).Note that for an M{V diagram eY �! eX??y ??yY �! XKimura's theorem (3.19), [Ki] gives a short exact sequence for Chow cohomology0�!AiX�!Ai eX �AiY�!Ai eY ;whereas for bigraded Chow cohomology, there is a long exact sequence� � � �!Ai(eY ; 1)�!Ai(X; 0)�!Ai( eX; 0) �Ai(Y; 0)�!Ai(eY ; 0)(4.4)(v), which in general does not split at the second arrow for singular X. Roughlyspeaking, Ai behaves (at least for complete varieties) like a graded piece of cohomologyGrW2iH2i��;�(i)�with respect to the weight �ltration, whereas Ai(�; 0) behaves rather like the whole coho-mology group H2i��;�(i)� :This also helps to \explain" Totaro's result about the non{existence of a cycle class mapfrom A� into cohomology: the exact sequence shows that Ai maps to GrW2iH2i (this is theargument in [B{G{S, Appendix]), and this map doesn't always lift to H2i since the weight�ltration on the cohomology of singular varieties is generally non{split.98



Chapter 5: Linear varietiesTo get some interesting examples, we consider the class of linear varieties, as introducedby Jannsen [Ja 2] and studied by Totaro [To 2]; these are the among the simplest singularvarieties.The theme of the results in this section (which continue results of [Ja 2] and [To 2])is that for linear varieties, the di�erent cohomology theories are as related as they canpossibly be; for instance rational equivalence (which is the �nest equivalence relation)equals numerical equivalence (which is the coarsest equivalence relation) for cycles onsmooth linear varieties.All the proofs use localization and homotopy to reduce to the case of a point, wherethe statement to be proven is usually trivial.At several (explicitly indicated) places in this chapter, the use of constructions involv-ing descent will force us to suppose ROS (resolution of singularities, cf. (1.2)).The following de�nition was made by Totaro [To 2], as a variant of a de�nition ofJannsen [Ja 2, x14]:(5.1) De�nition: The class of linear varieties over a �eld k is de�ned by the followinginductive procedure:(i) Any variety isomorphic to a linear variety is linear;(ii) A�ne space A mk is a linear variety for any m 2Z�0;(iii) The complement of a linear variety, closed in a�ne space, is a linear variety;(iv) A variety that has a closed subvariety Y such that Y and its complement are bothlinear, is a linear variety.(5.2) Examples: A variety that can be strati�ed in a �nite number of strata isomorphic toA a � (Gm )b is a linear variety|in particular, as Totaro points out [To 2], any variety (overan algebraically closed �eld) that admits an action of a connected solvable linear algebraicgroup with �nitely many orbits, is linear. This includes spherical varieties in the sense of[F{M{S{S] and the literature cited there; in particular toric varieties [Fu 4] are linear.For examples of linear varieties that do not have a strati�cation with strata isomorphicto A a � (Gm )b, cf. [To 2].x5.1. Chow theory of linear varieties(5.3) Theorem: Let X be a linear variety over k, and suppose one of the following:(1) k = C and H��X;�(�)� resp. H�c �X;�(�)� is singular or Deligne homology resp.cohomology with compact supports; 99



(2) k is algebraically closed, X has ROS and H� resp. H�c is �etale homology resp. coho-mology.Then there are isomorphismscli(0) : AiX 
R ��! Gr0WH2i�X;�(i)� =W 0H2i�X;�(i)� ;where R := H0�Spec k;�(0)� and W is the weight �ltration (1.9). In case (1) there aremoreover isomorphisms clic(0) : AicX ��! GrW0 H2ic (X;�(i)� :Proof: Let U � X be open, such that U �= A n n Z for some Z � A n closed which is alinear variety, and such that the complement Y := X n U is also a linear variety. By aninduction on the dimension and on the number of irreducible components, we may supposethe statement holds for Z and Y .For the �rst isomorphism, consider the commutative diagram (2.38) with exact rowsAi(U; 1) ! AiY ! AiX ! AiU ! 0??ycli(1) ??yo cli(0) ??ycli(0) ??yo cli(0)Gr0WH2i+1U ! Gr0WH2iY ! Gr0WH2iX ! Gr0WH2iU ! 0(where we have abbreviated H���;�(i)� to H�, and Ai(�; j;R) to Ai(�; j)). We are doneif we can prove the left vertical arrow is a surjection; this follows from a similar diagramAi(A n ; 1) ! Ai(U; 1) ! AiZ ! AiA n !??y ??ycli(1) ??yo cli(0) ??yo cli(0)0 ! Gr0WH2i+1U ! Gr0WH2iZ ! Gr0WH2iA n ! ;in which the lower left corner is Gr0WH2i+1�A n ;�(i)� which is 0 by homotopy, and the tworight vertical arrows are isomorphisms by induction and by homotopy (in fact, for the farright arrow source and target are 0 except for i = n).For the second statement, note that it follows from descent that the bigraded Chow co-homology A�c(X; �) has a weight �ltration, and A�cX identi�es to the graded GrW0 A�c(X; 0)by comparing (3.21) and (4.4)(v). So we might as well prove that clic(0) induces isomor-phisms GrW0 Aic(X; 0) ��!GrW0 H2ic �X;�(i)� :This is completely dual to the above proof, since we have the same kind of exact sequencesbut with arrows reversed.(5.4) Remarks:1. In the case of singular (co)homology, usually H�(�;Z) is identi�ed with H�(�;Z(0))(instead of with H�(�;Z(i)) as above); under this identi�cation (5.3) becomesAiX ��! Gr�2iW H2i(X;Z) =W�2iH2i(X;Z) ;AicX ��! GrW2iH2ic (X;Z) ;100



where W 
Q is now the weight �ltration of Deligne [De 1].The �rst isomorphism was proven with rational coe�cients by Totaro [To 2, Theorem3]. Surjectivity of the �rst map with rational coe�cients, which implies the singular versionof the Hodge and Tate conjectures (as formulated by Jannsen [Ja 2]) was proven by Jannsen[Ja 2, Theorem 14.7].2. A subclass of the class of linear varieties is formed by the so{called cellular varieties [Fu3, Example 1.9.1], i.e. varieties X admitting a �ltration by closed subvarietiesX = Xn � Xn�1 � � � � � X�1 = ;with each Xi �Xi�1 a disjoint union of varieties isomorphic to a�ne spaces. For cellularvarieties, one easily proves by induction that Hi and Hic are pure of the expected weight(using that this is true for a�ne space), so the cycle class maps induce isomorphismsAiX ��! H2i�X;�(i)� ;AicX ��! H2ic �X;�(i)� :This can actually be proven without a higher Chow group argument, cf. [Fu 3, Example19.1.11].3. Let X be a complete toric variety of dimension n. Using (5.3), one can recover a resultof Barthel, Brasselet, Fieseler and Kaup, namely the existence of a commutative diagramPicX �! An�1X??yo ??yoH2�X;�(1)� �! H2n�2�X;�(n � 1)�in which the arrows are the obvious maps [B{B{F{K]. This follows from (5.3) after prov-ing that the indicated H2 and H2n�2 are all in weight 0, and that there is a naturalisomorphism PicX ��!A1X [F{S, Corollary 2.4], [Br].In particular, the bottom map in the diagram is an injection.(5.5) Theorem: Let X be a linear variety over a �eld k, let V be an arbitrary variety overk and suppose VARk has ROS. Then the natural map induces isomorphismsMl+m=iAlX 
Gr�jW Am(V; j) ��! Gr�jW Ai(X � V; j)for each j 2 N, where W denotes the weight �ltration (1.9). In particular,Ml+m=iAlX 
AmV ��! Ai(X � V )(for this statement, ROS is not actually needed), and if X is smooth and complete,Ml+m=iAlX 
Am(k; j) ��! Ai(X; j) :101



Proof: Continuing with the notation Y , U and Z of (5.3), letM be the scheme obtained bypastingX and A n together along the open U . The schemeM might be non{separated, butwe shall see that we can still make sense of A�(M; �) and, more generally, of A�(M �V; �).We de�ne Ai(M � V; j) as the jth homology group of the complexzi(M � V; �) := Cone�zi�(X � V )q (A n � V ); �� f�!zi(U � V; �)� ;where the map f is the di�erence of pull{back along the two inclusion maps (note thatsince the inclusion of the image of f in zi(U � V; �) is a quasi{isomorphism (2.21)(ii), weget the same Ai(M � V; j) if we replace Cone by Kernel in this de�nition). We moreoverde�ne Gr�jW Ai(M � V; j) =W�jAi(M � V; j)as the subspace of elements for which the image under f is in Gr�jW =W�j .It is immediate from this de�nition that one has the expected exact sequencesW�jAi(Y � V; j)�!W�jAi(M � V; j)�!W�jAi(A n � V; j)�!0and W�jAi(Z � V; j)�!W�jAi(M � V; j)�!W�jAi(X � V; j)�!0 :Using this de�nition and (2.34), one can also extend the exterior product mapAlM 
W�jAm(V; j)�!W�jAl+m(M � V; j)to M .Now for any varietyN , letBi denote either�l+m=iAlN
W�jAm(V; j) orW�jAi(N�V; j). Consider the commutative diagram(]) BiZ??yBiZ ��! BiZ �!0??y ??y0 �! BiY �! BiM �! BiA n??yo ??y ??yBiY �! BiX �! BiU �!0??y ??y ??y0 0 0 ;in which all arrows are given by push{forward resp. pull{back along a closed resp. anopen immersion. The idea is to show that all rows and columns in (]) are exact for bothchoices of Bi; then since the diagram forBi = Ml+m=iAl({)
W�jAm(V; j)102



maps commutatively to the diagram forBi =W�jAi({ � V; j) ;the snake lemma gives a commutative diagram with exact rows�AlZ 
W�jAm(V; j) ! �AlY 
W�jAm(V; j) !??y ??yW�jAi(Z � V; j) ! W�jAi(Y � V; j) !�AlX 
W�jAm(V; j) ! �AlU 
W�jAm(V; j) ! 0??y ??yW�jAi(X � V; j) ! W�jAi(U � V; j) ! 0 ;and we are done by noetherian induction.The exactness of (]) for the second choice of Bi is a corollary of (2.21)(ii) and exactnessproperties of Gr�W . Since tensoring is right{exact, the same argument gives exactness of (])for the �rst choice of Bi, except for the injectivity of BiY ! BiM . However, by inductionwe may suppose (5.5) is true for Y , and the desired injectivity then follows from injectivityin the diagram for the second choice of Bi.The second statement of (5.5) follows upon remarking that the Chow groups are alwayspure of weight 0 (and going through the above proof for j = 0 using the standard shortexact sequence for Chow groups shows that the existence of a weight �ltration, and hencethe hypothesis ROS, is not needed to prove this second statement).For the last statement, take V = Spec k and use that Ai(X; j) =W�jAi(X; j) if X issmooth and complete.(5.6) Theorem (Totaro): Let X be a complete linear variety over a �eld k. Then thecanonical evaluation homomorphism induces isomorphismsAiX ��! Hom(AiX;Z)(A� denotes, as before, operational Chow cohomology [F{M], [Fu 3, Chapter 17]; theevaluation homomorphism is given by c 7! deg(c \ �)).Proof: Totaro [To 2, Theorem 2] proved this using the \Chow{K�unneth criterion" of [F{M{S{S]. The Chow{K�unneth criterion says: If X is a complete variety such that the obviousmap Mj+k=i AjX 
AkY �! Ai(X � Y )is an isomorphism for all varieties Y and all i 2Z�0, then the evaluation homomorphismsare isomorphisms.To check the Chow{K�unneth criterion for linear varieties, one can either use higherChow groups as in [To 2], or one can proceed as in (5.5).103



(5.7) Remarks:1. If a linear variety X can be embedded in a complete linear variety such that the com-plement is again linear, then it follows from (5.6) and (3.21) that there are isomorphismsAicX ��!Hom(AiX;Z) :This conclusion applies for instance to toric varieties.2. Let X be a smooth complete linear variety over k, and suppose ROS for VARk.Then A�(X; �) is a free �nitely generated A�(k; �){module. (Combine (5.6) and the laststatement of (5.5).)x5.2 Algebraic and topological K{theory of linear varieties(5.8) Let Grtop� K0 denote the gradeds of the topological �ltration on K0, i.e. graded bydimension of support of coherent sheaves (the notation Gr�top will indicate grading bycodimension). There is a homomorphism' : AiX�!Grtopi K0X ;de�ned by sending [V ] to [OV ] [SGA 6, pp. 58|59], [Fu 3, 15.1.5]. The homomorphism' is surjective, and '
 Q is an isomorphism. ' is compatible with proper push{forward[Fu 3, 15.1.5], and with pull{back for open immersions [SGA 6, p. 52 2.22].(5.9) Theorem: Let X be a linear variety over a �eld k. Then there are isomorphisms' : AiX ��!Grtopi K0X :Proof: We will use the same strategy as in the proof of (5.5). So let U , Y , Z be as before,and let M be the scheme obtained by pasting together X and A n along the open subsetU . The scheme M might be non{separated, but we shall see that we can still make senseof the Chow groups and K0 of M .The Chow groups ofM are as de�ned in the proof of (5.5). As for K{theory, we de�neK0M as �0 of the spectrumK 0(M) := Fibre�K 0(X q A n) f�!K 0(U)� ;the map f being as before the di�erence of the two pull{backs along the inclusion maps.From this de�nition, one can deduce exact sequences for K0 similar to the ones in (5.5) forChow theory. In fact, one knows from [T{T] that K0M is isomorphic to the Grothendieck104



K0 of the exact category of coherent sheaves on M (Thomason and Trobaugh have ex-tended the K�{theory that Quillen had de�ned for noetherian separated schemes to quasi{compact quasi{separated schemes, in such a way that one still has the localization se-quence). De�ning the topological �ltration on K0M as in (5.6), we need to know exactnessof Grtopi K0M�!Grtopi K0(X q A n)�!Grtopi K0U�!0 :In the case of varieties (i.e. separated schemes over a �eld), Fulton and Lang [F{L, Ch.VI Prop. 6.5] show how this exactness property of Grtop� follows from the Riemann{Rochtheorem of [B{F{M], answering a question that was open at the time of SGA 6 [SGA 6, p.458]. In our case, we could extend the Riemann{Roch theorem (and hence the exactnessproperty) to all schemes obtained by pasting together varieties (using Gillet's result thatthe map � comes from an underlying map of simplicial sheaves). But in this special case,the desired exactness is easily proven directly, since Grtopi K0A n and Grtopi K0U are 0 fori < n, and for i = n the exactness is immediate.From the exact sequences for Chow and K{theory, one can extend the map ' to' : zi(M; 0)�!Grtopi K0M ;and the usual homotopy argument shows ' descends to AiM .Let Bi denote either Ai or Grtopi K0, and consider (as in the proof of (5.5)) the com-mutative diagram(]) BiZ??yBiZ ��! BiZ �!0??y ??y0�! BiY �! BiM �! BiA n??yo ??y ??yBiY �! BiX �! BiU �!0??y ??y ??y0 0 0 ;in which all arrows are given by push{forward resp. pull{back along a closed resp. anopen immersion. Once more, we'll check that all rows and columns in (]) are exact andthen apply the snake lemma.The middle row is exact; since BiA n = 0 for i < n, we only need to proveBiY ��!BiMfor i < n. For Chow theory this is immediate sinceAi(M; 1)�!Ai(A n ; 1)is surjective by homotopy; the same argument givesK0Y�!K0M105



is an injection, so F topi K0Y ��!F topi K0M for i < n, soGrtopi K0Y ��!Grtopi K0Mfor i < n.The middle column is exact as well; for Chow theory this was already establishedabove, for K{theory we need the graded analogue ofK0Z�!K0M�!K0X�!0 :This can be directly established from the diagram with exact rows and columnsBiZ ��! BiZ??y ??yBiM �! Bi(X q A n) �! BiU �!0??y ??y ??yoBiX �! Bi(X q U) �! Bi(U) �!0 :The left and right columns of (]) are trivially exact.Now considering the diagrams (]) for Ai resp. for Grtopi K0, the map ' maps the �rstdiagram to the second, and by the snake lemma we get a commutative diagram with exactrows AiZ ! AiY ! AiX ! AiU ! 0??y' ??y' ??y' ??y'GriK0Z ! GriK0Y ! GriK0X ! GriK0U ! 0 ;and we are done by induction.(5.10) Remarks:1. Theorem (5.9) does not hold for all varieties; in [SGA 6, pp. 679|680] Grothendieckgives an example where A� has more torsion than Grtop� K0.2. The special case of (5.9) where X is a ag variety G=B (G a connected semi{simplelinear algebraic group, B a Borel subgroup) was proven by Marlin [Mar, Section 3]; the casewhere X is a weighted projective space was proven by Al Amrani [AA, 3.1 Corollaire]|inboth these cases, there is no torsion in A�X and Grtop� K0X.In the complex case, one can compare algebraic and topological K{theory:(5.11) Theorem: Let X be a smooth projective linear variety over C . Then the forgetfulmap induces an isomorphism K0X ��! K0topX :Proof: In fact, we will prove a more general result formulated in terms of homology, namelythat for any quasi{projective linear variety X, there are isomorphismsK0X ��! Gr0WKtop0 X :106



Here Ktop0 is the homology version of K0top, as de�ned in [B{F{M 2] (the same theory canalso be constructed in a somewhat di�erent way as part of a bivariant theory, as in [F{M,3.1]), and Gr0W is a graded of the weight �ltration, which can be de�ned ad hoc asGr0WKtop0 X := Im�Ktop0 X 0�!Ktop0 X� ;for some smooth complete X 0 having an open eX that maps properly and surjectively toX, and the map on K0 is composition of pull{back and push{forward (One can show theresult is independent of choices).The theorem follows from this homology result, since for smooth X, there are isomor-phisms from K0 resp. K0top to K0 resp. Ktop0 , and for smooth complete X, Ktop0 X is all inweight 0; the construction will show that the induced isomorphism is indeed the forgetfulmap.The proof of the homology statement is similar to the proofs of (5.5) and (5.9). Thatis, we again consider anM which is possibly non{separated, show that one can make senseof K0 and Ktop0 of M , and get from the snake lemma a commutative diagram whose rowsare 4{term exact sequences.We have already discussed K0M ; topological K{homology of M is de�ned as thehomotopy groups of the spectrum Ktop(M), which isK top(M) := Fibre�K top(X q A n)�!K top(U)� ;where for a variety W , the spectrum K top(W ) is the spectrum computing Ktop� , cf. [Gi 1,Section 5].We de�ne the graded Gr0WKtop0 Mas those elements for which the image is inGr0WKtop0 (X q A n ) :With this de�nition, we get short exact sequencesGr0WKtop0 Y�!Gr0WKtop0 M�!Gr0WKtop0 A n�!0and Gr0WKtop0 Z�!Gr0WKtop0 M�!Gr0WKtop0 X�!0 :As in the proof of (5.7), we get two diagrams; the �rst for K0, the second for Gr0WKtop0 .The map from the �rst to the second diagram is given by Baum{Fulton{MacPherson'stopological Riemann{Roch theorem; this map is compatible with push{forward resp. pull{back for closed resp. open immersions, and we conclude as in (5.5) and (5.9).(Alternatively, the map from algebraic K0 to Ktop0 appears as part of a Grothendiecktransformation between bivariant theories [F{M, 3.2], which also implies this map com-mutes with push{forward and pull{back). 107



(5.12) Remark: Let X be as in (5.11). Then one has a diagram of isomorphismsAiX ��! H2i(X;Z)??yo ??yoGritopK0X ��! GriK0topX ;in which the two vertical resp. the two horizontal arrows are given by (5.9) and degenera-tion of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence (H�(X;Z) being torsion{free by (5.3) and(5.5)), resp. by (5.3) and (5.11). This diagram commutes (because of torsion freeness, itsu�ces to prove this after tensoring with Q, and then it follows from Riemann{Roch).Note that whereas the second vertical arrow comes from degeneration of the Atiyah{Hirzebruch spectral sequence, there is no spectral sequence explaining the �rst verticalarrow. In fact, the isomorphism induced by the �rst vertical arrow should follow fromdegeneration of the conjectural motivic spectral sequence (2.41).4.For higherK{theory, theorem (5.11) cannot possibly be true (for instance, the complexpoint Spec C has enormous higher algebraic K{groups, whereas K2j+1top (Spec C ) = 0 for allj). Instead, we shall see (5.14) that a version of (5.11) with �nite coe�cients still holds.(5.13) Notation. Let X be a variety over an arbitrary �eld k. For `r a prime power, onecan consider K{theory with coe�cients(K=`r)j(X) := �j�K=`r� ;where K=`r is the mod `r reduction of the K{theory spectrum, de�ned by the homotopy�bre sequence K �`r�!K�!K=`r[Th 1, Appendix A], [Th 2, 3.0].Replacing K0top (which only exists if k = C ), there is the �etale topological K{theory(Ktop=`r)�(X)of Dwyer and Friedlander [D{F], related to �etale cohomology in much the same way thatK0top in the complex case was related to singular cohomology.As in the complex case, there is again a map(K=`r)j(X)�!(Ktop=`r)j(X) ;intensively studied by Suslin, Gabber, Gillet, Thomason; cf. [Th 2] and the referencesgiven there. The conjecture is that for ` prime to the characteristic of k, this map is anisomorphism for j > 2 � dimX.(5.14) Proposition: Let X be a smooth complete linear variety over an algebraicallyclosed �eld k, let ` be prime to chark. Then there are isomorphisms(K=`r)j(X) ��!(Ktop=`r)j(X)108



for all j � 0.Proof: Again, we actually prove a more general homological result, which is that for anylinear variety X, there are isomorphisms in homology(K=`r)j (X) ��! (Ktop=`r)j (X) :Here the right{hand{side is de�ned as homotopy groups of a spectrum(K 0=`r)(X)[��1]obtained by inverting � mapping to the Bott element; cf. [Th 1, Remark 4.17], where thisde�nition is justi�ed by the fact that these homotopy groups equal the �etale topologicalK{theory for regular schemes.The homology result is proven inductively from a commutative diagram with exactrows �! (K=`r)j (X) �! (K=`r)j(U) �! (K=`r)j�1(Y ) �!??y ??y ??y�! (Ktop=`r)j(X) �! (Ktop=`r)j (U) �! (Ktop=`r)j�1(Y ) �!and the case of a point, which is the result of Gabber and Suslin [Th 2, Theorem 7.1] (Notethat contrary to the other results in this section, here the case of a point is not trivial buta very deep result !)(5.15) Remark: The result (5.14) was proven by Friedlander for cellular varieties [Fr], cf.also [Th 2, Proposition 10.3].x5.3. Comments(5.16) Remarks:1. For a smooth complete linear variety X, many of the results in this chapter also followfrom motivic considerations. For instance, using the Chow{K�unneth formula (5.5) andManin's identity principle, it follows that the Chow motive of X is a direct sum of twistedLefschetz motives. This implies that for any Weil cohomology theory, the cycle class mapis an isomorphism|see [Ja 3, Theorem 3.8] for more implications along these lines.In this light, linear varieties should perhaps be considered a (very simple) prototypeof what is expected to be a general principle: the behaviour of algebraic cycles somehow\determines" the various cohomology theories.2. The reader will have noticed, that in order for the inductions in this section to work,it was essential to have a higher theory at our disposal (i.e. K1, A�(�; 1)), extending thestandard short exact sequences into long exact sequences. For this reason Grothendieck,writing before the birth of higherK{theory, could only establish surjectivity in the K�unnethformula for K{theory of cellular varieties [SGA 6, p. 60 Prop. 2.13] (this is the sameformula as the Chow{K�unneth formula of (5.5), but with K0 instead of A�).109
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Chapter 6: On A1(-,0)In general, it seems di�cult to relate the codimension 1 part of Chow cohomology to thePicard group. In the complex case, this is made easier by the existence of Deligne coho-mology. In fact, for a complex variety X it turns out that A1(X; 0) coincides with a certainDeligne cohomology group (which actually is not really surprising, both these cohomologytheories being de�ned by descent). As a corollary, the question whether A1(X; 0) coincideswith the Picard group of X becomes a question about the Hodge �ltration on singularcohomology of X (6.2).(6.0) For X a variety over C , H�D�X;Z(�)� will denote the Deligne cohomology groups, asde�ned in (1.4).4 and the references given there.(6.1) Proposition: Let X be a variety over C . Then the map cl1(0) of (4.7) induces anisomorphism cl1(0) : A1(X; 0) ��!H2D�X;Z(1)� :Proof: If X is smooth, the left{hand{side is naturally isomorphic to AdimX�1X �= PicX,and by construction the map cl1(0) identi�es to the cycle class map of (2.37), which iswell{known to be an isomorphism (actually, this is equivalent to Jacobi's theorem, sinceDeligne cohomology forms an extension0�!Pic0(X)�!H2D�X;Z(1)��!H1;1(X;Z)�!0 ;and the cycle class map into Deligne cohomology, restricted to cohomologically trivialcycles, is known to be the Abel{Jacobi map. In more modern language, the conjectural�ltration on the Chow groups [Mur 1] is well{understood for codimension 1, where it is atwo step �ltration involving only homological and Abel{Jacobi equivalence.)In the general case, consider an M{V diagrameY e��! eX??y�Y ??y�Y ��! Xwith eX smooth, and the commutative diagram with exact rows�! A1( eX q Y; 1) �! A1(eY ; 1) �! A1(X; 0) �! A1( eX q Y; 0)??ycl1(1) ??ycl1(1) ??ycl1(0) ??ycl1(0)�! H1D( eX q Y ) �! H1D eY �! H2DX �! H2D( eX q Y )which exists by (4.7) (here H�D(�) abbreviates H�D��;Z(1)�).111



By noetherian induction, we are done if we can prove that cl1(1) is an isomorphism.In the smooth case, of course we know that both A1(�; 1) and H1D equal C � , but it is leftto prove that the map cl1(1) is an isomorphism. This follows (in the smooth case) fromthe fact that cl1(1) equals the compositionA1(M; 1) = H0Zar(M;K1)�!H0Zar�M;H1D(1)� = H1D�M;Z(1)� ;where H1D(1) is the Zariski sheaf associated to U 7! H1D�U;Z(1)� [Mul, Section 3], and themiddle arrow comes from a \local regulator". This proves that cl1(1) is an isomorphism,since both sheaves are equal to O�M and the local regulator is an isomorphism [Es], [Ja 1,3.2]. The fact that cl1(1) is an isomorphism also in the singular case follows from a similardiagram and the fact that A1(�; 2) = H0D��;Z(1)� are always 0 (for Chow cohomology,cf. (4.4)(viii); for Deligne cohomology, cf. [E{V, Proposition (2.12)(i)]).(6.2) Corollary: Let X be a complete variety over C . There is an isomorphism fromPicX to A1(X; 0) if and only if the following condition holds:Gr0FHi(X; C ) �= Hi(X;OX) for i = 1; 2(here F denotes the Hodge �ltration of Deligne [De 1]; note that in general there is aninclusion Ker�Hi(X; C ) ! Hi(X;OX )� � F 1Hi(X; C ) ;hence a surjection Hi(X;OX ) �! Gr0FHi(X; C ) :)Proof: X being complete, the Picard group PicX is isomorphic to the analytic Picardgroup Pic (Xan) [SGA 1, Expos�e XII 4.4], so by the exponential sequence PicX �ts into ashort exact sequence0�!H1(X;OX )=H1(X;Z)�!PicX�!Ker�H2(X;Z)�!H2(X;OX)��!0(here all cohomology groups are with respect to the classical topology on X).Let X� ! X denote a cubical hyperresolution. The cohomology groups Hi(X;OX )resp. H1(X;O�X) = PicX map toHi(X�;OX�) = Gr0FHi(X; C )resp. to H1(X�;O�X�) = H2D�X;Z(1)� ;where the identi�cations follow from the fact that both the Hodge �ltration and Delignecohomology are de�ned by descent. 112



These maps �t into a commutative diagram with exact rows0 �! H1(X;OX )=H1(X;Z) �! PicX??y ??y0 �! Gr0FH1(X; C )=H1 (X;Z) �! H2D�X;Z(1)��! Ker�H2(X;Z)! H2(X;OX)� �!0??y�! Ker�H2(X;Z)! Gr0FH2(X; C )� �!0 ;where the vertical maps from Hi(X;Z) to Hi(X;Z) are the identity (we can sendHi(X;Z)to Hi(X�;ZX�) which identi�es again to Hi(X;Z) by descent for singular cohomology).Observing that the left vertical map is always a surjection, as noted above, proves thecorollary.(6.3) The condition of (6.2) is satis�ed by all varieties that have only DuBois singularities[Ste, Section 3] [Ko, Chapter 12]. The class of DuBois singularities includes normal cross-ings singularities and quotient singularities. More generally, a complex projective varietywith only rational singularities has only DuBois singularities [Ko, 12.9] (and it is expectedthis also holds for quasi{projective varieties, cf. [Ko, Chapter 12]).The condition on Gr0FH2 is moreover related to the \singular Hodge conjecture forline bundles" studied in [Ba{Sr]: the condition on Gr0FH2 is satis�ed if and only ifIm�PicX ! H2(X;Z)�= fx 2 H2(X;Z) j xC 2 F 1H2(X; C )g :In particular, we �nd that A1(S; 0) �= PicS if S is the singular surface of [To 2, Theorem7], for which A1S did not have a reasonable map to H2(S;Q)|so here we have an explicitcase where Ai is di�erent from Ai(�; 0).On the other hand, in [Ba{Sr] examples are given of singular surfaces which do notsatisfy the above form of the \singular Hodge conjecture", so we conclude thatA1(X; 0) �= PicXdoes not always hold; in fact a dimension count shows this does not always hold even aftertensoring with Q.As a consequence, since PicX 
Q is a graded piece of K0XQ , we �nd that the formalK{theory K0fXQ �= Mi Ai(X; 0)Qdoes not always coincide with the vector bundle K{theory K0XQ .(6.4) Remark. It follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that if X is a projective variety with at mostrational singularities, then PicX ��!A1(X; 0) :113



As for the Fulton{MacPherson Chow cohomology, for any X having at most rationalsingularities, one has an isomorphismPicX 
Q ��!A1X 
Q(this follows from [K{M] as noted in [F{M{S{S, Introduction] and [To 2, Section 8]). IfdimX � 3, this isomorphism does not hold without tensoring by Q (as is shown by Corti,and mentioned in [F{M{S{S, Introduction] and [To 2, Section 8]).I wonder if one can also prove directly that the map A1(X; 0) ! A1X is an isomor-phism over Q ?(6.5) Open question. The above counterexample (6.3) to the propertyPicX 
Q ��!A1(X; 0) 
Qcan also be understood from the fact that Pic and K0 do not always satisfy descent inthe singular case. Since we have seen (3.15.3) that it is doubtful whether the operationaltheory A�op(�; �) of chapter 3 satis�es descent, it seems natural to ask: Is the mapPicX �! A1op(X; 0)always an isomorphism ? That is, does every well{formed collection of operationsA�(X 0; �) �! A��1(X 0; �)for all X 0 ! X determine one and only one line bundle ?More generally, it would be interesting to understand the relation between K0 andA�op(�; 0) in the singular case.
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